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Abstract:
Metallic particles with linear dimensions d small compared with other characteristic lengths (like the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation,
the de Broglie wavelength of the conduction electrons, the coherence length or the penetration depth in the superconducting state, etc.) show
interesting effects which are usually unobservable in bulk metals. The electronic properties of these particles with diameters of a few nm can be
analysed by considering the microcrystals not as “giant molecules” but as “small solids”, i.e. by using the familiar methods of solid state physics with
some properly defined boundary conditions, Due to the smallness of the particles, the customary quasi-continuous electronic excitation spectrum
splits up into discrete energy levels with an average energy splitting S of a few meV. If then the relevant energies (like the thermal energy kT, the
Zeeman energy gLO/LBH, the electrostatic energy edE, the photon energy hw, the condensation energy for the superconducting state d, etc.) are
comparable with 5, novel effects are to be expected, called “quantum size effects” (QSE). In an ensemble of small particles, it is expected that the
discrete energy levels are statistically distributed; therefore, methods of level statistics can be employed to calculate the different electronic
properties of small particles.
In this report, the more phenomenological aspects of the physics of small particles are discussed, where e.g. the interaction of the electromagnetic
radiation with the particle is described by a dielectric constant, also characteristic for the bulk metal. The more microscopic quantum size effects in
small particles are then analysed theoretically, mainly from the point of view of the statistics of discrete energy levels, and the existing experimental
results are discussed. Superconductivity in small metallic particles is reviewed with emphasis on the critical fields in small particles, the magnetic field
dependence of their microscopic properties (e.g. density of states), the problem of a lower size limit of a superconductor, and fluctuations in small
superconductors. Finally, the most commonly used experimental methods to produce small particles are described.
1. Introduction
Between the well established and conventional domain of the atomic and molecular physics and that
of the physics of condensed matter, there is an intermediate region dealing with the properties of small
aggregates, clusters, or small particles, which are neither quite microscopic nor quite macroscopic. The
study of systems in this intermediate region is rather important from a technological point of view for
the understanding of problems related to catalysis, chemisorption, aerosols, powder metallurgy,
ferrofluids, etc.; in addition, it is to be expected that the next level of miniaturization of devices will
include systems belonging to this intermediate region. From a more fundamental point of view, the
study of this state of matter, intermediate between that of a molecule and a solid, seems to be crucial
and should be very interesting because it touches on some rather basic points of physical principles,
usually concealed if one deals with infinitely large systems.
In this paper, we will limit ourselves exclusively to the electronic properties of small systems, i.e. the
physical properties of small metallic particles due to the presence of electrons. Apart from a few but
very important contributions [1—4]this subject seems to have attracted wider interest only during the
last few years. Nevertheless, due to the many problems involved — experimentally it is very difficult to
prepare well defined samples in this intermediate regime, and theoretically no adequate tools have been
developed — the field of studies on the electronic properties of small metallic particles is still very much
in its infancy. Some very relevant, more recent results can be found in the proceedings of the first and
second conference on small particles [5,6], and the review papers by Baltes and Simanek [7], Hughes
and Jam [8], Genzel [9], and Knight [10] give most valuable information.
We are interested in the change in the physical behaviour of a system if one puts together more and
more identical atoms. Most crudely speaking, very obviously a collection of copper atoms and a piece of
a copper wire will behave very much different, despite the fact that both consist of the same chemical
element. The question is how to investigate this transition in the physical properties if one goes from a
single atom to a bulk solid. Our point of view in this paper is to focus our attention on small metallic
particles which still have a considerable number of electrons so that the usual methods of solid state
physics remain applicable. In particular, the concept of a quasi-particle as an electronic excitation in a
metal, is still supposed to be meaningful. We start from the usual ideas of solid state physics and add
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some modifications due to the smallness of the system as a sort of perturbation. In this spirit, a small
metallic particle is then considered as a solid with dimensions L smaller than some intrinsic length like
the wavelength of light A, the electron mean free path 1, the London penetration depth of a
superconductor AL, the coherence length ~ of the superconducting state, etc.
A rather interesting situation results from the quantum mechanical fact that a system consisting of
many electrons in a finite volume has discrete energy levels. It is important to realize that a very clear
distinction has to be made between the density of energy levels of the full thermodynamic many particle
system, and the density of energy levels of one single quantum mechanical particle, both in a finite
volume.
Generally speaking, for the full thermodynamic many particle system, the distances between the
discrete energy levels of the whole many particle system decrease exponentially with increasing number
N of the particles. This is due to the well known fact from statistical mechanics [11], that in a closed
system in thermal equilibrium the entropy S may be expressed as a function of the total energy alone.
The statistical weight ~F (the number of quantum states of the full many particle system corresponding
to the energy interval ~E) is then by definition given by:
~F=eS~. (1.1)
Dividing L~Eby ~F, we obtain the mean separation between neighbouring levels in this interval near
the energy E. Denoting this distance by ~1(E), we get:
~i(E) = i~Ee’~. (1.2)
Therefore, the entropy function S(E) determines the density of levels in the energy spectrum of a
macroscopic system. Since the entropy is additive, the mean spacings between the levels of a
macroscopic body consisting of the full many particle system decrease exponentially with increasing
number N of particles in it. It is clear that this analysis is closely related to the fact that surface effects
can be neglected compared with bulk effects if the number of particles involved is sufficiently large and
therefore it is possible to define i.e. the entropy per particle s = SIN. In the explicit calculation of s the
conceptually different energy density of the one particle system comes into play, which can be a
function of the dimensions of the system as well. In the rest of this paper, we shall be concerned with
this one-particle density of states only.
If we take a one-electron model Hamiltonian for the conduction electrons to represent the
“quasi-particles” in the small metallic particle, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are determined by
the appropriate boundary conditions. Usually, the level systematics of particles in a large volume is
obtained by considering the system in a large cube with periodic boundary conditions. In a naïve
free-electron model, the energy levels are given by E. = h27r2n2/(2m*L2), where L is the lineardimension of the system, m * the effective mass of the electrons, and n2 = n~+ n~+ n~,with integer
values for n~.The spacing between two neighbouring levels at the Fermi energy EF is then given by
= h27r2/(2m*L2). This situation, where the final levels correspond to values of the momentum
quantized in intervals ~p,,. h/L, is perfectly adequate for the description of a macroscopic system, and
takes into account the uncertainty relation iXx,,. ~p,,. h, which will broaden the levels accordingly. In a
naïve, but incorrect picture one could argue that the levels should be broader than z~E h ~t, and
estimate the mean life time of the Bloch states from the size limited mean free path: L~E hvFIL; the
enormous broadening of the single particle energy levels found in this case is rather an indication of the
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breakdown of the naïve quasi-one-dimensional Bloch model. Yet, it makes some sense to consider L/vF
as a kind of lifetime: In his discussion of the width of the electron spin resonance peak measured in
smallmetallic particles Kawabata [12]showed that this classical estimate corresponds to the strength of the
transition matrix elements in a quantum mechanical calculation.
If we consider the electron levels of sufficiently minute metallic particles, imperfections in the shape
of such particles will remove the artificial degeneracy of the system due to the periodic boundary
conditions. Then the average distance between two levels at the Fermi energy is 6 = z~eI(21rnF/8)(where
= LpF/(lrh), and PF the Fermi momentum), and is of course just twice the inverse of the density of
states p(EF) at the Fermi level. Also then, for sufficiently small particles, the level spacing may be larger
than the broadening of the single electron energy levels. In a particle of volume V = L3, containing N
electrons, we therefore have for spin degenerate levels:
3 = 2/p(r~)= 21r2h3/(VpFm ) =
3SF/N. (1.3)
For a small gold particle with diameter d = 10 nm, and using the coefficient ‘y in the linear law of the
electronic specific heat as measured in the bulk material, eq. (1.3) gives 8 = 0.10 meV. In general it is
seen from eq. (1.3) that when N iOn, . . . iO~the average spacing is 8/k 1, . . . 0.1 K; this is quite large
even for particle dimensions which are sufficiently large so that still the macroscopic characteristics of
the metal can be used. It is obvious, and was realized many years ago [2—4],that interesting effects
should occur if the average value for an ensemble of small particles of the level spacing near the Fermi
energy 8 becomes bigger than the thermal energy kT, the Zeetnan energy ~LO~LBH (H is the applied
magnetic field), the electrostic energy edE (E is the applied electric field), the energy h~of radiation,
etc. (See fig. 1.1.) In a most remarkable paper [3], it was Kubo who reactivated interest in and triggered
more recent theoretical and experimental work on these problems.
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Fig. 1.1. Average level spacing ~ = 4e~/3Nas a function of the particle diameter d, measured in terms of some other relevant energies. The
parameters have been calculated using a typical “standard metal”, with a value of N/V= 6.0 x 1028 electrons/rn
3 for the electron density.
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It should be emphasized that the finiteness of the dimensions of the particles brings about two
distinct effects on the electronic states in a particle. The first is the discreteness of the energy levels as
given by eq. (1.3), and the second is the effect due to the existence of surfaces as discussed in connection
with the full thermodynamic manybody problem. These surface effects will certainly be important under
the circumstances discussed here, but we will be mainly concerned with the first effect, namely that of
the discreteness of the one-particle energy levels due to the smallness of the system. In principle, a small
particle should be considered as a giant molecule composed of many thousands of atoms, but here we
will consider a small particle as a small solid.
2. Phenomenological description of small particles
2.1. Interaction with electromagnetic radiation
Small metallic particles or colloids often show beautiful colours, usually different from the colours of
the bulk metal. An explanation for this phenomenon was given early in this century in terms of the
classical electromagnetic theory [1, 131. A particle, exposed to electromagnetic radiation, will reduce the
intensity of the incident beam by scattering and absorption. This problem can be analysed with
Maxwell’s equations. The discussion of this problem is relatively simple, because the dimensions of the
submicroscopic particles of interest here are smaller than the wavelength of the incoming electromag-
netic wave (if we consider only nonionizing radiation). The applied field may then be assumed to be
homogeneous over the volume of the particle. For the case of a spherical particle a full solution of the
boundary problem was worked out by Mie [11.In this phenomenological treatment the complex
dielectric constants of the metal and of the surrounding medium are the only material properties which
enter the calculation. Therefore, Mie’s theory can be applied to metals as well as to ionic crystals and
semiconductors [9]. The extension of Mie’s theory to ellipsoidally shaped particles is quite easy, but also
for different particle geometries solutions may be found [141.
Normally one is interested in the properties of a collection of more or less identical particles,
reasonably well separated from each other, and embedded in a medium with well defined dielectric
constant: an appreciable fraction of the volume of the embedding medium will be occupied by small
particles. The theory of J.C. Maxwell Garnett [131gives a prescription how to calculate the effective
dielectric constant of a medium containing a small volume fraction of particles. When the particles occupya
largefraction of the volume, as in some composite materials, this theory fails. The evaluation of the effective
dielectric constant is then possible only in so far as it is possible to characterize the material explicitly. This
problem will be discussed in some detail in section 2.4. In section 2.2 we will consider the solution given by
Mie and section 2.3 will discuss size effects on the dielectric constant of the metal particles.
2.2. Mie‘s theory
We will now turn to the discussion of Mie’s calculation of the interaction of small spherical particles
with electromagnetic radiation. The calculation is straightforward, but rather tedious, and was
repeatedly elaborated by many illustrious workers [15—17].Avoiding detailed calculations we will
present a brief outline of the procedure to calculate the attenuation of an unpolarized monochromatic
light beam after it has passed through a medium containing spherical particles. The volume concen-
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tration of particles is assumed to be so low that the particles act as independent scattering centers and
that multiple scattering does not take place. Then the extinction of the beam is given by:
I(z)=Ioe_Yz (2.1)
where 1(z) is the intensity of the incoming beam after a distance z. Under these conditions, the
extinction coefficient y is a simple product of the number of scattering centers per unit volume N/V and
the extinction cross section of one particle Cext. The extinction cross section is the sum of the scattering
cross section C~aand the absorption cross section Cabs:
y = Cext = (Csca + Cabs). (2.2)
This extinction cross section can now be calculated with Mie’s theory, starting from Maxwell’s
equations. We consider the case of a monochromatic, linearly polarized plane wave of electric and
magnetic field amplitudes E and B incident onto the particle P (see fig. 2.~As a consequence of
Maxwell’s equations, E and B are not independent: B = (nlc)E, where n = Ve~iis the refractive index
of the medium. (l’hroughout this paper e and ~.i will denote the relative permittivity and permeability
respectively.) The incoming field expressed in polar coordinates is given by:
E. = sin 0 cos 4, e”~°~°e”~’
= cos 0 cos 4, ethT~~05oe_i~0t (2.3a)
E~= —sin 4, e~T~20s0e~’°’
Ecos.p ______________
Esinsp
Fig. 2.1. The incoming electromagnetic wave, directed along the +z-axis, and the outgoing spherical wave, which is scattered by the particle at
position P.
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Br = (n/c) sin 0 sin 4, e~~~~05øei~~t
B9 = (n/c)cos 0 sin 4, &“~~° e_I~0t (2.3b)
B4, = (n/c) cos 4, e~c05
0 e_Irof.
It was noted by Debye [15] that this problem can most easily be solved when we realize that the vectors
E and B can be derived from a scalar field V which satisfies the same wave equation as the cartesian
components of E and B, i.e.: ~V+ k2V= 0. One obtains all possible solutions by considering two
different functions V
1 and 1”2; the first will correspond to the case where the radial part of B is
vanishing and electrical waves are generated, the latter will represent the magnetic waves with vanishing
E,. The complete solution is the superposition of the fields derived from the two potentials. For the
electrical waves the components of E can be found as derivatives of the function (t9/Or)rV1 as will be
shown below, and the contribution of rV1 to the magnetic field is obtained subsequently by using
Maxwell’s equations. For the magnetic waves, in a similar way the components of B are obtained from
direct differentiation of (8/Or)rV2, and the contribution to the electric field is found again from the
corresponding Maxwell equation:
Er = ‘~ rV~+ k
2rV
1
1 82 ick ~E9=——-——rV1+ . —rV2 (2.4a)
r OrOO nrsin 084,
1 ~2 ickOE4. = rsin
B, = f~rV2+k
2rV
2
ink 8 1 82B9=— . —rV1+—————rV2 (2.4b)
cr sin 084, r 8r80
inkO 1 ~2B4.=——rV1+ . rV2.
cr 80 rsin 0 8r84,
The expressions for Er and B, can be used to get rV1 and rV2 respectively. The solution can be written
as a series expansion in spherical harmonics:
rV~~= e~”cos 4, ~ ~‘ l(i+ 1) a1ifi1(k1r) P~(cos 0) (2.5a)
rV~= ~ e’~’
tsin 4, ~1~1 21+ ~ f3
1ifr1(k1r) P~
1(cos 0). (2.5b)
c
1 ,=~ ( )
Here n is the (complex) index of refraction and k = nw/c the wavevector in the medium; 9!/1(z) [15]is
a Ricatti—Bessel function of the type (irz/2)~
2J
1÷1j2(z)where J,±112(z)is a half integral Bessel function,
and P~(cos 0) is an associated Legendre polynomial. For a1 = I3~= 1 the eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b) will
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generate the incoming wave given by eq. (2.3). For the field inside the particle, an ansatz of the form
given in eq. (2.5) is appropriate. For the scattered wave outside the particle a decomposition must be
made with functions ~,(kr) [15] instead of i~’,(kr).~,(z) is a Ricatti—Bessel function of the type
(1Tz/2)hI~2H~2i,2(z)where H~112(z)is a half integral Hankel function of the first kind. The asymptotic
form of i~1(kr)for kr ~‘ 1 is i~1(kr)= (—i)~e”, representing an outgoing wave. The ansatz for the
scattered wave is therefore:
rV~= e~”°
tcos 4, ~ ~+ 1) a,’q
1(k2r) P~(cos0) (2.6a)
rV~= e”°’sin 4, 1(1 + 1) b,~,(k2r)P~’~(cos0). (2.6b)
Here and in the following, the index (1), (2), and (i) refer to the particle, the embedding medium, and
the incoming wave respectively. The coefficients a~,/3~,a~and b1 can be determined from the boundary
conditions at the surface of the particle:
E(1)
— (1) + (2)tang. tang. tang. . a
B(1)
— ~L (2)tang. tang. tang.
The continuity of E9 and E4. implies the continuity of the functions (8/8r)rV1 and rV2 at r = ~d, where d
is the particle diameter. Similarly, the continuity of k
2rV
1 and (8/ôr)rV2 follows from the continuity of
both B9 and B4. at the particle surface. The coefficients a, and b, for the scattered wave found from the
boundary conditions are:
a — — n tfr~(nx)t//,(floX) — flo 4i~(nx)tfr,(nox) 2 8
n 4i1(nx) fl~(nox)— flo 4’~(nx)fl:(nox) ( . a)
= — n0 t/11(nx) ç1i~(nox)— n t/4(nx) çIi1(nox) 2 8b
no’/ii(nx)i(nox)n4i~(nx)~,(nox)~ ( . )
These expressions contain the Mie-parameter x = ~ with the vacuum wavevector k13 = 2ir/Ao, the
index of refraction of the embedding medium n0 = VSm, and the (complex) index of refraction of the
particle n = \/e. Far away from the particle, r ~ A, we can substitute the asymptotic form of the
function i~,(k2r).We define functions S~(0)and S2(0):
~ — 21+ 1 J P~1~(cos0) + b dP~1~(cos0)1 2‘( ) — 1(1 + 1) 1~a, ~ 0 ‘ dO ,f ( .9a)
— ~ 21+ if dP~(cos0) + 1, P~’~(cos0) 2 9b
2( )-_~1(1~1)fa, dO ~ sinO ( . )
Then the components of the electric and magnetic fields can be expressed conveniently as:
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(E’) = i exp~ik~r— iwt}sin 4, S1(O) (i~) (2.lOa)
(Es) = — i expik:r— iwt}cos 4, S~(0)(~) (2.lOb)
ErBrO. (2.lOc)
Far away from the particle, the scattered wave has the form of an outgoing transverse spherical wave.
The forward scattered beam (0 = 0) determines the extinction cross section. Because of the fact that
1 P~°(cosO)l~~= ~ P~(cos~ = ~l(l + 1),
the functions S~(0)and S2(0) are equal and the extinction cross section is independent of the state of
polarization of the incident radiation. The extinction and scattering cross sections can now be calculated
from the amplitude function 5(0) by:
Cext = — Re{S(0)} = — —4~-~~ (21 + 1) Re{a1+ b,} (2.lla)(nox) n0 O,1
Csca~f2 ~ (21+ 1){Ia,12+ b,~2}. (2.llb)flO ~
We can proceed to an evaluation of the cross sections by a series expansion in powers of x of the
functions entering eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b). The lowest order term in Cexi is proportional to x3 and stems
from a
1, the third term in the expansion of a1 is proportional to x
6 and is related with the first term in
the power series for C~a.For very small particles, only the first order electric wave will contribute, and
the extinction will be mainly due to absorption. The series expansion of the coefficients leads to the
following result:
2 2 1 2_ 2\1 2-, 2\ / 2_ 2~2
— 2• ~ n — no 3 + 2. ~~n n
01~n /..nO) 5 ~ 61 n n0 \ 6 2 12
al_3
1no2+
2n2x 5Iflo (n
2+2n~)2 X _9nokn2+2n2)x . a
b
1 = ~in~(n
2— n~)x5 (2.12b)
1 . n2—n~ ~
a
2=J~Ino22~32x . (2.12c)
For small enough particles, the extinction can be calculated by substitution of the lowest order term in
a1 only. With x = ~k0d, n
2 = e = e~+ ie
2, and n~= ~m the extinction coefficient y is calculated to be:
y = ~Cext nokod3Im{C~~} 18ir~~-°Vo(E +22)2+ . (2.13)
y is proportional to the volume of the particle V0 and the number of particles per unit volume. The
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intensity of the scattered radiation will be proportional to V~,as can be inferred from eq. (2.llb). The
range of validity of eq. (2.13) has to be checked in each case by comparison with the full Mie expression
eq. (2.11).
The scattered radiation field calculated from the Mie theory can be considered as generated by a
superposition of oscillating electric and magnetic multipoles. The coefficients a, and b, determine the
magnitude of the corresponding lth multipole moments. In the optical frequency range and for very
small particles (d  10_i A, where A is the vacuum wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation) only the
electric dipole contribution needs to be taken into account.
The result of the Mie theory given in eq. (2.13) can be considered as being due to an electric plasma
oscillation induced in the metallic particle. In this context, it is very illustrative to calculate the electric
dipole moment p induced by an applied electric field E0 in a particle with dielectric constant e
embedded in a medium with dielectric constant ~m. For the calculation of the strength of the electric
field the charges at the interface of the particle and the medium have to be taken into account. In the
particularly simple geometry of spherical particles, the depolarizing field is homogeneous over the
volume of the particle and the field inside the particle is proportional to the applied field. The field
outside the particle is the superposition of the applied field and the field of the electric dipole moment
induced in the particle. When the field E0 is directed along the z-axis, the electric field can be calculated
as the gradient of the scalar field ‘I’ given by:
~(i) = —aE0r cos 0 (2.14a)
~(2) = —E0r cos 0 + ‘°cos 0 (2. 14b)
4irs0r
The proportionality factors p and a can be calculated from the usual boundary conditions:
E~g,= E~g. (2.15a)
EE~rp.= EmE~rp.. (2.15b)
We obtain for the field inside the metallic particle:
E~
1~= ~ E
0 (2.16)
and for the induced electric dipole moment:
p = d
3 3~~E
0. (2.17)
The plasma oscillation of the metallic sphere is given by the frequency (
0R for which p becomes infinite,
i.e. when:
E(WR)+2Em 0. (2.18)
This electric dipole plasma resonance corresponds to the lowest order contribution to the scattering in
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the Mie theory given in eq. (2.13), and leads to the well known beautiful colours of submicroscopic
dispersions of metals.
2.3. The dielectric constant of a small metallic particle
The Mie theory for the scattering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation by a small metallic
particle, as discussed in the previous section, leads to a plasma resonance. This plasma oscillation is
usually found in the visible or near ultraviolet and has been studied by many workers using transmission
of radiation [18—35],energy loss experiments in the interaction between fast electrons and the small
particles [36,37], by direct observation of the intensity of the scattered light [38], and this local plasmon
mode is possibly observed also in the emitted light from particles contained in tunnel junctions when
the particles are excited by inelastic tunneling electrons [39]. In the interpretation of the optical
properties of small particles, it was soon realized that the limited mean free path of the electrons is the
most important factor leading to modifications of the optical constant of finely dispersed metals [18—20]:
The mean free path for diffuse scattering off the surface of a spherical particle is ~d,and will be smaller
than the bulk mean free path for sufficiently small crystallites. The corresponding reduction of the
lifetime of the electron states leads for small d to a broadening of the resonance proportional to the
particle diameter. In fig. 2.2 the plasma resonance is shown of small silver particles as measured by
Doremus [22] in one of his pioneering studies. The absorption is calculated from Mie’s theory, using
experimental values for the bulk dielectric constant of silver, and the imaginary part was corrected for
the reduced mean free path. The overall correspondence between theory and experiment is satisfactory.
Extensive studies of the optical properties of small silver and gold particles by Kreibig et al. [25—27]
have confirmed this result.
It is generally accepted that a good approximation to the dielectric constant in small particles is easily
obtained from the bulk optical constants: The contribution due to interband transitions Eb(W) is mostly
believed to remain unchanged, but th~Drude-like free electron part should be modified using a size
limited scattering time:
1/r i/ro+2vFId. (2.19)
absorption coefficient —-—
/ 1,[ \ tine experimental
20 ,1 calculated
16 ‘ ~/ \\
12- /
8~ //
4
I I I I I I
0.37 0.39 041 0.43 0.65
wavelength (jim I
Fig. 2.2. The optical plasma resonance absorption line for small silver particles with an average diameter of about 10 nm. The values indicated by
the circles, calculated using a Drude-like dielectric constant with a mean free path of the electrons limited by the size of the particle, are in good
agreement with the experimental curve. (From Doremus [22].)
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r0 is the scattering time in the bulk material, and VF denotes the Fermi velocity. The contribution of the
surface scattering becomes appreciable in the size range below 100 nm. The resulting dielectric constant
can then be written as:
_________ w~/w
2 .
e(w) = Eb(W) w(w + i/r) = Eb(W) 1 + 1/w2r2+1 wT(1 + 1/w2r2) (2.20)
where w~,denotes the plasma frequency of the bulk material.
For very small particles a new effect comes into play: Due to size quantization, the conduction band
will break up into discrete levels with an average separation large compared to thermal energies [2,3].
This effect is called Quantum Size Effect (QSE). The Drude expression of eq. (2.20) will then no longer
be valid. Several attempts have been made to derive a dielectric function relevant for this situation
quantum mechanically [26,40—44]. Kawabata and Kubo [40] have argued that the classical inter-
pretation of mean free path limitation by scattering at the surface is not correct: The surface of particles
in this size range does not really scatter the electrons, it rather manifests itself as a boundary condition
for electron states bound to the finite volume of the particle. The dissipative part 62 of the dielectric
constant represents dipole transitions between these eigenstates, and has been calculated on the basis of
general principles [40]. As discussed in Ruppin’s paper [44], the expressions found for e
2 by different
authors agree with the result originally obtained by Kawabata and Kubo:
QM \ 32eeF1 (~\-!~~ (~ 22162 ~ d ( . )
g5 is a smoothly varying function and has a value of the order of 1. This result should be compared with
the phenomenological result as given in eq. (2.20) in the limit for small particles, when lIT = 2vF/d:
= 2w~vF/w
3d. (2.22)
The observed line width of the plasma resonance of small silver particles in fig. 2.3 [26] is consistent
r (eV)
1.00 . . .
..—
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d1(nm1)
Fig. 2.3. Measured line width r of the optical plasma resonance peak in small silver particles as a function of the inverse particle diameter d~.
(From Genzel, Martin and Kreibig [26].)
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with this d~-dependence,as given in eq. (2.21) or eq. (2.22). However, the quantum mechanical
calculations predict an effective mean free path for a spherical particle of approximately twice the value
of the classical estimate leading to a line width which is considerably smaller than the one observed. It
seems that the classical interpretation of the effect compares better with experiment than the quantum
mechanical calculations which take into account the quantum size effects. It should be noted however
that anomalously short scattering times can result from lattice defects in small metallic particles [45].In
addition, the size distribution in samples containing larger particles tends to broaden the resonance
peak.
The situation is even more controversial concerning the position of the peak of the plasma
resonance. The classical Mie theory takes only into account Maxwell’s equations, and therefore the
resulting resonances are purely geometrical in origin. If higher order terms in the Mie parameter x
contribute to the extinction given by eq. (2.11), the shape of the resonance will change and the position
Amax of the peak will shift. For small particles, higher order terms can be neglected and the position of
the peak will be fixed, unless some size dependence of the dielectric constant comes into play. This is
illustrated by model calculations for small sodium particles of Smithard and Tran [30],shown in fig. 2.4.
It can be seen that the peak hardly shifts for particles with diameter below approximately 10 nm. For
even smaller particles the classical concept of the limitation of the mean free path will lead to a shift of
the peak position towards longer wavelengths.
Let us consider again the Drude dielectric function as given in eq. (2.20). The frequency w~of the
electric dipole plasma resonance is then found from the condition 61(WR) = ~2Em(eq. (2.18)). Using eq.
(2.20) we obtain:
W~JWR 2 = Eb(WR) + 2Cm. (2.23)
1 + (1/wRTo + 2vF/wRd)
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Fig. 2.4. Absorption spectrum for small sodium particles, calculated using Mie’s theory. For the dielectric constant the classical Drude-expression
was used with a size limited mean free path. The numbers indicate the diameter of the particles in nm. (From Smithard and Tran [30].)
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The resonance frequency is large compared to the inverse scattering time (WRTO ~ 1), but for particles
with a diameter approaching 1 nm 2vF/wRd will be comparable to 1. For particles substantially larger
than 1 nm eq. (2.23) reduces to the size independent value of:
= ~ (2.24)
Eq. (2.23) will lead to a shift of w~to longer wavelengths. Smithard and coworkers have indeed
observed such a shift in small silver [28,29] and sodium [30,31] particles. Around the resonance
frequency WR, the expression for the extinction cross section shows a strong frequency dependence (as
w4) which in general results in a shift of the actual peak towards frequencies higher than w~.For sodium
particles, the position of the peak will remain approximately constant for particles down to 1 nm, in
agreement with the model calculations shown in fig. 2.4.
The results of a model calculation by Jam and Arora [32] for small silver particles is given in fig. 2.5.
Here, a dielectric function has been used which has been derived quantum mechanically from the
results of Kawabata and Kubo [40] based on the QSE. The behaviour is strikingly different from the
curves shown in fig. 2.4 based on the classical results: For the smallest particle diameters, they show a
decrease of the wavelength at which maximum absorption occurs. Genzel, Martin and Kreibig have
derived a quantum mechanical dielectric function, as well; they considered the simple model of a
particle represented by electrons moving in a cubic potential well with infinitely high sides [26,46]. The
experimentally observed line width (fig. 2.3) and position of the peak of the plasma resonance (fig. 2.6)
text (arbitrary units)
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Fig. 2.5. Absorption spectrum for small silver particles, calculated using Mie’s theory. The dielectric constant was calculated using the quantum
mechanical theory of Kawabataand Kubo [40]which takes quantum size effects into account. The numbers indicate the diameter of the particles in
nm. (From Jam and Arora [32].)
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Fig. 2.6. Position of the optical plasma resonance peak as a function of the particle diameter for small silver particles. The data seem to compare
better with the quantum mechanical calculations than with calculations using a classical size limited mean free path. (From Genzel, Martin and
K.reibig [26].)
are in agreement with this model. This shift to higher frequencies of the position of the plasma
resonance with decreasing particle size was also found in other quantum mechanical calculations [32,47]
based on the original work of Kawabata and Kubo [40]. In an attempt to give a simplified analytical
solution, they argue that the dielectric function can be given in a Drude-like form as
2
e(w) = Sh(W) — (2_ 2/2 {(w2 — 112) — iw/’r}. (2.25)
The new constant 11 can be found from the expression for the dielectric constant for zero frequency,
using the results of their model calculation:
= ebUlk(0) + 0.028 ernn L2 = Eb~Ik(0)+ 0.27 w2 L2. (2.26)
When we express eq. (2.26) in terms of an effective scattering length Le~= (2f7r)L, we obtain
112 = l.52v~/L~ff. (2.27)
Therefore, 11 -~w
0 even for particles with a diameter of 1 nm. From this result, a strong frequency
dependence in the infrared is expected for the dielectric function [46].The result of eq. (2.26) has been
derived by Cmi and Ascarelli [42],as well and is in agreement with the high static susceptibility of small
metallic particles predicted by Gor’kov and Eliashberg [4] many years ago. As before, eq. (2.25),
together with the resonance condition eq. (2.18), can be used to calculate the position of the quantum
mechanical plasma resonance WOM of a small particle. (ÜQM will only deviate slightly from w~as
calculated from eq. (2.24):
2
2 ,m2 woM ~ 2WOMJI + 2 +fl2~. (2.28)
WOM T
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Using l/T = l/T0 + vF/Leff the position of the peak is found to be:
2 2 ii2 i,2 2 ~ 2,2
WQM = WR+ 11 — l/T = WR+ U.3LVF/L,eff.
As before, the frequencyat which maximum absorption is found, will be shifted to higher frequencies even
more. This shift of the plasma resonance to higher frequencies for the data represented in fig. 2.6
seems to support the quantum mechanically derived dielectric function. For silver and sodium particles
a shift of the plasma peak to lower frequencies was found [28—31];several attempts have been made to
reconcile the seemingly contradictory experimental results: The influence of surface diffuseness [48,49],
and of the inclusion of a dielectric nucleus [50,51] have been considered to explain a shift towards
longer wavelengths. In addition, the extension of the classical Mie theory to include longitudinal
polarization waves in the small particles revealed a possible secondary absorption structure just above
the plasma frequency w1, [52].
2.4. The effective dielectric constant of the embedding medium
The presence of polarizable particles will give an extra contribution to the effective dielectric
constant of the embedding medium. The field inside a polarizable inclusion is depressed below the
applied field as a result of the depolarization field of the charges accumulated at the interface between.
the particle and the medium; the average field outside the polarizable inclusions exceeds the space
average field. Therefore a higher fieldstrength will be effective in polarizing an additional particle.
In eq. (2.17) we have calculated the net electric dipole moment induced in a particle embedded in the
medium. The extra polarization per unit volume t~tPresulting from the induced dipole moments is
proportional to the volume fraction of metal f and can be written as:
= 3f e0E~, (2.30)
where E10~is the field acting on the particle. We have to take into account the field at the position of an
additional particle resulting from all the induced dipole moments. This is relatively simple if we consider
the usual spherical region around this particle. The contributions from all the dipole moments inside the
Lorentz sphere just cancel; the contributions of all the dipole moments outside the sphere reduce to the
depolarization field of the charges at the interface of the medium and the hypothetical Lorentz sphere
without a particle
E10, = SmEo + ~AP/so = ~(Se~ + 2~m)E0 (2.31)
where we have introduced
6eff as the effective dielectric constant of the medium together with the
particles. Using again L~P= (Sert — 6m)~oEo,substitution of eq. (2.31) in eq. (2.30) leads to the following
result:
6eff6m ,C _____
6e~+2Em’ 6+2gm (2.32
This result reminds one of the familiar Clausius—Mossotti approximation and has been originally derived
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by J.C. Maxwell Garnett [13]. It is often written in an alternative form:
MG — — 1 + 2f(e — Em)I(C + 2Em)
C — ~eff — Em . (2.33)1 —f(e — Em)I(E + 2am)
The Maxwell Garnett theory has been very successful in explaining the optical properties of submicro-
scopic dispersions of metals. Part of this success is due to the intimate relationship with the Mie theory
[1]: Both theories are based on the solution of the same type of boundary condition problem. The
Maxwell Garnett theory is believed to be accurate only for sufficiently low metal volume concentration
and for particles smaller than the wavelength of the radiation inside the medium. In fact, even stronger
requirements must hold [33,53]: The Maxwell Garnett theory is valid only when all higher order terms
in the Mie theory can be neglected and eq. (2.13) holds.
In recent years there has been an increasing interest for composite materials where the volume
fractions of metal and dielectric are comparable. An extension of the Maxwell Garnett theory to higher
metal volume fraction or a careful discussion of its limits of accuracy is therefore important. In the
reviews by Landauer [54] and Hale [55] a good analysis of this field is given. The dielectric constant of a
composite does not only depend on the dielectric constants of the (two) phases and the respective
volume fractions, it depends also on the more microscopic geometry of the composite material. The
need for detailed structural information sets a limit to the possibility to predict the dielectric constant of
inhomogeneous materials. In fact only bounds can be given for the value of the effective dielectric
constant. Hashin and Shtrikman [56] have shown that the Maxwell Garnett result of eq. (2.33) gives a
rigorous lower bound for e,~as a function of metal volume fraction; eq. (2.33) is the exact solution for
the dielectric constant of a material where the space within the composite is completely filled by spheres
of varying diameter each surrounded by a dielectric shell with a thickness appropriate to the metal
volume fraction of the composite. Inversely, the composite sphere assemblage, where the roles of the
two composites are reversed, gives a rigorous upper bound for e,~.When some knowledge of the phase
geometry is available, more stringent bounds can be set on the range of values of Ceff.
A serious objection to the Maxwell Garnett result of eq. (2.33) is the asymmetry in the treatment of
the two different materials. This has been taken into account by Bruggeman’s effective medium theory
[57],where both components are treated in a fully equivalent way: Both dielectric and metal particles
are considered as inclusions in a medium with dielectric constant 6EMT The effective medium result is
obtained when ~ is chosen in such a way that fluctuations due to the dipole fields of the inclusions
average out to zero:
— EMT — EMT
(2.34)
This is exactly the original result of Bruggeman for spherical inclusions and can be formulated
alternatively as:
EMT — 1 —f+f(e — EEMT)/(E + 26EMT)C — Cm 1—f— 2f(e — sm~)/(e+ 2em~) (2.35)
For small f Bruggeman’s effective medium theory reduces to the original Maxwell Garnett result. For
a higher volume fraction of metal the effective medium theory should be more accurate. It seems
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however, that this approach has not given better agreement with the experimental results than the
Maxwell Garnett theory [58—60].
The extension of the theory to non-spherical particles has been discussed by Polder and van Santen
[61] and, more recently, by Galeener [62].Ellipsoidal shape of the inclusions can be introduced simply
by substituting the appropriate depolarization factor L in the denominator at the right hand side of eq.
(2.32) instead of the factor of ~ relevant to spherical inclusions. In the case of aligned ellipsoids as
discussed by Galeener one single factor L is needed. For the case of randomly oriented ellipsoids an
averaging has to be carried out over the possible orientations of the ellipsoids with respect to the
electric field. Galeener’s results have been criticized by Cohen et al. [63]: For extreme values of the
depolarization factor, correct values of the effective dielectric constant are obtained only, when an
ellipsoidal cavity congruent with the particle is considered, instead of a Lorentz sphere; the same
depolarization factor L will then appear on both sides in eq. (2.32).
In the case discussed by Galeener, the polarizability per unit volume of the voids is independent of
the void size and their shape is reflected only through the factor L. In small metallic inclusions the
dielectric constant will be size dependent, as discussed in the preceding section. Therefore, a summation
over the size distribution of the metallic particles should be included. Granqvist and coworkers have
used the result of Polder and van Santen for a selfconsistent formulation of the Maxwell Garnett
theory [33,34]. They have explicitly expressed the size dependence using a d-dependent volume
fraction f(d), and they obtained for the case of randomly oriented ellipsoids:
- — 1 + ~df(d)~~j (E(d)— e)/(e + L(e(d)— g)) 236
S_Cml1~f(d)1~ (e(d)-~)/(ë+L1(E(d)-ë)) (. )
In discontinuous films, one axis of the ellipsoidal islands is normally found to be oriented perpendicular
to the substrate. Then the averaging is over two possible depolarization factors L, only [34].
There is considerable interest in the properties of particulate materials, because the absorption
resonance in the visible, found in this type of inhomogeneous material, can be used to make effective
coatings for solar energy conversion [64—66].It was noted that the small particles often touch and are
arranged in chains of spheres, even when the filling factor is low. When the particles are evenly spread
and wide apart, it may be expected that the effective field of all the other particles acting on an
additional particle is well described using the Lorentz sphere approach. When the individual particles
touch and form complex chains or clusters, local field effects arise which have not yet been taken into
account. Granqvist and Hunderi [33] have tried to incorporate local field effects by the introduction of
effective depolarization factors. This approach was based on the work of Clippe, Evrard and Lucas [67],
who calculated the resonance frequency for a number of geometrical configurations of identical
touching spheres. This introduction of effective depolarization factors has rather drastic effects [33,34].
Moreover, the effective dielectric constant will increase with increasing metal volume fraction. There-
fore, the Maxwell Garnett theory predicts a shift to longer wavelengths of the plasma resonance with
increasing f. Similarly, a shift to longer wavelengths is expected when one of the depolarization factors
is reduced below ~, because the resonance condition is now modified to:
Le+(L_1)ë=0. (2.37)
Granqvist and Hunderi were able to give a very accurate description of the measured transmittance of
gas evaporated gold particles [33] using a distribution of effective depolarization factors. Also in the
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case of discontinuous films, the high absorption and the shift of the absorption peak found experiment-
ally could be reconciled with the simple Maxwell Garnett theory when local field effects were taken into
account [34, 68]. The extension of the original Maxwell Garnett theory to incorporate local field effects
is still part of active research [69,70].
As far as most experiments are concerned, it is obvious that the Maxwell Garnett theory is very
successful. One of the most serious shortcomings of this theory is the fact that no percolation threshold
is predicted. In this respect, the effective medium theory is an improvement [71]. On the other hand,
Bruggeman’s theory does not take into account the all important microstructure of the coated spheres,
so that the surface plasma resonance predicted by Mie’s theory becomes washed out for increasing
metal content, in contradiction with experimental findings. However, very recently Ping Sheng [72] has
demonstrated that a rigorous mixing of the two possible microgeometries of metal particles surrounded
by dielectric and metal coated dielectric particles leads to both a percolation threshold and a plasma
resonance.
3. Quantum size effects in small metallic particles
3.1. Microscopic description of electrons in small particles
3.1.1. Electronic quantum size effects
Quantum size effects (QSE) in small metallic particles have been discussed for the first time in a
paper by Fröhlich [2], published in 1937. Fröhlich applies the Sommerfeld—Bloch model of free
electrons in a bulk metal directly to a particle of very small dimensions, and the modifications to the
usual, bulk value of the electronic specific heat are discussed. Although nowadays his approach seems
too unrealistic to give meaningful results, the basic idea of electronic QSE appears clearly.
It is shown that metallic matter in form of sufficiently small grains behaves qualitatively different
from the bulk metal. Relying upon Fröhlich’s original paper we turn now to the first and most
important question: What does ‘small’ mean in the context of QSE, or: How small must a particle be
that its intrinsic properties become different from those of a bulk solid?
3.1.2. What is a small particle?
When the number of atoms contained in a grain of solid matter is steadily reduced, it is plausible that
in course of this process a stage is realized, where the particle does not behave like a smaller copy of the
corresponding bulk solid anymore. A lower limit for the critical size is a particle consisting of one single
atom. However, for most physical properties one expects not a sharp transition from atomic to bulk
solid behaviour; rather, one may expect a gradual change as a function of the number of atoms and
ambient conditions, as temperature, pressure and electromagnetic fields.
There are two obvious approaches to a quantitative estimate of this transition. The first one is to start
from a single atom and to build up particles by adding atom after atom, and to calculate the electronic
states, vibration modes and electromagnetic properties from molecular orbital theory. This procedure
needs enormous computational efforts and generally the cluster of atoms must not contain more than
about 100 atoms to keep the work within reasonable proportions [73—79].Besides, information obtained
from such calculations frequently has only the value of examples: It does not give physical insight based
on some general and simple principles.
Therefore we shall be mostly concerned with another approach, at least when dealing with electronic
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properties: the framework of bulk solid state theory will be used to a large extent to describe the
particle properties, but modifications are added where the physical model makes them necessary.
Clearly such a procedure cannot furnish correct results for a particle consisting of 5 or 10 atoms. But it
should give useful information when the small particle is produced by gradually reducing the size of a
macroscopic solid and when the conditions are such that it still contains thousands of atoms at the onset
of the transition. This small particle approach from the bulk side is exactly what Fröhlich did.
Following Fröhlich [2], we consider the electronic specific heat of a small metallic particle. The
specific heat is a measure for the energy which has to be supplied to the electron gas in order to increase
its temperature by ~T. When the electronic energy levels are denoted by En and their degeneracy by g~,
the energy difference ~ U at a temperature T with respect to the ground state energy (T = 0) U
0 is:
(3.1)
where Em is the Fermi energy ~F and f,, the Fermi distribution function
= exp{(e~— EF)IkT}+ l~ (3.2)
In order to derive the specific heat C~= 9(i~U)/oT, a scheme must be devised to find the levels e,. and
their degeneracy g~.When this has been accomplished, the problem is well defined, whatever the nature
of the system under consideration may be.
The energy levels ~ can be calculated simply for a free electron gas enclosed in a cube of lateral
length L. Then the single electron energies are given by:
h
2k2 h2 ~.2
n•=0,1,2,... (3.3)
kn = (irIL)(ni, n
2, n3) is the wavevector of a standing electron wave. The endpoints of the kn-vectors
form a simple cubic lattice in the positive octant of the k-space.
If the system contains a large number of electrons (as it is supposed to do) n
2 = n ~+ n ~+ n~ is a large
number for states near the Fermi energy. As almost any large natural number can be represented as the
sum of three squares in many ways, the energy differences IXE between successive levels at the Fermi
energy is given by:
h2 ~. 2 (3.4)
As the density of states of a free electron gas is a monotonically increasing function of energy, and as
the energy difference ~E between successive levels is independent of energy (see eq. (3.4)), to each ~ is
assigned a certain degree of degeneracy such that the total number of states is fixed. If the free electron
energy level density is denoted by p(E)—a continuous function of energy!—the number of states
between e and C + ~ is pfr) i~E,provided that i~.s~ C. As there are no states between e and e + ~s in
Fröhlich’s model of discrete energy levels, the state C itself must have the degeneracy p(s) i~ein order
to conserve the correct total number of states.
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Now we proceed to determine g,,~ in the free electron approximation. The volume of a shell between
C and C + E~~Cin the positive octant of the k-space is given by:
\3/2
(3.5)
The density of k-points is (rr/L)3, and therefore the density of states, taking spin degeneracy into
account, is given by p(s) ~ = 2[1/(ir/L)3:
1 12 ~3/2
p(C)=L3~—~‘~? \/C. (3.6)
This is the continuous level distribution of the free electron model which has the property that
N(E) = f~ p(e’) di’, where Nfr) is the number of states up to energy s. When instead of the continuous
level distribution of eq. (3.6), a discrete distribution is introduced, where the difference between
successive levels is constant and independent of energy (see eq. (3.4)), the normalization N(s) =
foE p(C’) de’ has to be replaced by
N(en)=~gm (3.7)
where g,,~ denotes the degree of degeneracy of the level Em. Necessarily, one has
g,,~“p(Em)t~E. (3.8)
As an estimate for the order of magnitude involved, we calculate ~E and g,,. for a cube of lateral length
L. Assuming 6F = 5 eV, one gets
L= 1 cm: ~C =4x 1015eV, 4x lOttK; g,,, 6’< i0~
L=lOnm: L~C=4X103 eV, 40K; gm=60.
The position of 5F between its neighbouring upper and lower levels ~t and s~is determined by the
usual normalization procedure. We consider here the simple case, that CF lies halfway between C
1 and
s_i. With the degeneracy of the level C~given by p(Cn)~C,z~Uof eq. (3.1) becomes
= ~ p(Sn) L~1CCnfn — ~ p(Cn) L~CE-.n(l f_n). (3.9)
As f~falls from the value 1 to 0 over the energy width kT, and as kT ‘~ 5F, p(C±~)may be put equal top(CF) and considered as constant. The first term of eq. (3.1) is the energy of the electrons at temperature
T and the second term their energy before thermal excitation. Making use of the fact that fn = 1 f-n
and that the number of excited electrons is equal to the number of holes left behind, one gets:
n1,2 p(Cn)fn = ~E ~ p(E_n) (1 f-n). (3.10)
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Using
— ~F = (n — ~) Ae, 5_n — CF = —(n — ~) Ae (3.11)
one obtains:
AU = 2p(sm) (As)2 ~ exp{(n —~).As/kT}+1~ (3.12)
n’0,2..
The electronic specific heat follows immediately
2 __ (n—~)Ce 2p(s~)(As) ~ c9Texp{(n —~)AEIkT}+1~ (3.13)
n= 1.2..
Fröhlich discusses two limiting cases of eq. (3.13): AC ~ kT and AC ~ kT. Looking at our estimates, the
first condition is fulfilled for a macroscopic piece of metal for T = 1 K.
Because the Fermi function of eq. (3.13) does not change significantly in the interval AE/kT, in the
high temperature limit, the summation can be replaced by an integral. Introducing the variable
= (n — ~) As/kT, and putting ÔIÔT = (8~I~9T)e9I8.~= —((n — ~) AeIkT2) ~9/~ one obtains:
Ce = 2p(SF)k2T J ~2 i~eE ~- ~ d~= ~ p(s~)k2T (3.14)
which is the well known result obtained from the continuous level distribution p(C) [80]. Qualitatively
speaking, the familiar T-law arises because at s~a very large number of states E~is contained in the
energy interval kT: the weighting Fermi function distributes the electrons as if the level distributions
were continuous.
The situation is different when As ~ kT; if As is large, the Fermi function will not lift a single
electron in the first excited state. Noticing that only the term with n = 1 contributes significantly in eq.
(3.13), one obtains
Ce 2p(SF) (As)2 ~ e15d/2~T+ 1 (s~~)~~3e_~2kT. (3.15)
The specific heat decreases exponentially with decreasing temperature for a well defined and given As.
This is the typical illustration for the quantum size effect. Fig. 3.1 taken from Fröhlich’s [2] original
paper, shows the ratio y = Ce/Cm as a function of the parameter kTIAs; Cm is the electronic specific
heat of the bulk metal. As can be seen, y depends on the position of s~.Va corresponds to the case
where the Fermi level lies halfway between two neighbouring electron levels; ‘y~applies to the case
when 5F coincides with an electron level; y = ~(Ya + ‘y~,)is the average specific heat one expects for an
assembly of metal particles with Fröhlich’s level structure and well defined AC but varying position of
CF.
The results obtained so far need some discussion:
(1) What are the conditions to make the QSE parameter x = AEIkT sufficiently big (x ~- 1)?
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Fig. 3.1. The ratio y = CjC,~of the electronic heat capacity C of the small metallic particle to the heat capacity C,, of the bulk metal as a function
of temperature, calculated for the case of equal level spacing with a level spacing ~e. For the calculation of y,, the Fermi level was positioned in the
middle between two levels, for Yb. the Fermi level coincided with one of the electron levels, and finally y = ~(y + y,,). (From Frohlich [2].)
Obviously, for a given temperature, the size of the cube has to be sufficiently reduced; in Fröhlich’s
model, according to eq. (3.4), one has AC —~- i/L2. On the other hand, for a given L the condition can
also be fulfilled when the temperature is low enough. For temperatures of the order of T = 1 K, L must
be rather small, of the order of 10 nm: therefore the saying that QSE occur only for very small objects.
However, one has to bear in mind that not L itself is the decisive quantity, but x = AEIkT, hence
x —~- (l/kT)(l/L2).
(2) The high degeneracy of the levels (given by p(E
8) As) and the constant spacing AC between the
levels are consequences of the very simple but also very unrealistic model which was chosen. Even in
the framework of the free electron model, the actual distribution of the levels C~ will reflect the
boundary conditions imposed by the shape of the particle; as the latter consists of discrete atoms, the
perfect cube will never be realized in practice. How this influences the electronic orbitals is a very
difficult and yet unsolved problem. Different approaches to its solution will be presented in the
subsequent sections. Already here it is worthwhile to note that the 1/L
2-dependence of AC is an artefact
of the level degeneracy of Fröhlich’s model. It will be shown that in most cases the average level
spacing is given by AC -~ 1/V=~i/L3.
(3) Specific surface properties have been neglected, although it is well known that surface states exist
which are characterized by their finite extension into the interior of the crystal. At present, surface
phenomena are part of active research and to incorporate surface properties into the small particle
problem leads to immense complications.
(4) The electronic levels are considered to be perfectly sharp, this implies an infinite lifetime of the
excited states. In bulk solids, different scattering mechanisms are responsible for broadening of the
energy levels. The finite spacing AC between neighbouring levels in the QSE regime makes the
scattering less effective than in bulk. However, the broadening due to scattering has to be small
compared with As, otherwise no manifestations of the discreteness of the energy spectrum can be
expected.
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3.2. Kubo’s small particle
3.2.1. General considerations and assumptions
As in Fröhlich’s treatment, the fundamental fact that the spacing between adjacent levels increases
with decreasing particle size lies at the basis of Kubo’s treatment of the electronic properties of small
particles [3]. However, the artificial concept of equally spaced levels is abandoned and a number of new,
realistic assumptions is made.
The most important point concerns the level scheme. Kubo emphasizes the irregularity of the particle
shape which does not justify the boundary conditions of the model of perfect cubes as used by Fröhlich.
As the shape of the particles is not known down to details of atomic dimensions, Kubo replaces the
degenerate level scheme of eq. (3.3) by a statistical distribution. Here, use is made of an important
result on the influence of the boundary conditions on the asymptotic density of eigenvalues of the wave
equation, a problem treated in a number of papers by H. Weyl [81,82] (for a recent review, see refs.
[83,84]). There it is shown that the density of eigenvalues with large indices — states with high “quantum
numbers”, in the quantum mechanical language — does not depend on the shape of the region for which
the wave equation is solved; similarly, it does not depend on the exact nature of the imposed boundary
conditions. The density of eigenvalues with large quantum numbers is a function of the volume of the
region considered alone. The question arises what the measure is to call a quantum number ‘big’ or
‘small’. Although exact and explicit prescriptions are given in the literature to answer this question [85],
in the following it is taken for granted that the quantum number of the Fermi level is so high that these
asymptotic theorems can be applied. Consequently, over energy intervals which are large compared with
the spacing between adjacent levels, the density of states p(E) does not depend on the boundary conditions
at all. Therefore, one uses e.g. periodic boundary conditions and one obtains [86]
p(EF) = ~N/sF. (3.16)
N is the number of electrons contained in the particle. The energy levels contributing to eq. (3.16) are
spin degenerate.
As one is interested not only in the ‘coarse grained’ density of states but in the positions of the
individual levels as well, a distribution of the individual levels must be introduced such that P(EF) of eq.
(3.16) is conserved. This was done by Fröhlich by assuming an equal level spacing and a high
degeneracy. Kubo takes a more realistic approach in postulating that the levels are randomly distributed.
This means that the energy axis is divided in intervals small compared to
=
2/p(SF) = ~EF/N (3.17)
where 3 is the average spacing between two levels which are only spin degenerate. Each interval has the
same, small probability of containing a level. Then, according to elementary statistics, the spacing LI
between adjacent levels is Poisson distributed:
P(ai)=~e_4~?8 (3.18)
P(4) dLI is the probability of finding the nearest level in the interval (LI, LI + dzl) from the level
considered, see fig. 3.2. Such a distribution is qualitatively different from the equal level spacing with
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PIts)
Fig. 3.2. The probability distribution P(11) of the spacings ~i between the levels for a random (Poisson-)distribution of the single electron energy
levels.
constant As in Fröhlich’s model. The same is true for thermodynamical properties derived from this
model as shown in the next subsection.
The difference between oF = As -~ 1/L
2 and 3K -~ ilL3 can be demonstrated by a numerical example.
For a cubic particle of gold (with an electron concentration of 5.9 x l0~m~3)with 10 nm side length and
containing about 6 x iO~atoms, one gets for the average level separation according to Kubo 3K =
0.6 x l0~~eV = 0.7 K, whereas for Fröhlich’s model, one gets S~= 3.6 X iO~eV = 42 K.
It is useful to note that P(zi) is largest for LI = 0. This means that for a random arrangement the
levels are ‘attracting’ each other, leading to accidental, not explicitly intendeddegeneracy.There is asimple
argument against introducing a priori any degeneracy of the levels. Degeneracy is always connected to
symmetry; if the symmetry is dueto geometry, the geometricalform of the particles should be perfect down
to structural details of the order of the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons at 5F, which is about 0.1 nm.
With an exception fororgano-metallic clusters (which are in fact well defined molecules) it is not reasonable
to assume, that any real particles can be made symmetric to this extent.
A further innovation due to Kubo is the concept of particles containing an even or an odd number of
electrons. This concept is based on pure electrostatics: the energy needed to charge a sphere of
diameter d with a charge e is in vacuum e2/2lTs
0d. The charge can only originate from the surrounding
medium (i.e. the heat reservoir) which is at temperature T Therefore, when kT(= iO~eV at
1 K) ~e
2/2irsod(= 10_i eV for d = 20 nm), the probability for an electron to be captured by a particle is
very small, charge fluctuations are highly improbable. As the particle is in its lowest energy state, when
the total charge equals zero, the assumption is made, that at low temperature the particles are
electrically neutral.
Because of the improbability of charge fluctuations, there will be particles containing an even
number of electrons and particles containing an odd number of electrons, and it will turn out that in
these two cases different properties are found. The even/odd distinction has originally been put forward
by Kubo and has subsequently been adopted in most small particle work.
3.2.2. Electron specific heat and Pauli spin paramagnetism
In principle, the method for the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of Kubo’s small
particles is straightforward. Nevertheless, the typical small particle properties mentioned in the
preceding paragraph necessitate some precautions.
The charge conservation (i.e. the existence of particles with an even and an odd number of electrons)
complicates the computation considerably, because all quantities have to be derived from the particle
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conserving canonical ensemble; it will turn out that the “odd-particle” properties are markedly different
from the “even-particle” ones in the QSE regime. Therefore, the normally used grand canonical
ensemble must be discarded as it contains fluctuations of the number of electrons. In the case of a
degenerate Fermi gas the fluctuations are given by [87]:
mkT 3N i/3
V. (3.19)
For a particle with linear dimensions of 10 nm and an electron density of 1029 m~3,one has (AN)2 = 1,
which is not very much compared to the total number of electrons of N = iO~.However, contrary to the
normal situation in statistical mechanics, in the present case not the relative fluctuation (AN)2/N is
important, but the absolute change of N by one electron. Stated in a different way: It does not matter
that the particle contains 10000 or 10002 electrons, but it matters that it contains 10000 or 10001
electrons. The necessity to abandon the grand canonical ensemble entails annoying computational
consequences. The most important consequence is the fact that the Fermi function is no longer a valid
expression for the occupation probability of the single electron states.
Furthermore, the level distribution of eq. (3.18) must be taken into account which leads to
inconvenient averaging processes, even when all particles are of the same size. When the particles vary
in size, an additional averaging over the size distribution is required, each size characterized by its
proper value of S derived from eq. (3.17).
In Appendix I an outline of Kubo’s calculation is presented, emphasizing some critical steps. Here,
we give only the main results including some discussion.
In the high-temperature limit (S/kT4 1), one gets for the specific heat:
= ~1r2k2Tp(sF) (.5/kT4 1) (3.20)
and for the susceptibility due to the Pauli spin paramagnetism:
XPoI-~aP(5m) (5/kT4l). (3.21)
These are just the familiar results for the properties of a bulk metal. When the thermal energy kT is
much bigger than the average level spacing 5, a large number of levels above the Fermi energy are
occupied and therefore many energies contribute to the partition function. Consequently, a large
number of configurations have to be taken into account for the computation of the partition function,
and a negligible error is introduced when the summation is replaced by an integration. As long as the
mean level spacing does not change, all level distributions give the same results for the thermodynamic
quantities; this is exactly the customary bulk situation where the level structure enters only in the form
of the density of states at 5F~
In the low temperature limit (SlkT ~ 1), only very few levels above e~will be occupied, of the order
of 2 or 3. The partition function will then depend crucially on the position of the few individual levels
around EF; therefore, not only the average spacing S = 2lp(s~)is important but also the distribution of
the first few single particle levels around 5F~ In addition, a different behaviour will be seen for particles
with an odd and an even number of electrons (“odd” and “even” case) due to charge-conservation.
As shown in Appendix I, one gets for the specific heat in zero magnetic field the Kubo-QSE results
[3]:
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C~d=1.645k2Tp(CF) (3.22a)(S/kT~’i, H=0)
Ceven = 2.512k2Tp(CF). (3.22b)
In the low field limit, the magnetization is given by:
M~d= /LB tanh(JLo~
8H/kT) (3.23a)
(8/kT~-1,p.o/.L~H/S41)
Meven = 4/.L~(kT/8)sinh(2l.Lol.L~H/kT)J 1+ 4t cosh2(pLo~L~H/kT)+ t2~ (3.23b)
For H —*0, one gets for the spin susceptibility:
x~= p~
0j~~/kT (3.24a)
(o/kT~’i, H—*0)
Xeven = 1.52l/.Lo/.L~p(CF). (3.24b)
Finally, the magnetization in the QSE- and the high field-limit is given by:
M~jd= 2p~oj~9H/S+ 2/J.B(i + exp(—4/.Lo~~H/S)) (3.25a)
(S/kT~’1, /.Lo/.LBH/S ~c-1)
2 1Meven = 2jso~BH/15 + ~~(1 — exp(—4/.LO/LBH/S)). (3.25b)
Contrary to Fröhlich’s result of eq. (3.15), the electron specific heat for a Poisson distributed level
scheme is a linear function of the temperature. Compared with the bulk material, its value is reduced by
about one third. More dramatic new features are found for the Pauli spin paramagnetism. The odd
particles behave at low temperatures as if the magnetic properties were determined by the spin of a free
electron occupying a state which for H 0 is only spin degenerate. This leads to the Curie-type
temperature dependence of the magnetization as given by eq. (3.24a). It is interesting to note that Xeven
does not vanish, even when S/kT —e ~. This is a consequence of the Poisson level scheme where levels
“attract” each other: the smaller the level spacing the bigger the probability of its occurrence;
therefore, for any value of 5/kT there is always a nonzero probability to find levels with energy-distance
LI <kT We shall see in the next section that ~even(T) is totally different if level distributions are used
where the levels repel rather than attract each other, i.e. distributions where the probability for very
small level spacings LI —* 0 goes to zero.
The importance of the canonical calculation instead of the customary grand canonical one has been
emphasized by Denton, Mühlschlegel and Scalapino [88]; they have calculated the electronic heat
capacity for Fröhlich’s equal level spacing case using Fröhlich’s method (i.e. the grand canonical
ensemble) and the canonical ensemble. As is shown in Appendix II it is possible to calculate
the canonical partition function exactly for the equal level spacing case. The results of Denton,
Mühlschlegel and Scalapino are shown in fig. 3.3.
Most important for experimental verifications of the theoretical QSE predictions is a more precise
specification of the condition S/kT ~- 1. As higher order analytical calculations to check the influence of
the (S/kT)-term are very tedious in the case of the Poisson level scheme, Denton, Mühlschlegel and
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Fig. 3.3. (a) The electronic heat capacity C, and (b) the spin susceptibility x as a function of temperature for a particle with an equal spacing 5
between the levels, calculated using the grand canonical ensemble and the electron number conserving canonical ensemble, respectively. x ~s
normalized to the Pauli spin paramagnetic susceptibility yp. (From Denton, Muhlschlegel and Scalapino [88].)
Scalapino made computer calculations. It turns out that the lowest order approximation, containing only
terms of the order (S/kT)~’,is valid only when the condition S/kT  10 is fulfilled.
3.3. Level statistics
In the QSE limit, the thermodynamic properties of the electrons are determined by two fundamental
concepts: the single electron level structure and charge conservation. The example of the specific heat
showed that by assuming an equal spacing between degenerate levels, one gets in the limit of small kT/S
an exponential T-dependence (eq. (3.15)), whereas Kubo’s random distribution of energy levels gives
the familiar linear T-law (eqs. (3.22a), (3.22b)) as for the bulk metal, although with smaller coefficients.
In addition, fig. 3.3 shows how charge conservation influences the specific heat and the spin suscep-
tibility for a particle with equal level spacing S.
A wide range of different possibilities for the level distribution can be offered. Fröhlich’s equal level
spacing is probably an oversimplification of the actual situation; Kubo’s Poisson scheme is very
plausible but it is in fact an “ad hoc” assumption. Gor’kov and Eliashberg [4] have pointed out that
there are distributions which are possibly more justified. These distributions will be discussed in the
following, relying very much on a paper by Porter and Rosenzweig [89,90].
3.3.1. An analogy with statistical mechanics
Statistical mechanics describes the global behaviour of systems which consist of a large number of
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‘particles’ — e.g. a gas of atoms in a macroscopic volume. Because of the large number of atoms, the
exact time development of the system cannot be determined, although the interaction between the
atoms is quite well understood. The statistics give information about the global, average properties of
the system, like pressure or temperature. This is accomplished by making some basic assumptions on
the occupation probability of phase space. “A priori” probabilities are attributed to all states which are
accessible to the system. The justification of this procedure lies mainly in its success.
In this subsection we would like to point out that there is a close analogue between ordinary
statistical mechanics and level statistics, when roughly speaking—the roles of the “known” and the
“unknown” quantities of statistical mechanics are interchanged.
To be more specific, let us consider a small metallic particle. The electron-like excitations in this
particle form a degenerate Fermi gas, they interact with each other, with other sorts of excitations, and
with the walls of the particle. As explained in section 3.2, this latter interaction is of very complicated
nature; therefore, the Hamiltonian of the electron system will be very complicated. The problem
consists now in finding the energy spectrum of this Hamiltonian, i.e. the stationary states in the single
electron approximation.
The lowest states of the system can be found with sufficient accuracy if the real Hamiltonian is
substituted by a reasonable approximation for which the eigenvalue equation can be solved. However,
for the high energies of interest here (around CF), already small perturbations have to be taken into
account, influencing the spectrum more and more with increasing energy. As these small perturbations
are complicated and not known, the eigenfunctions of the complicated Hamiltonian cannot be
calculated. Therefore, one introduces the concept of level statistics in the hope that it gives information
on global properties of the spectrum, such as the probability distribution of the energy eigenvalues.
This illustrates the meaning of interchanging “known” and “unknown” quantities when going from
statistical mechanics to level statistics.
In ordinary statistical mechanics the “unknown” quantity is the state of the system and the “known”
quantities are the forces acting on the atoms. For a closed system each phase space element of given
volume — corresponding to a state of the total system — is given the same a priori probability of being
occupied when the state is compatible with the energy of the system. Clearly, each volume element in
phase space is equivalent to a possible state of the system. Such an assumption is certainly inadequate if
we want to get knowledge on the level structure of a complex system because it already anticipates what
in fact has to be looked for. In level statistics the role of the “unknown” quantities is played by the
forces: It is explicitly assumed that the Hamiltonian of the system is so complex, that its single terms
cannot be enumerated. This complex system is thought of as a system in which many particles are
interacting according to unknown laws. Subsequently an ensemble of systems is considered in which all
laws of interaction, compatible with certain general symmetry properties, are given equal a priori
probability.
In table 3.1 a comparison is made between the usual statistical mechanics and the new technique of
level statistics. This concept of energy level statistics based on an ensemble of systems is due to Wigner
[91]. The hope, that such a statistical procedure for finding the probability distribution of the energy
levels may be successful, is (as in the usual statistical mechanics) based on the expectation, that the
system might be described by a huge variety of complex Hamiltonians, but that the spectral properties
of these Hamiltonians will not deviate very much from the spectral properties of a properly chosen
average Hamiltonian for the ensemble [92]. The exceptions will be formed by systems with a high
degree of symmetry (i.e. simple systems). In these systems, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are
strongly correlated and their interdependence is most clearly shown by group theory. However, when
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Table 3.1
Comparison of the level statistics with the usual statistical mechanics
Statistical mechanics Level statistics
State {p, q} of the system not known. Interaction between the Constituents of the system not known.
Statistical assumption on the distribution of states and Statistical assumption on the interactions (of certain
their occupation in phase space. symmetry type).
The hope is, that overall properties of the system Can The hope is, that overall properties of the level spectrum of
be found: p. T the system can be found, especially the probability
distribution of energy eigenvalues.
e.g. the states of a system can be separated in categories with even and odd parity, it can be shown that
for each of these two categories alone the theory of level statistics might give very good results, but
when the densities of states are compared without taking parity into account, no agreement is found.
This means that deviations of an actual level distribution from the ensemble average suggest the existence
of conserved quantum numbers which have been overlooked.
3.3.2. Symmetry properties of the Ham iltonian
As we have discussed in great length, the interactions of an electron in a small particle are very
complicated. The detailed form of the Hamiltonian H can in general not be determined to such an
extent to give the energy spectrum around CF with sufficient precision. Nevertheless, the Hamiltonian
exists, and may have some symmetry properties. In this section we will study these symmetry properties
of the Hamiltonian in some detail. In Hilbert space, the Hamiltonian can be represented by a hermitian
matrix H:
H=Ht=H* (3.26)
H~is the hermitian-conjugated matrix, obtained by complex conjugation of the transposed matrix H.
If there is no time-reversal invariance, then nothing is known about the Hamiltonian matrix H,
except that it must be a complex hermitian matrix. This matrix can be written down numerically in any
representation, differing from any other, by a unitary transformation U:
UtU = I, or Ut = U’. (3.27)
Beside hermiticity, some other, well known, general invariance properties of the Hamiltonian can be
considered. They are listed in table 3.2. Space translation invariance leads to the familiar conservation
of momentum, and time translation invariance to conservation of energy. Our problem is to analyse the
structure of the Hamiltonian under the various combinations of the remaining symmetry properties.
Let us consider time inversion invariance. The time reversal operator T is an anti-unitary operator,
and can be written as the product of a unitary operator U and the complex conjugation operator K:
T = UK. When no spin dependent terms come into the Hamiltonian, a basis can be chosen, so that U is
just the unity operator:
T=K, T2=K2=I. (3.28)
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Table 3.2
General symmetry properties of the Hamiltonian
Invariance Associated operator
Space translation Total momentum
Time translation Total energy
Space inversion Parity
Time inversion Time reversal
Space rotation Total angular momentum
When the spin enters, the choice of U is dictated by the properties of the total angular momentum
operator J~From the requirement TJT’ = —J, one can deduce, that an appropriate choice of T is:
T = iu~K= exp(i1TS~/h)K
T2 = ~ i~~K= (~~)(~~)K2 = —I (3.29)
here S is the spin operator and o~,a Pauli spin matrix. For N spins:
T = exp(ilT ~ Sny/h) K
T2 = +1, for even N (3.30)
T2=—I, foroddN.
When T2 = +1, U can be diagonalized; a basis can be chosen, so that, again, T = K [92].
Time invariance, together with the hermiticity of H, gives:
andH=I~ (3.31)
the Hamiltonian is therefore real and symmetric. This symmetry property of H is conserved under an
orthogonal transformation 0, with
O0=i, orO=O’. (3.32)
When T2 = —I, we note, that for a state ~I’satisfying the Schrödinger equation:
(~1’,T!1’) = (T~T2~P)*= (7~ ~[i)* = (~(‘T~1’)
or (3.33)
(!P, T~[’)=0.
When the Hamiltonian is time inversion invariant, both ~I’and PP satisfy the Schrödinger equation for
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the same energy. Therefore, the degeneracy is at least twofold. This is the famous Kramers degeneracy.
Due to this spin degeneracy, the matrix T cannot be diagonalized; the appropriate transformations are
the 2N X 2N matrices from the N-dimensional symplectic group Sp(N). In this case, the Hamiltonian is
a quaternion-real matrix.
However, when the Hamiltonian is rotationally invariant (even in the case T2 = —I), an alternative
definition of the time reversal operator is possible:
T°= exp(—ii’rJ~/h)T = exp(—i1TJ~/h)exp(iirS~/h)K = exp(—iITL
5/h) K (3.34)
and now (T°)
2= +1 again, therefore, U can be diagonalized. Just as in the case, where only orbital
angular momenta were considered, the orthogonal transformations are the symmetry operations for the
Hamiltonian.
The different types of symmetry, discussed above, are summarized in table 3.3. These symmetry
properties of the Hamiltonian may have interesting consequences for the eigenvalue spectrum.
Let us consider the accidental approach of two eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian; we will determine
the probability P(LI), that the spacing between these levels is LI [93—95].For the orthogonal ensemble
the relevant part of the Hamiltonian (which is real and symmetric in this case) is:
H= (~* )‘) (3.35a)
the eigenvalue equation can be solved directly using the secular equation:
x—E —x~~-E~=0 (3.35b)
and we find as eigenvalues for H:
E = ±Vx2+ y2 (3.35c)
the probability to find a nearest level spacing in the interval between LI and LI + dLI is just the volume in
the parameter space (x, y) for which E lies in the interval between ~LIand ~LI+ ~dLI,this is ~rLI dLI;
therefore
P(LI)dLI-~=LIdLI. (3.36)
Table 3.3
The symmetry and transformational properties of the Hamiltonian
Symmetry Hamiltonian Canonical group
No time inversion symmetry. Hermitian. Unitary transformations.
Time inversion symmetry, integral spin. Real, symmetric. Orthogonal transformations.
Time inversion symmetry, space rotation symmetry. Real, symmetric. Orthogonal transformations.
Time inversion symmetry, half-integral spin. Quatemion real. Symplectic transformations.
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Similarly, for the unitary ensemble, the matrix H is hermitian:
H= (,x.,, y’~y”) (3.37a)
and the eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are:
E=±\/x2+yf2+y~~ ; (3.37b)
in this case the volume in the parameter space (x, y’, y”), for which the nearest level distance 2E lies
between LI and LI + dLI, is proportional to LI2 dLI,
P(LI)dLI—~-LI2dLI. (3.38)
Finally, for the symplectic ensemble, the Hamiltonian is represented by a quaternion-real matrix; the
relevant part, which describes the interaction of two Kramers doublets, approaching in energy, is given
by:
/ x 0 y iz\
H=I o~ ~‘ I (3.39a)
z x 0
y 0 —x
where y = y’ + iy”, and z = z’ + iz”, the solution of the secular equation is:
E=±\/x2+yy*+zz* ; (3.39b)
this leads to a spacing probability:
P(i) dLI -= LI4 dLI. (3.40)
The most spectacular feature of the results in eqs. (3.36), (3.38) and (3.40), is the vanishing
probability of the occurrence of very small level spacings. Contrary to Kubo’s distribution, eq. (3.18),
the chance of an accidental degeneracy of two levels is zero. In the next section, we will consider the
level spacing distribution for the different ensembles in more detail.
3.3.3. The orthogonal ensemble
As we have discussed above, the orthogonal ensemble is appropriate when
(1) The Hamiltonian H is time inversion invariant;
(2) a. The angular momentum J/h is integer, or
b. The Hamiltonian is rotation invariant.
In the limiting case of small spin orbit coupling and when no applied magnetic field is present (which
would disturb the time inversion symmetry), the electron spin is conserved. The spin merely gives a
twofold degeneracy of the states. The angular momentum entering the Hamiltonian is then integer, and
condition 2a is fulfilled. Therefore, as shown before, H is a real, symmetric matrix, and the appropriate
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basis transformations are the orthogonal matrices 0, with
O0 = I, or O = (3.41)
As explained in section 3.3.1, some reasonable assumptions on the matrix elements have to be made,
based on these symmetry properties of H. A suitable probability distribution for the matrix elements is
obtained when equal weight is given to all possible interactions. From this distribution, one finds the
probability distribution of the eigenvalues, which solves the problem in principle.
In a first assumption, one considers a finite N x N matrix in place of the exact infinite dimensional
matrix H~ the distribution of eigenvalues of the finite matrix is supposed to be as representative for
the actual system as the one of the infinite matrix. This assumption will be discussed at the end of this
section. The other two basic assumptions concern the probability with which a matrix occurs, where the
matrix elements Hm8 (a = 1,. . . N; /3 = 1,. . . N) have certain numerical values. Because H is a sym-
metric matrix, it consists of N(N + 1)/2 independent elements. The probability, that the first element
lies in the interval (H11, H11 + dH11), the second in the interval (H12, H12+ dH12) and so on, is given by
PN(Hil, H12, . . . ,H~)dH11 dH12. . . dH~. The differential probability PN(H!i, H12, . . . HNN)
PN(Hq) must be constructed in such a way that it satisfies the fundamental requirements of
(1) independence of the matrix element from the chosen basis;
(2) invariance of PN(H1J) when a transition from one real basis to an other real basis is made.
These requirements are sufficient to give an explicit analytic determination of PN(H11). They give the
mathematical formulation of the statistical properties of a system subject to random forces with a
special type of symmetry.
The independence of the matrix elements leads to factorization:
PN(H11)= f11(H11)f12(H12). . . f~(H,~).. . fNN(HNN). (3.42)
(a  /3)
The transformation from one real basis to another real basis is given by a real unitary (i.e. orthogonal)
matrix 0. Therefore, when putting
H’ = 0~’H0 (3.43)
PN (H1,,) must satisfy
PN(HI) = PN(H,J). (3.44)
Eqs. (3.42) and (3.44) determine PN(H11), the straightforward calculation is shown explicitly in ref. [89].
One finds that the matrix elements H,,,~(with a  /3) and H,,.1, are normally distributed, the dispersion of
the H,,,, being twice the dispersion of the Han:
PN(H11)= C exp(—(H~1+ 2H~2~ . + H~.,N)/4o-
2)= C exp(—Tr H2/4o-2). (3.45)
~j~2is the mean square dispersion of the off-diagonal elements.
As a next step, one has to diagonalize the “random matrix” ~ in order to obtain the distribution
function for the eigenvalues EA. a- will have the meaning of a scaling factor for the energy difference
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between the EA. The transformation from the basis ~ to the eigenvectors IxA) of the unknown
Hamiltonian H is accomplished by the orthogonal transformation A (a,~).For N2 elements a,~,there
are N(N + 1)72 normalization and orthogonality constraints. Therefore, each a,~.depends on N(N —
1)/2 independent parameters a
1:
a,~ = a~,,(a1,a2 aN(N_1),2). (3.46)
We try to obtain the eigenvalue distribution by replacing the N(N + 1)72 values H~in eq. (3.45) by N
values EA (defined by H~xA)= EAIXA)) and N(N — i)/2 values a1. Again from simple orthogonality
arguments, it follows that
(3.47)
The differential dH11 .. . dHNN has to be replaced by JN dE~.. . dEN da1 .. . daN(N_1)/2 where JN is the
Jacobian of the coordinate transformation:
oH11 OH11 OH11
8E1 0E2 OaN(N_1)/2
JN= : : . (3.48)
OI~INN OHNN OHNN
0E1 0E2 OaN(N_i)/2
The Jacobian (see ref. [89])can be separated into two factors, one containing the EA only and the other
containing the a1:
JN = [iiiiIE~—E~J]h(ai,a2 aN(N_I),2). (3.49)
By integrating over the independent parameters a, one obtains after substituting eqs. (3.47) and (3.49)
in eq. (3.45):
PN(EI,E2,...,EN)= ~ (3.50)
where C is a constant of normalization. This expression, known as Wishartdistribution [96],is the result
we have been looking for: The probability distribution of the eigenvalues of a symmetric random
matrix, characterizing the Hamiltonian of a “random system” subject to statistically equally probable
interactions with a certain symmetry. For N = 2, eq. (3.50) reduces to
P2(E1, E2) = C2~E1— E21 exp[—(E~+ E~)/4cr
2]. (3.51)
From this expression it is easy to derive the distribution for the level spacings P~(LI).(The superscript 0
indicates that we consider spacings between adjacent levels only, with zero levels in between. For
N = 2, there are of course no other spacings.) With the definition for the level spacing LI = E
1 — E2> 0,
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and for the mean eigenvalue E = ~(E1+ E2), eq. (3.51) can be written as:
P2(LI, E) = C~LIexp(—LI
2/8a-2) exp(—E2/2a-2). (3.52)
Integrating over all E leads to:
P
2(LI) = C’2’LI exp(—LI
2/8a-2). (3.53)
The mean level spacing S is now given by:
S=JLIP
2(LI)dLI. (3.54)
Introducing the variable x = LI/cS, reo~acingthe normalization constant C’~by its actual value [97] and
making use of the relation a- = S/\/21T, one gets for the spacing distribution:
P~(x)= ~irxexp(—~irx
2). (3.55)
This distribution (3.55) is also known under the name of Wigner surmise because it was supposed by
Wigner that the nearest level spacing of the orthogonal ensemble should be distributed according to this
law. However, this assumption is correct only for N = 2; for higher dimensions it is no longer true.
Nevertheless, for all practical purposes, the Wigner surmise is an excellent approximation (even for
N —~~z) so that the exact nearest neighbour distributions are only of academic interest [98].
For higher dimensions (N> 2), one is not only interested in the nearest neighbour spacings P~,(x),
but also in the next-nearest spacings P~.,(x), next-next-nearest spacings P~,(x), and so on. The
eigenvalues E
1 must first be ordered according to magnitude. With increasing dimensionality, the
mathematical difficulties soon become enormous and machine computations must replace analytic
brainwork. In fig. 3.4a the Wigner surmise P°2is shown, together with the Poisson distribution for
comparison. The absence of small level spacings is more pronounced for the unitary and symplectic
ensemble, in accordance with the results of eqs. (3.36), (3.38) and (3.40). In fig. 3.4b the machine
calculated distributions are shown for the nearest level spacing P?0, the next-nearest level spacing P ~
the next-next-nearest level spacing P~0,up to P~0the calculation was done for a 10 X 10 random matrix
[99].
The level repulsion, shown to arise from this model, has been observed in the nearest level spacings
taken from spectroscopic data of complex atoms and nuclei [89, 100].
3.3.4. The unitary and symplectic ensemble
When the spin enters the Hamiltonian explicitly through spin orbit coupling, the symplectic ensemble
is the appropriate ensemble. The spin orbit coupling must be strong enough to mix up levels which
would have been determined by the orthogonal ensemble previously.
A criterion to estimate the strength of the spin orbit coupling has been given by Kawabata [12].The
symplectic ensemble applies when
(hvFld)(Ag)
2 ~‘- S (3.56)
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Fig. 3.4. (a) Comparison of nearest level spacing distributions: the Poisson distribution and the Wigner surmise P°2for the orthogonal, the unitary,
and the symplectic ensemble. (b) Computer calculated distributions for the nearest level spacing distribution P?0. the next-nearest level spacing
distribution P)o. etc., for a system described by a lOx 10 random matrix. (From Porter [99].)
vF is the Fermi velocity of the electrons, d is the particle diameter, and Ag is the electronic g-shift as
measured by an electron spin resonance (ESR) experiment. This Kawabata-rule is quite plausible: The
ESR line width is according to Elliott [101]given by:
l/T = (Ag)
2/r,. (3.57)
where Ttr is the relaxation time entering the DC electrical conductivity. For small particles, where the
electronic mean free path 1 is bigger than the dimensions of the particle (1 > d), r is given by Ttr = dlvF.
The electron energy is determined within AE = h/r; when AE ~- 8, “mixing of the levels” occurs and the
symplectic ensemble is appropriate. Conversely, for (hvF/d)(Ag)24 8 the orthogonal ensemble must be
used.
When the appropriate symmetry transformations from the symplectic group are taken into account,
the level distribution found is:
PN(EI,E
2,. . .,EN) = C[ fl IE,. —E~I4]exp(_~-~~ E~). (3.58)
a-
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The Wigner surmise for the nearest level spacings for the symplectic ensemble is of the form:
~ (3.59)
In this case the level repulsion is drastically stronger than in the case of the orthogonal ensemble,
because of the factor E5. — EVI
4. The presence of the Kramers degeneracy seems to make any additional
degeneracy enormously more unlikely [92].
Furthermore, time reversal symmetry is broken by a magnetic field. If in the presence of spin orbit
coupling the magnetic field is sufficiently strong (J2o~
3H> 5, see ref. [4]), the unitary ensemble applies
instead of the symplectic one. It’s probability distribution is given by:
PN(El,E2, . . . ,EN)= c[~ IE~ _EvI2]exp(~ ~ E~) (3.60)
A1
and the Wigner surmise is
P~(x)= -~4x2 exp(_ -~--x2). (3.61)
3.3.5. Physical consequences of the repulsion of energy levels
In the QSE limit, the repulsion of energy levels leads to drastic effects in the behaviour of the
susceptibility of particles with an even number of electrons. In Kubo’s model, the spin susceptibility in
the “even case” is only weakly dependent on the temperature, and at low temperatures it is slightly
bigger than the familiar Pauli spin susceptibility (see eq. (3.24b)). This behaviour is due to the accidental
degeneracy of the Poisson level distribution, eq. (3.18). When this degeneracy is lifted and /LO/LBH < 5,
then the particles with an even number of electrons will not contribute to the magnetization at all as all
the spin-up and spin-down levels are occupied up to SF and the higher levels are inaccessible at low
temperature (kT < 5) and in low magnetic fields. Therefore one expects that the spin susceptibility in
the “even case” should vanish when repulsion of the energy levels occurs.
As discussed in the preceding sections, the appropriate random ensemble is selected by the symmetry
properties of the system under consideration:
1. The orthogonal ensemble can be used when the Hamiltonian is time inversion invariant and the
total angular momentum is integer. These conditions are fulfilled for low magnetic fields (ILOILBH 4 8)
and weak spin orbit coupling ((hvF/d) (Ag)2 4 5).
2. The symplectic ensemble can be used when the Hamiltonian is time inversion invariant as well,
and when the total angular momentum is half integer.
3. The unitary ensemble must be used when the Hamiltonian is not time inversion invariant.
These different cases again reflect the old distinction between “even” and “odd” particles. When the
spin does not enter the Hamiltonian explicitly, as it is the case for weak spin orbit coupling, the
orthogonal ensemble applies. However, when the spin orbit coupling is so strong that spin dependent
terms have to be taken into account, even and odd particles behave quite differently: For even particles
the total angular momentum is again integer, and the orthogonal ensemble may be used; for odd
particles, with half integer total angular momentum, the symplectic ensemble with its very strong level
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repulsion applies. If time reversal symmetry is broken by a strong magnetic field, the distinction
between even and odd particles loses its significance and then the unitary ensemble is appropriate.
Czerwonko derived asymptotic formulas for the specific heat and spin susceptibility for the various
random ensembles in the high temperature (kT ~ 5) and low temperature (kT 4 5) limit [102—104].
Results valid over the whole temperature range have been obtained by Denton, Mühlschlegel and
Scalapino [88, 105] using an ingenious approximative method. They give an exact result for the partition
function of a particle with equally spaced single electron levels (see Appendix II); using this equal level
spacing case as a zeroth approximation for level repulsion, they proceed to better approximations by
allowing the levels next to 5F to vary according to distribution functions of the type of eq. (3.55). As a
next step, the next-nearest level spacing distribution can be introduced, and so on. From the distribution
functions P~,(LI)in fig. 3.4b a quick convergence of this procedure can be expected. In figs. 3.5 and 3.6
the spin susceptibility and specific heat are shown, calculated as a function of kT/8 [88]. In fig. 3.5 the
vanishing of the spin susceptibility in even particles comes out clearly. The dominant contribution to the
susceptibility of the odd particles stems from the alignment of the one unpaired spin.
The low temperature behaviour of the specific heat can be derived very easily [4, 93—95]. The free
energy F can be found from the partition function Z, as a simple average over the appropriate
ensemble. For low temperatures (kT 4 8) only the lowest excitations need to be considered. The
8.0 __ POISSOn I random)
orthogonal ensemble
- ~ft~ona~
4.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 kr/S
POISSOn I random I <~>1kodd ‘,, case 1.0 /
3.0 - \ — — even case /0.8 / 1/
2.0 - ,/
1.0 - 0.6 / ~
I I I I 02
0.0 0.2 04 0,6 0.8 1.0 I I I
kr/S 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
Fig S. The spin susceptibility x of a small metallic particle nor- kr/S
malized to the Pauli spin paramagnetic susceptibility Xe as a function Fig. 3.6. (a) The electronic specific heat of a small metallic particle as
of temperature. The average level spacing is 5. and for the levels a function of temperature. The average level spacing is S and for the
around vf an averaging over the orthogonal or over the Poisson level levels around E~an averaging over the level probability distribution
probability distribution was carried out. (From Denton. Miihlschlegel was earned out. (b) A blow up of the QSE region, kT/6 <0.25. (From
and Scalapino [881.) Denton. MUhlschlegel and Scalapino [88].)
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partition function for odd and even particles is then simply:
Z = 2+4 e_4mT for odd particles (3.62a)
Z = 1 + 4 e_4mT for even particles. (3.62b)
With the low-energy approximation for the level spacing distribution P(LI) as given by eqs. (3.36), (3.38)
and (3.40) we can easily carry out the ensemble average. The specific heat is then given by the
expression
C=T~kTJP(LI)lnZdLI (3.63)
from which we obtain C —~T2 for the orthogonal ensemble, C -~ T5 for the symplectic ensemble, and
C— T3 for the unitary ensemble, in accordance with the low temperature approximations obtained by
other authors [88,102—105]. The decrease of the specific heat with temperature is stronger for the larger
level repulsion effect.
3.4. Spectroscopy of the small particle level structure
Probably the most direct method to probe the level structure of small particles is single electron
excitation with optical methods. If 5/k is of the order of 1 K, the low lying excitations correspond to
radiation in the far infrared (1 K 0.7 cm1). Theoretically, the behaviour of small size-h quantized
metallic particles exposed to an electromagnetic field has been studied by Gor’kov and Eliashberg [4].
Consider first a particle in a static applied electric field E
0. Due to the discreteness of the level
spectrum, a weak applied field (edEo < 5) is not able to induce a current as it is possible in a bulk metal
where a shielding charge distribution is built up. In a small metallic particle, the electric field will cause
a distortion of the electronic wave functions in such a way that charge is accumulated on one side of the
particle and removed from the other side. The particle behaves like a dielectric or as a giant molecule.
For small fields E0, first order perturbation theory can be applied and the polarization of the particle
will be a linear function of the applied field.
Gor’kov and Eliashberg assumed that the internal field E1~,inside the particle is constant. This is
certainly not correct for very small particles with a low electron density because the screening length
becomes of the order of the particle dimension, as was discussed by Rice, Schneider and Strässler [106].
However, when the internal field E10, is constant, one may set E1~0= — LP/e0, where L is the
depolarization factor and P the net polarization of the particle, defined as p/V with p the induced
electric dipole moment (cf. eq. (2.17)) and V the volume of the particle. The electric susceptibility x and
the polarizability a are defined by:
P = xeoEi.~= (s — l)s0E1~, (3.64a)
p = aC0E0 (3.64b)
(as discussed in section 2.2, for the case of a particle embedded in a medium with dielectric constant ~m
we must substitute Xeff = (e — Cm)/Cm). Obviously, a and x are connected by the simple relation
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a=l+XLV. (3.65)
It should be emphasized that, contrary to what is stated in ref. [4], Gor’kov and Eliashberg have
calculated the susceptibility x and not the polarizability a [107].
The frequency dependent susceptibility of a small particle can be calculated by using a generalization
of the usual method to calculate the polarizability of the hydrogen atom in its ground state (see e.g. ref.
[108]):
2e2 Ek—Eo 2
— ~.\2~2 2IXOkI . (3.66)
Co k ~ .l~O) Ii 0)
Here, the electric field is assumed to be along the x-direction. For the hydrogen atom one has, as usual,
= E
0 however, in the case of small particles, this has to be corrected: eq. (3.66) gives the response
of the electrons to the electric field which they experience (i.e. E1~5for a small particle) and therefore
a(co) has to be replaced by x(w). As there are many electrons involved in a small particle, occupation
probabilities n,. have to be introduced for the states 1k). Single particle absorption occurs at energies
= (Ek — E1); damping can be introduced in a phenomenological way by a complex frequency
notation cv —* cv + if’. The absorption of the system is then given by the imaginary part of x(w). With the
substitution IXk,
12 = ~irk,l2,one gets for the susceptibility of a small particle:
.~ e2 ~ (Ek—E,)(nk—nt) 2 367
~ ~
Separating the static and dynamic part leads to the following result:
ne—n, Irk,l (3.68a)
COk, k I
2h2 2 2
x(w)—x(O)= — 3eo ~Ek i~,(Ek —E,)2—h2(w + iI’)2 (3.68b)
Following Shapoval, the matrix elements lTk,12 can be evaluated using a quasi-classical method [109].As
this method is of rather general interest, we will sketch it briefly. The expectation values of the quantity
(r(t) r(t + T))~
1 are calculated in the state ni); r(t) is the position operator and ni) denotes a state of
energy E~,the label i will take into account possible degeneracy. Changing over to the Schrodinger
representation with a time independent operator r, one obtains
(r(t) r(t + r))~~= ~ exp(—i(E~— Em)TIh) ~ (nilrlmjXmjtrlni). (3.69)
With hO)nm = E,, — Em and ~ (nilrlmjXmjlrlni) = 21mm 2 (taking into account the spin degeneracy of the
orbital state ni)) this relation can be written as:
(r(t) r(t+ T))~,= 2 ~ exp(—iwnmr) mm 2 2 f exp(—iwr) r~m(w)12 dcv. (3.70)
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As (m(t) m(t + r))~1 is an even function of r, the Fourier inversion leads to:
Irmn (w)12 = ~ ~— 2 J (r(t) r(t + r))~~cos(cvr) dr. (3.71)
At this point, a quasi-classical approximation is made: The fact is being used that the mean expectation
valueof anyoperator averaged over all states with a certain energy can be approximated by the average of
the classical expectationvalues evaluated along trajectoriesof the particlewith agiven energy. In eq. (3.71)
the index ni will be replaced by E~and the average is taken over the classical trajectories of energy E~:A
straight line from one point at the surface of the particle to another. The electron is then supposed to be
scattered diffusely off the surface (otherwise the quasi-classical approximation cannot be used, see ref.
[109]).The time between two scattering events at the surface is typically T = d/2vF. Therefore, the
autocorrelation function (m(t) r(t + ‘T))E, will vanish after a time of this order of magnitude. The cosine
term in eq. (3.71) can be approximated by 1 when the calculation of matrix elements 1mm 2 is restricted to
states with 0j,,m 4 vF/d. Therefore one gets:
1mm (~)j2= mm = ~— J (r(t) m(t + T))E, dr. (3.72)
Obviously, eq. (3.72) is correct only for low frequencies, cv <2vF/d 1013 Hz, and for these frequencies
1mm 2 is independent of cv. The evaluation of the integral in eq. (3.72) is tedious but straightforward
[4, 109], and Gor’kov and Eliashberg obtain
= 0.01845d
3/hvF, (3.73)
In order to calculate the dynamic susceptibility of eq. (3.68), Dyson’s two level correlation function
R(E
1, E2) can be used [92]. R(E1, E2) dE5 dE2 gives the probability to find one level k in the interval
(E1, E1 + dE1) and the other level I in the interval (E2, E2 + dE2) independent of the position of the
other levels; R(E1, E2) is a function of the distance between the energy levels only: R(1E1 — E21). Each
term in the summation of eq. (3.68b) may be multiplied by the probability to find a certain pair of
eigenvalues and the summation can then be replaced by an integral. For frequencies cv 4 vF/d the
susceptibility can be calculated from:
x(cv) = x(O) - 0.00615 e2hcv2d3] J dE1 dE2 ~ E2 (E1 - )~+ iF)2~ (3.74)
For the different ensembles, the functions R(IEI — E
21) can be calculated [4,92], and for the orthogonal
ensemble, Dyson gives the following expression:
= 1 — fsin(ith/S)]
2 — d sin(ITLI/5)/(ITLI/5) f sin(irx) d
‘ -‘ I. irLI/S J d(4/S) j irx x. (3.75)
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The frequency dependent dielectric susceptibilities are of greatest importance because they reflect
the statistical nature of the level distributions via the two level correlation function R(JE1 — E21).
Gor’kov and Eliashberg have calculated the susceptibility x(cv), which is proportional to the dimension-
less function A(cv) = 2h
2cv2 p(CF) I {R(e)/(C2 — h2(cv + if’)2)} de. Some errors were detected in the ori-
ginal expressions calculated by Gor’kov and Eliashberg, and very recently Devaty and Sievers [110]
derived the following expressions for the real and imaginary parts of this function, A
1 and A2:
A?’~”(73)= 2— sin 271 — 2~[J~2_~’1dt] ~- (~iL)
‘1 (3.76a)
A(73)= 273 2sin
2~+273 [Jsintd~iT]d(sin~)
A~”1t(
73)= 2— sin2’q
2 (3.76b)
Art(n)=2n_
2sh1~ ~1
A7mPi(z) =
2~sin2z + ~ ~ sin tdtl ~2z Li t jdz\ Z
(3.76c)
A7mPi(z) = z — 5111 Z + z [J~ di’] d (SiI1Z)
in these expressions z = 21r*cvp(CF) and ~ = z/2. A1 and A2 are also shown in figs. 3.7a, 3.7b and 3.7c as
4 (Z)/Z
10 20 z 10 20 10 20
Fig. 3.7. The real and imaginary parts A1 (dashed lines) and A2 (solid lines) of the dimensionless function A(z). A(z) is proportional to the
susceptibility ~(a~)characterizing the electrodynamic response of a small metallic particle. The dimensionless variable z = 2ii’~wp(ee)is proportional
to the energy hw of the electromagnetic radiation and the density of states PfrF) at the Fermi level E~.The functions A1 and A2 are shown for the
orthogonal (a), the unitary (b), and the symplectic ensemble (c), respectively. For the symplectic ensemble, the susceptibility is a strongly oscillating
function of the frequency. (From Devaty and Sievers [110].)
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a function of the variable z for the orthogonal, the unitary, and the symplectic ensemble, respectively.
Whereas the absorption, given by A2, is a rather smooth function of the frequency for the orthogonal
ensemble, the symplectic ensemble gives an absorption with very pronounced oscillations. Their
unambiguous experimental verification would constitute a landmark of small particle physics.
3.5. Experiments
3.5.1. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
The Knight shift is one of the most elegant tools to study quantum size effects in the spin paramag-
netism of the electrons in small particles, because the Knight shift is proportional to the spin
susceptibility of the conduction electrons [111] as a result of the contact hyperfine interaction,
AU = al S. I is the nuclear spin in units of 11, the hyperfine coupling constant a of the ground state is
equal to ~Lo~cByNhj’P(0)12, where ‘y~is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio and 1V’(0)12 the density of s-likeconduction electrons at the position of the nucleus. The spin of the conduction electrons will be aligned
in an external magnetic field B
0, and the net polarization resulting from the Pauli spin paramagnetic
susceptibility is given by p.og,a~(N/V)(S~)= xpB0. This leads to a shift of the peak position of the NMR
signal. The Knight shift is defined as the fractional change of the resonance field and is therefore given
in this case by:
K— AB aXp 377
— B0 /sOgp.ByNh(N/V)
From eq. (3.77) and the expression for the hyperfine coupling constant given above it is clear that the
Knight shift is proportional to the spin susceptibility, and proportional to the ratio of the conduction
electron density at the nucleus and the average conduction electron density, I~1’(0)I
2/(N/V). The Knight
shift is insensitive to magnetic impurities which may be present at the surface of small particles, in
contrast to direct measurements of the susceptibility. Impurities would lead to enhanced spin relaxation
and consequently to a broadening of the NMR line, however the position of the resonance would not be
influenced.
In a pioneering experiment on QSE Charvolin, Froidevaux, Taupin and Winter reported an
investigation of small lithium particles by NMR techniques [112].The lithium particles were obtained by
irradiation of a lithium fluoride crystal with thermal neutrons at 77 K. When the dose of the radiation is
properly chosen, two types of lithium particles are formed [113]:Small platelets in the (100) plane of 1
or 2 atomic layers thickness and lateral dimensions in the order of 3 nm, and, simultaneously, thick
lithium globules of approximately 30 nm diameter. The NMR curve recorded at room temperature is
shown in fig. 3.8a. Two narrow lines are superposed on a broad resonance. The latter is due to the Li~
of the LiF matrix and is of no further interest for the discussion of QSE. The narrow resonance at lower
magnetic fields (labeled “A” in fig. 3.8a) shows a displacement with respect to the center of the Li~
resonance; the displacement is equal to the Knight shift of bulk lithium metal and this resonance is
therefore attributed to the thick lithium globules. The not displaced narrow resonance (labeled “B” in
fig. 3.8a) can be explained assuming a QSE. A simple estimate of the average level spacing in the small
lithium platelets gives S 300 K; therefore the occurrence of a QSE is possible, even at room
temperature. Obviously, the condition for the low field limit of Kubo’s theory (see section 3.2) /LBB <8
is satisfied. Following Kubo, the distinction between even and odd particles is made, but unlike Kubo’s
assumption of a Poisson level spacing distribution, repulsion of energy levels is thought to occur. Then,
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the spin susceptibility of the “even” particles vanishes in the low field limit, and consequently the
Knight shift must be zero in this case which explains the non-shifted resonance “B”, In the “odd” case,
the spin magnetic moment is due to the one unpaired electron at the Fermi level, for all particles with
an odd number of electrons and of all sizes, as long as the OSE condition is fulfilled. The susceptibility
for a given particle is constant, whatever its volume, and this implies that the susceptibility per unit
volume (of particle) varies with the particle size as x — N~, where N is the number of atoms per
particle. Therefore, each particle with an odd number of electrons has its own size dependent
susceptibility ~o(d). Moreover, when the particles are not of uniform size, one will observe instead of a
single resonance the superposition of all the resonances belonging to different values ~o(d). If the range
of particle sizes is wide enough, no resonance will be observed for the “odd” particles, and this seems to
be the case in the experiments by Charvolin, Froidevaux, Taupin and Winter. In addition, the fact that
the resonance with zero Knight shift disappeared upon annealing of the sample supports the inter-
pretation based on quantum size effects: During the annealing process, the small platelets disappear and
much bigger globules are formed. Below room temperature, the NMR experiments become increasingly
difficult because the reduced motional narrowing leads to a broadening of the resonance lines. More
details on the NMR experiments in small lithium particles can be found in Taupin’s papers [114,115].
Kobayashi, Takahashi, Sasaki and Nomura studied particles of the superconductors aluminium and
tin ranging in size from 4.5 to 40 nm and prepared by evaporation in low pressure helium gas [116—119];
the particles were oxidized to prevent metallic contact. They also prepared very much smaller tin
particles (with diameter down to 2.2 nm) by evaporation of discontinuous layers of tin with an overlayer
of Si02 [120].On theoretical grounds, it is expected that the spin pairing in superconductors will lead to
a vanishing of the paramagnetic susceptibility of the electrons; however, it is found experimentally that
very often the Knight shift does not tend to zero for T—~0, most probably as a consequence of spin
reverse scattering [121].The shielding of the applied magnetic field due to the Meissner effect prohibits
the observation of these effects unless experiments are done on samples with a dimension smaller than
the London penetration depth such as small particles (see section 4 for more details). Hines and Knight
[10,122] showed that with increase of the spin orbit coupling (by adding suitable impurities), the
decrease .of the Knight shift was reduced; a decrease of the particle size, causing an enhanced surface
scattering rate, has a similar effect. For superconducting aluminium (which is the superconductor with
the lowest atomic weight and therefore with the smallest spin orbit coupling) zero Knight shift has been
observed for T—* 0 [123]. From a theoretical point of view, Mühlschlegel, Scalapino and Denton [124]
have discussed the influence of the QSE on small superconducting particles: Due to the finite size, the
phase transition will not be sharp and the spin susceptibility should therefore exhibit a broad transition
around T~.When the dimensions of the particles are smaller than the coherence length ~ of the
superconducting state, spatially uniform fluctuations of the order parameter will dominate the ther-
modynamics. For 8/kT~ 1, they calculated a decrease of the paramagnetic susceptibility at T~to
already 40% of the bulk value, while S should still be considerably bigger to observe quantum size
effects. The temperature dependence of the Knight shift for aluminium particles measured by Kobay-
ashi and coworkers [116—118],and Ido and Hoshino [125,126] is in qualitative agreement with these
results. Shiba [127]has made a calculation using the equal level spacing model; he has explicitly taken
into account spin orbit coupling through mixing of wavefunctions of opposite spin. Unlike the
calculations of Denton, Muhlschlegel and Scalapino [105], who calculated the susceptibility using the
symplectic ensemble, this model leads to a residual susceptibility at T = 0 both for superconducting and
even normal particles; the magnitude of the residual susceptibility of the electrons depends on the
strength of the spin orbit coupling. In recent work Kobayashi and coworkers have measured the Knight
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Fig. 3.8. Derivative of the nuclear magnetic resonance signal for small particles of lithium, aluminium and copper. (a) For lithium, two narrow
resonances are observed, superposed on the broad resonance of Li’ in LiF. The Knight shift of the resonance indicated by “A” is equal to the bulk
value of lithium metal; this resonance is attributed to thick lithium globules. The resonance indicated by “B”, with zero Knight shift, is attributed to
very small lithium particles containing an even number of electrons for which the susceptibility vanishes because of quantum size effects. (From
Charvolin, Froidevaux, Taupin and winter [112].)(b) The NMR resonance of small gas-evaporated aluminium particles with an average diameter of
4.5 nm. The Knight shift of the small particle resonance is smaller than the Knight shift of the bulk metal. The low field tail is enhanced due to the
presence of odd particles of varying size. (From Kobayashi, Takahashi and Sasaki [117].)(c) The NMR resonance of small copper particles with an
average diameter of 10 nm, again showing the reduction of the Knight shift K
05~observed in even particles. The particles were prepared by flash
evaporation in high vacuum and were isolated with siliconmonoxide. (From Yee and Knight [134].)
shift of aluminium particles in a large applied magnetic field, so that the effects of superconductivity
should be largely suppressed. Under these conditions, the Knight shift is found to be substantially
reduced as well at low temperatures, indicating a spin pairing which is increasingly more effective as the
particle size is reduced [119]. In addition, an indication of the quantum size effect in odd particles was
also found: The asymmetry of the resonance line — a tail towards the low field, high Knight shift
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side — was attributed to the particles containing an odd number of electrons. Using a suitable Gaussian
distribution of particle sizes, satisfactory agreement between the observed shape and a calculated
resonance curve was obtained. For tin, a divalent metal, the resonance line was symmetric, consistent
with the absence of odd particles. For tin particles only a small decrease of the Knight shift was found,
the residual shift for T —~ 0 being larger the smaller their size for particles of diameter down to 10 nm.This is
obviously a consequence of the higher spin orbit coupling in tin and the increase of the factor h/r with
decreasing particle size [118].For still smaller particles, d < 10 nm, the residual Knight shift decreases with
decreasing particle size. This is interpreted as blocking of the mixing of energy levels through spin orbit
coupling as a result of QSE [120].
Under quantum size conditions, it is expected that relaxation processes will be blocked. However, no
enhancement of the spin relaxation time was observed in small particles: For some samples, even a
reduction of the relaxation time T1 below the bulk value was noted, indicating the presence of an extra
relaxation mechanism probably connected with the presence of paramagnetic impurities at the surface
of the particles. The influence of the magnetic field and of the particle size on the relaxation time was
studied in detail [118,120, 128], and recently a theory was put forward by Sone [129,130] explaining
these results. Sone calculated the effects of fluctuations of superconductivity, taking into account the
Zeeman energy of the electrons and the depairing effect of the magnetic field, for particles smaller than
both the coherence length and the penetration depth, but not so small that the energy levels become
discrete. The opposing effects of the pair breaking and of the alignment through the Zeeman term lead
to a detailed fit of these calculations to the experimental data. However, more recent results of Tse and
MacLaughlin [131,132], obtained at lower values of the applied magnetic field, seem not to be in
complete agreement with Sone’s model.
Kobayashi, Takahashi and Sasaki have observed a resonance signal in small copper particles [133]:The
line became broader with increasing SIkT, and the Knight shift did not tend to vanish. As in the case of
aluminium (see fig. 3.8b), the low field tail was enhanced, indicating the presence of odd particles. The
measurements of Yee and Knight have confirmed these results [134]. In fig. 3.8c the derivative of the
absorption signal is shown for copper particles with an average diameter of 10 nm. They also
determined the Knight shift of small copper particles in the size range from 2.5 to 11 nm, which were
prepared by flash evaporation of successive layers of copper particles isolated with siliconmonoxide;
their results are given in fig. 3.9. One of their samples, with an average particle diameter d 4 nm, had
such a narrow size distribution that the even particle peak was not obscured by the broad background of
the odd particles in the low field tail. Therefore, the Knight shift of the even particles in this sample
could be studied at higher temperatures as well. A decrease of the Knight shift is found at lower
temperatures, the decrease is larger for the smaller particles, and sets in at a higher temperature. Again
in disagreement with the predictions of both the orthogonal and symplectic ensemble [105],a residual
shift is left for T—*0. In analogy with the case of superconductors, this residual shift may be attributed
to spin reverse scattering preventing pairing of the spins. Yee and Knight have compared their results
with the calculations of Abrikosov and Gor’kov [121] and obtained a reasonable agreement. Qualita-
tively, the results can also be explained with Shiba’s theory [127].The strength of the spin orbit coupling
relative to the average level spacing is given by:
hhvF(Ag)2 (3.78)r
505 d5
where ~ is the spin lifetime, and Ag the g-shift as measured with conduction electron spin resonance.
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Fig. 3.9. Size and temperature dependence of the Knight shift K05, observed in flash evaporated copper particles isolated with SiO, normalized to
the Knight shift of the bulk metal Km,tai. For decreasing particle diameter, the residual Knight shift at zero temperature is found to decrease,
indicating a vanishing of the electronic susceptibility of small even particles as a result of quantum size effects. (From Yee and Knight [134].)
This parameter should depend on the particle size as d
2, but the observed variation seems to be much
weaker. According to the arguments of Kawabata [12], spin flip scattering should be blocked by
quantum size effects, leading to narrow conduction electron spin resonance lines; this would also favour
spin pairing in even particles. The residual Knight shift as observed by Yee and Knight is in agreement
with Kubo’s prediction of spin pairing in even particles, if one allows for partial inhibition of spin
pairing through spin reverse scattering. As was the case with very small tin particles, the depairing
becomes weaker with decreasing particle size, in accordance with the blocking of the scattering process
as discussed by Kawabata.
Other NMR measurements on fine copper particles were reported by Ido and Hoshino [135], and
Hines [136].Hines prepared the copper particles by flash evaporation as well and the particles had an
average diameter of 11 and 15 nm. The width of the resonance line was interpreted by taking into
account three still different contributions:
— Apb~Ik,the line width of bulk copper,
—AVK, the contribution from the Kubo mechanism (hindered relaxation in the QSE regime), and
—Apc~,the contribution due to the Charles and Harrison mechanism [137].
This latter contribution arises from charge density fluctuations near the particle surface resulting from
the requirement that the electronic wave functions must vanish at the surface. The nuclei in the range of
these fluctuations experience different densities of electrons at their sites, leading to a broadening, with
a negligible displacement of the center, of the resonance line. Taking this effect into account, the line
width should increase with decreasing particle size. The line widths of the NMR resonances, measured
recently on small platinum particles [138],was explained successfully assuming such conduction electron
density oscillations. As the Charles and Harrison mechanism was not taken into account by Charvolin et
al. [112,115], their interpretation of the experiments on lithium particles is questioned by Hines. More
possible relaxation mechanisms are discussed by Knight in his review paper [10], and by Ido and
Hoshino [135], who also found an additional field and size dependent contribution to the line width.
Very definitely, QSE seems to have been observed by NMR techniques. However, a detailed
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understanding and analysis of all the mechanisms involved in the experiments on the different samples
is still lacking.
3.5.2. Conduction electron spin resonance (CESR)
CESR is the resonant transition between Zeeman levels of the conduction electrons at hcvo = g/.LBB.
Note that in the size range, where QSE is expected to be important, the particles are so small that the
exciting microwave field is not significantly attenuated by the skin effect. The main relaxation
mechanism in CESR is due to the spin orbit interaction [101].For a bulk metal, the spin relaxation time
r is given by the well known expression:
T Ttr/(Ag)2 (3.79)
where Ag is the electronic g-shift, a measure for the strength of the spin orbit coupling, and Ttr is the
suitably averaged time between two scattering events characteristic for e.g. the electrical conductivity.
This relaxation gives a line width of the resonance of AB h/gp.
8r. In small particles, the electron mean
free path is limited by the particle dimensions, and then eq. (3.79) leads to
r d/vF(Ag)2 (3.80)
where as usual d is the particle diameter and VF the Fermi velocity. Eq. (3.80) predicts a broadening of
the absorption line, compared with the bulk line width, proportional to d1. When the particle size is
reduced even more, the electronic energy levels become discrete and QSE comes into play: The Elliott
relaxation mechanism will then be blocked due to the fact that no electronic energy levels are available
during relaxation compatible with energy conservation [12, 139]. In the quantum size limit, the
relaxation time should become very long and the corresponding absorption line should be very sharp.
Following Kawabata [12], we summarize the conditions which have to be fulfilled in order to see
QSE in CESR:
(1) 5 ~“ hcvo: This condition prohibits energy transfer during relaxation to the kinetic energy of other
electrons; the relaxation process is blocked.
(2) 5 ~‘ hir: This condition is related with the uncertainty principle; the electronic levels of the
particles must be sufficiently narrow to prevent overlapping of the levels due to lifetime broadening.
Relaxation by spin orbit coupling is then weak enough so as not to mix the energy levels. When both
these conditions are fulfilled, a 8-function like absorption line is predicted by Kawabata [12] at the
frequency 11 = — (hwo/r5)f~,where f~is a constant of the order of 1, slightly depending on S and the
details of the energy level distribution. Because of the statistical distribution of f~,the resonance line of
an assembly of small particles is the envelope of all single electron resonances. For particles of uniform
size, one finds AB h2cv
0/g,s~r5.Compared with the bulk metal, the line width is reduced by the factor
hcvo/8 and is now proportional to d
2. Expression eq. (3.80) ay still be used to calculate r, but it should
be noted that r does not have any more the meaning of a lifetime in the strict sense. r characterizes the
magnitude of the spin orbit matrix elements [12]. In general, it is impossible to measure electron spin
resonance in heavy metals due to the large spin orbit interaction. However, when the relaxation
mechanism in blocked by the QSE, it should be possible to observe CESR in these metals as well. As
the frequency does not depend on the occupation of the electron levels, the shift and the shape of the
absorption line are temperature independent; this is in marked contrast to the situation with static
(thermodynamic) effects of the QSE. The intensity of the CESR signal is proportional to the
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susceptibility of the conduction electrons and will reveal the predicted quantum size effects in the
paramagnetic susceptibility: The vanishing of the susceptibility in particles containing an even number
of electrons, as T—*0, and the T1-law in the susceptibility at low temperatures in particles with an odd
number of electrons.
Unfortunately, the experimental results are not yet very coherent, clear, and transparent at this
moment. For bulk samples, where no QSE is present, the dependence of the line width of the CESR
resonance on the sample dimension appears to be in accordance with eq. (3.80) [140]. At low
temperatures, when the bulk mean free path of the electrons is much larger than the sample
dimensions, the line width increases with decreasing sample size. This phenomenon is an example of a
simple geometrical size effect.
CESR in small particles has been observed in light metals such as lithium [115,141—146], sodium
[147—149],and aluminium [150],as well as in some heavy metals as gold [151,152], silver [153—156],and
platinum [157]. Saiki et al. [145]observed CESR in lithium particles at room temperature. The particles
were prepared by evaporation in an inert gas and their average diameter ranged from 300 to 10 nm; the
samples were covered with paraffin to prevent oxidation. The results are illustrated in fig. 3.10: For
particles larger than 100 nm, the geometrical size effect (a broadening of the absorption line propor-
tional to d1) is observed, in agreement with earlier results [141];for particles smaller than 100 nm, the
line width decreases with decreasing particle diameter to a limiting value of 0.2 mT. This narrowing of
the resonance line, indicating an increase of the transverse relaxation time T
2, can be attributed to a
blocking of the relaxation mechanism as a result of quantum size effects. Borel, Narbel and Monot [146]
prepared lithium particles of very small size by simultaneous condensation of CO2 and Li, followed by a
heat treatment. The mean sizes of the particles in these samples were estimated to be from 0.7 to
1.8 nm. At 9.3 GHz and at 77 K the line width for the 0.7 nm diameter particles was 1.56 mT; particles
in this small size range showed a line width which is larger than for the much larger particles studied by
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Fig. 3.10. Line width of the conduction electron spin resonance signal for small gas-evaporated particles of lithium as a function of the particle
diameter d. For particles with a diameter larger than 100 nm, the line width increases with decreasing particle size due to the classical size limitation
of the mean free path, in agreement with earlier data of Gen and Petinov. For smaller particles, the line width decreases as a result of the blocking
of the relaxation process due to quantum size effects. (From Saiki, Fujita, Shimizu, Sakoh and Wada [1451.)
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Saiki et al. At 460 MHz, the line widths were between 0.25 and 0.48 mT, corresponding to a transverse
relaxation time of the order of 2 X 108s. For the sample with a mean particle size of 1.5 nm, the
resonance was studied at temperatures below 77 K, and it was observed that the line width did not
change much as a function of temperature, whereas the longitudinal relaxation time T
1, as measured
from the saturation curves, increased considerably with decreasing temperature (from 3 x 10_6 s at 77 K
to 2 x iO~s at 40 K). For particles in this size range, the CESR is probably broadened as a result of the
distribution of g-shifts over the volume and surface regions of the particle, as was discussed by Holland
[139], and manifestations of QSE can only be found in the longitudinal relaxation time T1.
Gordon carefully studied small sodium particles produced in X-irradiated sodium azide [149],and the
temperature and size dependence of the line width was found to follow a relation of the type:
= F(T) + 2.60 x 10°
2/d+ 7.686 x 1012/dT (3.81)
where the first term F(T) indicates a phonon term, connected with bulk properties; the second term is
the broadening due to the geometrical size effect, and the third term is attributed to the presence of
paramagnetic impurities on the surface of the particles, leading to an extra temperature dependent
relaxation mechanism. The line shape of the resonance observed at different temperatures could be
analysed with a superposition of Lorentzian curves with line width corresponding to eq. (3.81) and
weighted with a suitable distribution of the particle sizes. Earlier data of Smithard [148],from which the
bulk term F(T) was subtracted [149], are shown in fig. 3.11. As can be seen, the resonance is not
narrowed as predicted by Kawabata’s theory. At very low microwave power, a broad and easily
saturated resonance was observed [149]; this resonance is attributed to quantum size narrowed
resonances, but believed to be broadened inhomogeneously by a distribution of- contact hyperfine fields.
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Fig. 3.11. Line width of the conduction electron spin resonance signal for small sodium particles. For large particles, the line width is proportional to
the inverse of the classical size limited lifetime of the electrons divE. The Kawabata conditions are represented by vertical bars, for lEw~4 8 and
45 the relaxation will be reduced with the factor hws/5 due to quantum size effects. The experimental data of Smithard do not reveal the
corresponding narrowing of the resonance. (From Gordon [149].)
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Fig. 3.12. The susceptibility ,~of small silver particles in a benzene matrix, normalized to the Pauli spin paramagnetic susceptibility Xe, as a function
of temperature. x was determined from the intensity of the conduction electron spin resonance and has a T~dependence as expected for odd
particles with at least one unpaired electron spin. (From Monot and Millet [1561.)
The results obtained for gold particles [151,152] are not very clear either. In the author’s laboratory
attempts to observe CESR in samples of colloidal gold with diameter from 3.4 to 25 nm were
unsuccessful. It seems that the particle size, below which CESR can be observed, is quite small, but on
the other hand the very fact that CESR is observed in small gold particles [151,152] supports the
predictions of QSE.
A negative result was also reported by Smithard [29] for silver particles in photosensitive glass. A
resonance was observed in silver colloidal particles in KC1 : Ag crystals, with particles in the size range
from 5 to 30 nm. Monot, Narbel and Borel reported spin resonance experiments on silver particles with
a diameter in the order of 1 nm [154].The proportionality between the shift of the resonance (hcvolr5)f,
and its width h2cvo/gp..8r5, predicted by Kawabata’s theory, was verified for more than thirty samples,
prepared by reduction of an aqueous solution of Ag2O and also by simultaneous condensation of Ag
and CO2. The line shape of the resonances observed in silver particles in various matrix materials was
found to be asymmetric. This asymmetry may be related to the existence of a critical size of 2 nm for
CESR in silver particles (corresponding to the conditions given by Kawabata) and the fact that the
average size in all samples was in excess of 2 nm, even before annealing [155].
Monot and Millet [156]measured CESR on silver particles prepared by simultaneous condensation
of silver and benzene, followed by a heat treatment. The susceptibility of the conduction electrons
deduced from the intensity of the CESR signal and determined as a function of temperature showed a
T~dependence at low temperatures, as predicted for odd particles (see fig. 3.12). A similar result was
reported for platinum particles with a diameter of 2.2 nm prepared from a hydrosol [157].
3.5.3. Far infrared absorption
The energies corresponding to the average spacing of the electron energy levels under QSE
conditions are in the far infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The discrete structure of the
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single electron excitation spectrum was therefore expected to manifest itself directly in the far infrared
absorption. Tanner, Sievers and Buhrman [158]studied the far infrared absorption of various samples
of lead, copper, aluminium and tin. One of their samples consisting of aluminium particles with an
average diameter of 15 nm, had a particularly narrow distribution of sizes; the absorption of this sample
is shown in fig. 3.13, and it is tempting to attribute the wiggles in the spectrum to the level structure
effects predicted by Gor’kov and Eliashberg [4] as discussed in section 3.4. In a subsequent paper
Granqvist, Buhrman, Wyns and Sievers [159,160] convincingly showed that the structure observed is
insignificant as far as QSE is concerned. The results of model calculations [110,159], illustrated in fig.
3.14, show that any practically achievable distribution of particle sizes will tend to smear out the
oscillations resulting from the discreteness of the single particle level structure. Therefore, attempts
seem to be fortuitous to observe directly the discrete level structure on collections of small particles as
they are prepared until now.
A possible way out of this problem would be to do experiments on one or only very few particles.
Due to the enormous problems connected with the intensity, it is unrealistic to try to observe far
infrared absorption on a single particle, but it has been proposed to do such experiment at optical
frequencies [161]. The intensity of the radiation scattered by a small metallic particle falls off quite
rapidly with decreasing size (ji~roportionalto d6, see section 2.2), but for particles with a diameter of a
few nanometers it is still so strong that they can be observed by eye using an ultramicroscope. This
technique was used by Zsigmondy [162]very long ago to study the growth kinetics of colloidal particles.
Although the wavelength near the plasma resonance of the small particle is much larger than the
particle dimensions, separate spots have been observed when the colloidal system is sufficiently dilute. If
an optical laser with a band width smaller than the expected mean level spacing is used to excite the
collective surface plasma mode, under favourable conditions the scattered radiation will reflect the level
structure of the single electron excitations, and these effects can be studied with usual Raman
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Fig. 3.13. Far infrared absorption spectrum of small gas.evaporated aluminium particles with an aver g diameter of 15 nm. The oscillations of the
absorption coefficient as a function of the wavenumber are well in excess of the instrumental resolution; but most probably, they are not due to the
discreteness of the electronic level spectrum. (From Tanner, Sievers and Buhrman [158].)
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Fig. 3.14. Model calculations of the absorption coefficient of small metallic particles in the far infrared. The absorption was calculated using the
Gor’kov—Eliashberg theory and an additional averaging over different particle sizes was done using a log-normal particle size distribution, with
different values for the width a but with a constant average particle diameter of 2.5 nm (see insert). For the symplectic ensemble large oscillations of
the absorption coefficient are found, but these soon disappear when the particles are not of uniform size. (From Granqvist, Buhrman, Wyns and
Sievers [1591.)
spectroscopic techniques. A number of serious problems must be overcome: The effective temperature
of the conduction electrons must be so low that only very few levels are partly occupied to prevent
smearing out of the discrete structure of the single electron excitation spectrum; moreover, coincidence
measurements will be necessary to determine the energy level correlation function, as the time available
for measurements is probably very short. The proposed experiment will be rather difficult to perform,
but a more direct observation of the discrete structure of the energy levels resulting from QSE would be
of invaluable importance.
So, unfortunately, far infrared absorption measurements do not give direct information on the single
electron excitation spectrum [159,160]. Nevertheless, the overall absorption was found to vary with the
frequency ii approximately as v2 (see fig. 3.13), in agreement with both the Gor’kov and Eliashberg [4],
and the classical Drude theory [159]. However, the absorption coefficient is orders of magnitude larger
than calculated from all these theoretical models. Moreover, the Gor’kov—Eliashberg theory leads to a
d’ dependence of the absorption coefficient, whereas the far infrared absorption was found to increase
with increasing particle size. Lushnikov, Maksimenko and Simonov have reconsidered the original work
of Gor’kov and Eliashberg, and they have calculated the far infrared absorption taking into account the
Coulomb interaction between the conduction electrons as well [163]; this calculation gives correctly the
experimentally observed size dependence of the absorption coefficient, but still does not reproduce the
high value found in the experiments. Several extra absorption mechanisms have been proposed to
explain the experimental results, such as eddy currents, the effects of amorphous oxide layers, or direct
excitation of surface phonons [164—168].Stroud and Pan [164]have shown that when eddy currents are
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taken into account the absorption coefficient, calculated using an effective medium approach, is a few
orders of magnitude bigger than the Maxwell Garnett result. The effective medium value is found in the
usual way, i.e. fluctuations due to the fields scattered from the inclusions are assumed to average out to
zero, and the forward scattered field is now calculated using eq. (2.lla); the Mie expression is evaluated
to higher order, whereas only the lowest order contribution was contained in the original Maxwell
Garnett theory.
A very detailed discussion of the far infrared absorption of very small metallic particles was given by
Granqvist [168]. Predictions of the original Maxwell Garnett theory and of Bruggeman’s effective
medium theory were compared, and the influence was discussed of effective depolarization factors
which can take into account local field effects. It was shown that the effect of eddy currents can be
included with an effective magnetic permeability of the medium arising from the induced magnetic
dipole moments of the small particles; this leads to an extra term in the absorption which becomes
important for particles larger than about 5 nm. The size dependence is different for very small and for
larger particles: Proportional to d° when eddy currents can be neglected, and proportional to d3 for
larger particles.
3.5.4. Static electric susceptibility
In their original paper [4], Gor’kov and Eliashberg predicted a strong enhancement of the electrical
polarizability of a system of small metallic particles if the applied electric field E is not too big
(eEd ~ 8). They foresaw technical applications in the form of artificial dielectrics with large and
controllable dielectric constants. However, in two different sets of experiments on small metallic
particles dispersed in a glass matrix, no such anomalous effects were observed [169,170]. The reason is
discussed in section 3.4: Not the polarizability a, but the susceptibility x0 has been calculated, as the
effect of the depolarizing field of the induced electric dipole moment was not taken into account. The
expression for the polarizability of a small particle is given in eq. (3.65). For a very big particle, with
perfect screening of the external field as in the bulk metal, the susceptibility tends to infinity, and one
gets the familiar result of classical electrostatics: a = ~ird
3.When the quantum size effect is taken into
E(r)/E
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Fig. 3.15. The results of a selfconsistent calculation of the electric field E(r) inside a metallic particle when the effect of the Thomas—Fermi screening
length is taken into account (full curve), and the classical result where the interior of the particle is perfectly shielded from the applied electric field
E0. The electronic density parameter r~is related to the mean electronic density n by r, = (3ni4ira~°,and the Bohr radius aB is 0.053 nm. (From
Rice, Schneider and Strässler [106].)
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account, the polarizability of a small particle is slightly smaller than that of the corresponding metallic
particle [107]. As X~ 1 the difference is very small: For a gold particle of diameter 10 nm with
S 0.1 meV, a is roughly 1% smaller than the classical value, whereas the erroneously supposed
enhancement of the polarizability would be a factor of the order of 300.
If the Thomas—Fermi screening length of the electron gas becomes comparable to the dimensions of
the particle, the assumption of a spatially uniform electric field inside the particle is no longer true, as
can be seen in fig. 3.15. The polarization of the particle is then determined by this varying internal field,
and has to be calculated selfconsistently. This problem has been treated in detail by Rice, Schneider and
Strässler [106], and Cmi and Ascarelli [42].
3.5.5. Static magnetization
As discussed in section 3.5.1, NMR experiments are very well suited to study the susceptibility of the
conduction electrons and to look for QSE. However, the contribution from the unpaired electron in
“odd” metallic particles has not been detected unambiguously by NMR techniques due to the fact that
the size distribution tends to smear out the volume susceptibility associated with the polarization of this
single electron. Under favourable conditions, the presence of odd particles is noticeable only in the
deformation of the resonance line of particles with an even number of electrons. Obviously, it is of great
interest to do an experiment where the particles with an odd number of electrons manifest themselves
in a more direct way, and where the non-uniformity of size does not to a large extent mask the expected
effects. The simplest experiment to study the “odd” case is the measurement of the static mag-
netization. If SIkT ~ 1 and ~0/28H < 8, the contribution of the even particles to the magnetic moment
vanishes, whereas the odd particles behave as if each had a single free electron spin.
Measurements of the dc magnetic susceptibility can be used to study the appearance of the Meissner
effect in small superconducting particles as well; this will be discussed in some detail in section 4. Akoh
and Tasaki [171]measured the susceptibility of small vanadium particles (d > 9 nm) and observed a
Curie—Weiss type contribution to the paramagnetic susceptibility which increased with decreasing
particle size, proportional to the fraction of surface atoms and which they therefore attributed to
magnetic moments arising from localization of 3d orbitals at the particle surface. Magnetization
measurements have also proved to be a powerful tool for the study of the superparamagnetic behaviour
of small, single-domain, ferromagnetic particles.
Only in very few investigations the dc magnetization has been used to look for quantum size effects
in the susceptibility of the conduction electrons [172—174].Most workers favour the electron spin
resonance technique which is much more sensitive than conventional susceptometers. However, in
magnetization measurements, the magnetic field can be varied at wish, and therefore at temperatures of
about 1 K it should be possible to observe saturation effects of the magnetization of the conduction
electrons in magnetic fields B < 10 T, easily accessible with standard superconducting magnets. Marzke
and coworkers [172] have measured the susceptibility of 2.2 nm diameter platinum particles. The
samples were prepared from platinum hydrosols and were stabilized using gelatin. Below 20 K the
susceptibility obeyed a T’-law corresponding to approximately one spin on every two particles.
However, the magnitude of this contribution seems not to be compatible with related CESR measure-
ments [157]. Meier and Wyder measured the magnetization of indium particles embedded in paraffin
[173,1741. The indium metal was evaporated into a flow of helium gas and the aerosol so obtained was
passed through molten paraffin. The paraffin acted as a filter and an appreciable amount of the particles
was trapped, well separated from each other. The magnetic moment of the samples was measured by
means of a vibrating sample magnetometer in the temperature range from 4.2 to 1.5 K, and in magnetic
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fields up to 5 T. In this temperature range, the magnetization was found to be only weakly temperature
dependent (as compared to a T°-law). After subtraction from the data of a negative contribution,
linearly dependent on the magnetic field B, and believed to be due to the diamagnetism of the paraffin,
a paramagnetic contribution to the magri’~tizationwas found which was a strongly non-linear function of
B and which saturated at temperatures of =4K at fields of approximately 2 T [174]. Attempts to
explain the observed magnetization within Kubo’s model of free spins were doomed to be unsuccessful
because the data did not scale with the parameter /.L~BIkT.It was suggested that the relatively low
saturation field of the paramagnetic part of the signal could be due to large orbital momenta associated
with the nearly spherical boundary conditions, imposed on the states of the electrons. This high
symmetry introduces a very strong degeneracy of the electronic energy levels. In a more elaborate
discussion, van Gelder [175]was able to modify this simple model to include the observed temperature
dependence. The degenerate levels of the Zeeman multiplets are now assumed to be split up in a
random way as a result of random perturbations from perfect sphericity. When the remaining linear
dependence on B for high fields was subtracted from the calculated data (as was done in the experiment
of Meier and Wyder) curves as shown in fig. 3.16 were obtained. Fig. 3.16b shows that van Gelder’s
theory can give a good description of the experimental results. Separate measurements of the
magnetization at 77 K did not show any non-linearity in the magnetization curves, in agreement with the
theoretical models.
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Fig. 3.16. Calculated magnetic moment of small spherical particles as a function of temperature. For the calculation it was assumed that the
appropriate eigenfunctions of the electrons are the spherical harmonics with large orbital quantum numbers; furthermore, a random contribution to
the Hamiltonian was considered to take into account the effects of deviations from the ideal spherical symmetry due to e.g. roughness of the particle
surface. The experimental results of Meier and Wyder are indicated in (b) by the dashed line and they seem to be in good agreement with the
calculated curves, which were obtained after subtraction of the linear part of the magnetization for fields above 2 tesla from the curves given in (a).
(From Van Gelder [175].)
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Nevertheless, it was the general feeling that these experimental data provided only a very restricted
basis for conclusions regarding the presence of quantum size effects. More detailed information about
the transition to bulk-like behaviour, about the correlation of the observed effects with particle size, and
the temperature dependence of the effect over a much wider range was badly needed. For measure-
ments of this type a very sensitive and versatile magnetometer was constructed [176], and recently the
magnetization of indium particles was measured over an extended range of temperatures (2.5 to 300 K)
and with improved sensitivity [176,177]. The temperature dependence of the magnetization of samples
containing indium particles embedded in paraffin was found to be a function of /.L~BIkT,in dis-
agreement with van Gelder’s theory and the earlier interpretation of the experimental data. Typical
magnetization data are presented in fig. 3.17, the full curve represents the effective moment calculated
from the occupation probabilities of a spin S = 1 Zeeman triplet, the data correspond to five series of
measurements as a function of T at different values of B. After subtraction of the temperature
dependent contribution m1(BIT), a linear function of B was left, and this contribution was attributed to
the (field independent) diamagnetic susceptibility of the sample. In only a few of the samples, the
remaining contribution was a strongly non-linear function of B. But after subtraction of the linear
function observed in the high field limit, a temperature independent contribution was obtained, which
saturated at fields well below 1 T and which was attributed to a contamination of the sample with very
small pieces of iron. In the earlier experiments by Meier and Wyder [174]such contaminations have
probably been mistaken for a small particle effect, as the different contributions to the magnetization
could not be discriminated in the very limited temperature range available.
As an order of magnitude estimate, one can compare the volume susceptibility associated with one
unpaired spin in a particle of volume V0 (~‘= p~o~a~IkTV0) with the Pauli spin paramagnetic suscep-
tibility (Xp = ~oi~p(sm)). As the quantum size parameter S scales with N
1, and hence with V~1,one
obtains for indium particles in this regime: x 6.8 x 10_6 SIkT x has become comparable with the bulk
Pauli susceptibility when the latter starts to deviate from the normal bulk value as a result of QSE
[3, 105]. The paramagnetic susceptibility will dominate when V
0T <4.2 x 10_25 m
3K. Therefore, QSE
in ( i/I
600 -
.~..
400
indium particles embedded in paraffin
200
I I
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
B/rites La / K)
Fig. 3.17. The magnetic moment of a collection of small gas-evaporated particles of indium embedded in paraffin as a function of BIT The data
represent the results of five series of measurements at different values of the applied magnetic field; for each value of B, an asymptotic value of m
for T-+ ~ was determined and subtracted from the experimental data. The magnetization closely follows a curve which represents a common
Langevin function characterized by a spin quantum number S = 1. (From Perenboom, Wyder and Meier [1771.)
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will occur in indium particles smaller than 6 nm at temperatures approaching 1 K. The measured
paramagnetic contribution mi(BIT) was a few orders of magnitude bigger than expected for a single
spin per particle, and was attributed to oxygen trapped in the paraffin matrix. Therefore, it had to be
concluded that no quantum size effects have been observed in small indium particles [177].
4. Superconductivity in small particles
The problem of superconductivity in small particles attracted a great deal of interest over many years
[178].We will not discuss the very important surface effects which are more accessible in small particles
than in bulk material (e.g. electron—electron interaction due to surface phonons [179]),but again in the
spirit of this paper we will concentrate on questions, where the smallness of the superconducting
particle is essential in order to lead to new effects such as size effects, QSE, magnetic properties,
thermal fluctuations, and on the question of a lower size limit for superconductivity itself.
4.1. Characteristic lengths of superconductors
Three characteristic lengths, relevant in superconductors, can be compared with the dimensions of
the particles [180]:The penetration depth A, characterizing the spatial penetration of a magnetic field
into a superconductor; the coherence length ~, characterizing the spatial “variation of superconduc-
tivity” as measured by the superconducting order parameter zi (r); and the coherence length ~A of
Pippard, characterizing the non-locality of the electrodynamic response function with respect to the
vector potential A. In addition, the problems of a discontinuous energy level structure (QSE) have to be
considered in small superconductors as well. These characteristic lengths can be calculated with the
BCS microscopic theory of superconductivity [181]and the more modern version thereof [182]. In an
impure superconductor, the Pippard coherence length is approximately given by
1/5~A= 1/~+1/! (4.1)
where I is the electronic mean free path and ~o = 0.l8hvF/kTC (vF: Fermi velocity, T~:critical
temperature). Obviously, ~ I if I ‘~ ~ In the Ginzburg—Landau approximation [183], i.e. for
temperatures T close to T, ~(T) is given by
T 1/2
~a(T)_~~~O(T_cT) (l~’4~) (4.2)
or
T 1/2
~4(T)~(~OlTT) (l<<~~). (4.3)
For the penetration of a magnetic field in a small superconductor, an effective penetration depth Ae~can
be defined. For the dirty case, the BCS theory [181] leads at T = 0 to
— I / \1/2 ,..~ j
‘
teff’tL~, 0/ .4) 1tL~ oft)
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where AL = (mI~one2)U2is the London penetration depth defined in the conventional way in terms of
the properties of the pure normal metal [180] (m and e denote the mass and the charge of the
conduction electrons, and n their density per unit volume). Apart from a numerical factor which is 0.86
at T~,a corresponding relation is valid for T>0. If the particle is clean so that I~ ~ A > d, where d
is the particle diameter, the non-locality of the electrodynamics must be taken into account and one gets
Aeff = AL(~o/d)t12. (4.5)
For most superconductors, these intrinsic lengths AL and ~ are of the order of a few hundred nm.
4.2. Magnetization of small superconducting particles
Surprisingly enough, there exist very few investigations on the magnetization of small superconduc-
ting particles, although magnetization measurements should give a considerable amount of information
on the more thermodynamic properties of small superconductors. Most of the magnetic measurements
on small superconductors are simple determinations of T~by monitoring the susceptibility in order to
study the size dependence of superconductivity [184].
If the size of the superconducting particle is small compared with the penetration depth Aeff,
according to the Ginzburg—Landau theory [180] a second order phase transition towards the normal
state is to be expected in a magnetic field [185]; therefore all superheating or supercooling effects will
disappear. From a pure phenomenological point of view, the magnetic properties of a small super-
conductor can be described by a London equation [186]:
V?B=BIA2. (4.6)
Here, due to the non-locality of the electrodynamics and the field dependence of the penetration depth
A, an appropriate Aeff has to be used as sketched in eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). For a sphere of diameter d in a
uniform field B
0, the solution of (4.6) (expressed in polar coordinates and with the direction of the field
as the axis of reference [186])is given by:
d ~ Ad sinh(r/A) [ Ir\ A]
r  ~-. B. = ~B0r
2 sinh(d/2A) ~coth~) — —j cos 0
B
9 = ~ [coth(~-)_~- (i+~)] sin0 (4.7a)
~ =0
r > ~: Br = [B0+ 2~om/4in-
3]cos 0
B
9 = [—B0+ p.om/4irr
3] sin 0 (4.7b)
=0
where:
~T 3/ 6A fd\ 12A2\
= —--~-B
0d~l~-cothk~)+~,). (4.8)
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The leading factor —(irI4)B0d
3 is equal to the magnetic moment induced in a perfectly diamagnetic
sphere. Eq. (4.7b) shows that the field outside the sphere is the original one together with that of the
induced magnetic dipole moment m. For the magnetic moment per unit volume M, one has
M 6A /d\ 12A2 (4.9)
where
= — ~B
0. (4.10)
For small particles, eq. (4.9) reduces to
(d~A). (4.11)
When we take into account the size dependence of the London penetration depth, given in eq. (4.5), we
can rewrite this relation as:
M1 d
3
060A~0~ (4.12)
On the basis of this simple London theory (eq. (4.6)) it is possible to make an estimate of the critical
magnetic field of a small superconducting particle. If the magnetostatic energy required to expel the
field from the interior of the sphere is equal to the superconducting condensation energy, the particle
exhibits a first order phase transition into the normal state. From the condition that these energies are
equal, the critical field of a small particle (d 4 A) is given from the London theory as
H = \/60H~(AJd) (4.13)
where HB is the thermodynamic critical field of the bulk material.
It is well known that this London approach is inadequate, as it does not take into account
non-linearities in the response of the superconductor to the static magnetic field. These can most
appropriately be included with the help of the celebrated Ginzburg—Landau equations (for an excellent
analysis of these equations see e.g. ref. [180]).
If, according to Ginzburg—Landau, the order parameter zi characterizing the superconducting state
varies spatially, the minimization of the free energy density of the superconductor leads to the following
equation, using the conventional notation [180]:
~—~--~(—ihV—2eA)
24(r)+ aLi(r)+ b~(r)l2.i(r) = 0. (4.14)
The phenomenological constants 114m*, a and b can either be related to quantities accessible by
experiments (like the thermodynamic bulk critical field HB, the London penetration depth AL, and the
coherence length ~4), or can be calculated directly from the microscopic theory of superconductivity.
The gauge of the vector potential A(r) has to be chosen appropriately, and the boundary condition
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n (—ihV4 — 2eM) = 0 (4.15)
has to be fulfilled, where n is the vector normal to the surface of the body.
In fields somewhat below the critical field H~of the superconducting particle, the superconducting
phase has to have a small value of the order parameter, i.e. zl —~0if H-+H~(second order phase
transition). Therefore, eq. (4.14) can be linearized with respect to zi, and one obtains
~4~~~(_ihV_2eA)2z1= Iakl (4.16)
where A denotes the vector potential of the uniform external field B for zl = 0, when the particle is in
the normal state and the external field is undisturbed. Eq. (4.16) has the famous and well known form of
the Schrödinger equation for a particle of mass 2m * and charge 2e in a magnetic field, with at as the
energy eigenvalue. Therefore, the problem amounts to the determination of the lowest eigenvalue of
this Schrödinger equation. In the limit of a small particle (d 4 AL), this can be done by perturbation
theory, using the magnetic field as a perturbation and ~i(r) = constant as the unperturbed wave
function. For the uniform field B, the vector potential can be taken as A(r) = ~BX r; this gauge,
together with the spatially constant order parameter, satisfies the boundary conditions at the surface of
the particle, i.e. n A = 0. In first order perturbation theory, the lowest eigenvalue is given by
E0 = .~J~~~B2r2sin20 dV= 40* B
2d2 (4.17)
where 0 = 4 (B, r). When the magnetic field is decreased, superconductivity will reappear in the small
particle at a field strength given by the condition E
0 = at. Rewriting the phenomenological constants of
the Ginzburg—Landau equation in terms of the London penetration depth, one gets for the critical field
of a small superconducting sphere in the Ginzburg—Landau approximation
H~= \/8OHB(AJd). (4.18)
As expected, this result is slightly higher than the result of the simple London theory given in eq.
(4.13).
It has to be realized that even for very small superconducting particles without any Meissner effect
there exists a theoretical upper limit for the critical field H~this is the so-called paramagnetic limit of
Clogston [187].The condensation energy of a superconductor i~Fhas to be larger than the difference in
the paramagnetic energy between the normal and the superconducting state: L~F> ~/Lo(XN — xs)H
2
(XN,s: magnetic susceptibility in the normal and superconducting state). Neglecting orbital contributions
to the susceptibility, and assuming zero susceptibility in the superconducting state, one gets from the
BCS theory ~HrnaX(O) = 1.841’~T.
4.3. Microscopic theory of small superconductors
4.3.1. Basic equations
The more modern treatments of the general microscopic theory of superconductivity are based on
the Gor’kov equations [182]. In this approach a superconductor in an external magnetic field is
described by the following set of coupled equations:
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(ihw~— .F~)G(r, r’, w~)+ ~i*(r) F(r, r’, w,,) = Il S(r — r’) 4 19)
(ihw~+~*)F(r,r’, w~)+~(r)G(r, r’, w~)= 0. (
In these equations, G and F are the usual temperature dependent Green’s functions; for finite
temperatures, the Matsubara frequencies hw~= (2n + 1)irkT guarantee the proper Fermi statistics. .F~is
the full electron Hamiltonian measured from the chemical potential, and includes the interaction of the
electrons with boundaries, with impurities and with the magnetic field. H differs from i4” by the sign of
the magnetic field. In the usual bulk superconductor, the exchange of phonons leads to an effective
attraction between electrons close to the Fermi surface. This interparticle potential is usually ap-
proximated by an attractive delta function with strength g >0; the singular nature of this potential
occasionally leads to spurious divergent integrals which will be cut off at the Debye frequency. The
equations of motion (4.19) have to be solved together with the self-consistency equation
~(r) = gF(r, r) = (gkT/h) ~ F(r, r, we). (4.20)
At this point, it should be noted that the all important effective attraction between electrons due to
phonons may be drastically different in small particles. Low frequency phonons cannot exist in a fine
particle because of its limited size; Rothwarf [188]has pointed out the possibility of enhancement of T~
in fine particles due to this low frequency cut-off. On the other hand, from a more microscopic point of
view, the decrease of the number of nearest neighbour atoms on the surface causes a decrease of the
force constant and therefore the average phonon frequency becomes low [184,189]. Of course, if the
relevant mechanism for superconductivity is not only the electron—phonon interaction but if surface
phonons or other surface properties are involved as well, drastic effects can be expected in small
particles where the surface to bulk ratio is so favourable [179,190—192].
In the following, we will concentrate on superconductors which are small compared with the
magnetic field penetration depth and with the coherence length, but the dimensions of the systems are
still large in comparison with interatomic distances. In principle, such a superconductor has the same
properties as a bulk sample, as long as it is not located in a magnetic field. However, the behaviour of a
small sample in a strong magnetic field has some interesting features: the gap in the one particle
excitation spectrum vanishes at a certain value of the field, while the other properties of the
superconducting state are retained; with increase of the field, a second order phase transition into the
normal state occurs. The magnitude of this critical field depends on the dimensions of the sample and
on the concentration of impurities. In our discussion, we will follow a method due to Larkin [193].
If the magnetic field is zero and the superconductor is still large compared with interatomic distances,
the order parameter z~does not depend on the size of the superconductor. This can be shown by
expanding the Gor’kov relations, eqs. (4.19), in terms of the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian
(4.21)
With the expansions
G(r, r’) = a~. ~I’~(r)i/i~.(r’)
F(r, r’) = ~ b~’t/IA(r) t/i~r’) (4.22)
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a straightforward calculation leads to
F = h2w2 +~f~~2(r) t~(r)tfrA(r)A (4.23)
G— ‘~ 1h~~+~A ,*I \ (I
If it is now assumed that ~i is a constant, the self-consistency eq. (4.20) leads to
1i(r)= (gkTlh) ~ I~rA(r)J
2h2 2 2 (4.24)
nA ~‘-1n
kol<~oo
If the dimensions of the system are large compared with interatomic distances so that zl is much larger
than the distance between levels, the summation in eq. (4.24) is carried out over a large number of
states. The rapidly oscillating parts in t/IA(r)12 then cancel out and this term can be replaced by the
average, equal to 1/V (V: volume of the particle). The assumption that z~is not dependent on r is
therefore valid. The summation over A can be replaced by an integral over the energy ~ in the usual
way,
(4.25)
where p(e ~) is the density of states at the Fermi level. Eq. (4.24) becomes
1 = (gkTlh)lTp(EF) ~ (h2w~+ ~2)_1/2 (4.26)
which is the usual well known result for bulk superconductors [182].Therefore one concludes that (in
the absence of a magnetic field) the properties of small superconductors, which are still large on an
atomic scale, are determined by the density of states at the Fermi level and by the interaction constant
g, and are not dependent on the dimensions of the system, or the form of the boundary conditions at
the surface, or the concentration of impurities.
4.3.2. Small superconductors in a magnetic field
4.3.2.1. Pure superconductor. If a pure small spherical superconductor with specular boundary
conditions is placed in a magnetic field, the component of the angular momentum along the direction of
the magnetic field is conserved. The operators H and H* of eqs. (4.19) have therefore the same
eigenfunctions but different eigenvalues:
= (~A— ~LH)I/’A Hifr = (~A+ pH)I/!~. (4.27)
Here, ~ = ~o(e/2m)L, where p~/~and L are the components of the magnetic moment and angular
momentum, and H is the magnetic field. Again expanding eqs. (4.19) in terms of these eigenfunctions
Il/A, one gets
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F— G—— ihwn+~+p’H 428
- (hWn - i/1H)2 + ~2 + ~ 2’ — (hw~— i~H)2+ ~2 + zl 2 (.
Using these solutions in the integral equation (4.20) one gets
1 = (gkT/h)lrp(EF) [(ho.~— i/LH)2 + zi2]_1/2) (4.29)
Here, the brackets (. . . .) denote an average over all states with different values of ~ lying on the Fermi
surface. Because of the still large dimensions of the system, on an atomic scale, one can use
quasi-classical formulas for the angular momentum and the level density in the averaging process:
/2H = /.Lo(e/2m)H (p x r) = /.LQ(e!2m)pFrH cos a. (4.30)
PF is the Fermi momentum of the electron, r the radial position and a = 4(H, PF).
We will now concentrate on the case of zero temperature. Then it is necessary to replace the
summation over the frequencies Wn in eq. (4.29) by an integral. In order to normalize everything to the
superconductor without a magnetic field, the coupling constant g can be written, by using the BCS
relation, as
g~ = p(SF) ln(2hwDI~1o) (4.31)
where
4i0 is the order parameter in zero magnetic field and hwD the relevant phonon energy. The
integral equation for the order parameter leads to an integral of the type
J F(w) dw = I ((w — i~H)+ i(~2+ ~ 2)112)((w — i~H)— i(~2+ ~ 2)1/2). (4.32)
On evaluation of this integral, two different cases have to be considered, depending on the position of
the poles. If
,.~ cos a (e/4m ) PFdH < (~2+ ~j 2)1/2 (4.33)
or, by defining a field
H
1 = (4m/~Oe)L1O/pFd= 3.26H~(Add) (4.34)
if H  H1, one can displace the integration contour by i~sH;then the integral is no longer field
dependent and one gets
~i(H)=~10 forH~H1. (4.35)
Physically, this means that the magnetic energy ,.LH for H  H1, is not yet strong enough to break any
Cooper pairs. For higher fields, i.e. if H  H1, the integral equation becomes
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ln(A/zlo) = ~1{ln(xu + {(xu)2 — 1}h/2) — (1— (xu)2)112}u(1 — u2)112 du (4.36)
where x = Hz1
0/H14. It follows from this equation that z.1 (H) goes to zero at a critical field H~in a
second order phase transition. Eq. (4.36) can be solved analytically and one gets
H = ~e~’~H1= 2.57H1 = 8.40H8(AJd). (4.37)
This critical field for a small superconducting particle, as calculated from the microscopic theory, can be
compared with the results from the phenomenological approach, eqs. (4.13) and (4.18).
The excitation spectrum is given by the poles of G, if w~—~ —iw, leading to
(4.38)
while the density of states is given by
p(w) = ~ S(e,, — 11w). (4.39)
The energy gap hwg in the excitation spectrum is given by the state with the largest value of j.t in eq.
(4.38), and one gets
hWg = ~1~(1 — H/H1). (4.40)
Thanks to the powerful methods of Green’s function techniques, it is possible to calculate explicitly all
relevant physical quantities as magnetic moment, Knight shift etc. within the framework of this model
of a pure superconducting particle [193].
4.3.2.2. Superconductor with impurities. If the superconducting particle contains non-magnetic im-
purities, it is possible to average eqs. (4.19) with respect to the random position of the impurities in
exactly the same way as in the case of an infinite medium [182].This results in a renormalization of the
frequency w and of the gap parameter zi in terms of a relaxation time T = I/VF, where I is the mean free
path and Vff the Fermi velocity [194].Again, this procedure is justified as long as the dimensions of the
samples are large compared with interatomic distances; the corrections which arise are of the order of
(pFdIh) for a small sphere of diameter d.
In exactly the same way as in the case of a pure superconducting particle, the critical field f-Ia for a
second order phase transition can be found by putting LI (H) = 0. In the limiting case of a very short
mean free path (14 ~) this can be done analytically [194], and one gets at zero temperature
H~= 2.43H1(~0/l)”
2= 7.92HB(AL/d)(~o/l)~2 (4.41)
which can be compared with the critical field of the clean case as given by eq. (4.37). The intermediate
cases, 0< 1 <x, have to be evaluated numerically [195]. Fig. 4.1 shows theoretical calculations of the
critical field for a small superconducting sphere as a function of the bulk mean free path, for specular
reflection of the electrons at the boundary.
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Fig. 4.1. The critical field at zero temperature, calculated for a small sphere as a function of the bulk mean free path 1 measured relative to the
coherence length ~, under the assumption of specular reflection of the electrons at the boundaries. The normalization field H, is given by
H, = (4m/pse)iio/p,~d= 3.26HB(AL/d), where H~is the bulk critical field, AL the London penetration depth, and d the particle diameter. The dashed
line indicates Maki’s analytical solution in the limit of a small mean free path. (From StrOssler and Wyder [1951.)
More microscopic properties, like the density of one-particle states p(w) or the electrodynamic
response function u(w), can be calculated from this model with the usual formalism in a straightforward
way. It has been pointed out by Maki [194] that in the limit of 1 —~ 0 the theory of a superconducting
particle in a magnetic field is equivalent to the celebrated theory of a superconductor with paramagnetic
impurities of Abrikosov and Gor’kov [196] if n/ne (where n is the concentration of paramagnetic
impurities, and n~the critical concentration for which the metal is no longer superconducting) is
replaced by (H/H~)2.The cases of finite mean free paths have to be evaluated numerically [195].As a
typical illustration, fig. 4.2 shows theoretical calculations of the density of states of a small super-
conducting particle in different magnetic fields for several values of the mean free path. The gap as
function of the field is shown in fig. 4.3, again for different values of the mean free path as measured by
the coherence length ~. It is interesting to note that the field Hg at which the spectrum of excitations
first becomes gapless is given by
Hg/He = 0.954 for l/~~—*0 (4.42a)
Hg/Hc = 0.389 for l/~~—~ci~. (4.42b)
In the latter case Hg is equal to H
1 as defined in eq. (4.34) (cf. eq. (4.37)).
Unfortunately, no real quantitative experiments on small particles exist which would allow to test in
detail these theoretical predictions on the microscopic properties of small superconductors. Tunneling
measurements on thin films by Millstein and Tinkham [197]seem to be in good agreement with this
theory, although the theoretical results are strictly valid for small particles only.
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Fig. 4.2. The normalized density of states p(~)IpNas a function of Fig. 4.3. The normalized energy gap h~/A0of a small superconduc-
energy hw for a superconducting small sphere in a magnetic field H, ting particle in a magnetic field H, calculated for different values of
calculated for different mean free paths at zero temperature. PN is the the mean free path at zero temperature. H~is the critical field of the
density of states in the normal phase, H~is the critical field of the small particle and 4~is the bulk BCS order parameter at H = 0 and
small particle, and As is the bulk BCS order parameter at H = 0 and T = 0; 1 is measured relative to the coherence length 5c5~ (From
T = 0; 1 is measured relative to the coherence length ~ (1: 1 = 0; 2: Strässler and Wyder (1951.)
= (ir/1O)~o;3: 1 = 1r~54: 1 = (lOir)~o;5: 1 = ~). (From Strässler and
Wyder [195].)
4.3.2.3. Trajectory method. In the calculation of the critical field H~by expanding eqs. (4.19) in
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H, it was implicitly assumed that the electrons are specularly
reflected at the boundaries of the particle. De Gennes and Tinkham [198]have discovered a method
which allows to calculate critical fields for the more realistic cases where the electrons are scattered
diffusely at the boundaries.
This method starts from the Gor’kov relations, eqs. (4.19) and (4.20), as well. It is assumed that
the order parameter LI is spatially uniform, and that there is a second order phase transition at I-1
(LI (H~)—*0). The linearized Gor’kov relation, valid for LI —*0, is given by
LI *fr) = (gkTIh) ~ J dr’ G(r, r’, w~)LI *(rl) G(r, r’, —wa) (4.43)
where G(r, r’, w) is the Green’s function of the normal material. The kernel of this integral equation
can be expressed in terms of one-electron correlation functions in the normal state [199]. Explicitly one
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gets
G(r, r’, w)G(r, r’, —w)= 27rp(SF)VJ dte2~tf(r,r’, t) (4.44)
where V is the sample volume and
f(r
1, r2, t) = (exp(~ J A . dl ö(r(0) — r1) ô(r(t) — rs))) (4.45)
where P~= h/2e is the flux quantum. The integral in this equation,
~(t) = 2~ ~2A•dI (4.46)
is taken along the classical trajectory linking the points r1 and r2 in a time interval t. Eq. (4.45) is valid
only if the magnetic field is so weak that the electron trajectory can be considered as a straight line, i.e.
the curvature radius must be large compared with the coherence length ~. In a gauge where LI is real
and constant, one gets for the integral equation determining H~(T)
1 = 2lrkTp(rF) g ~ J dt e2I~0ht(e~t)). (4.47)
The average (....) is taken over all initial positions and all initial orientations of the velocity for one
electron in the sample. The problem is now reduced to the study of all classical one-electron trajectories
in the normal state.
As discussed in detail by de Gennes and Tinkham [198], two types of magnetic behaviour have to be
distinguished:
case I: lim (e~°~=  0 (4.48a)
case II: lim (e~°) = exp(—t/TK). (4.48b)
Here, i~ and TK are functions of the applied field H, and the subscript K makes reference to the time
reversal operator K (cf. section 3.3.2).
In case I, eq. (4.47) takes the usual BCS form [181]and one gets
kT(H)= l.l4h~ exp{—1/pfrF)g?J(H)}. (4.49)
Therefore, case I leads to a conventional superconductor, except for the fact that the coupling constant
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p(e~)g~(H) is a decreasing function of the applied field H; the transition temperature T~remains finite
at all fields but becomes exponentially small for small i~(H). A similar result has been found by Nambu
and Tuan [200,201] using more conventional techniques.
If the exponential decay law of case II is already obeyed at the times t of interest, one gets
1 = 2lrkTp(EF) g ~ 2 1/ (4.50)
W TK
and this leads to
ln(T~,))= ~ (4.51)
T~0is the transition temperature without a field, T~(H)the transition temperature with the field, and ~P
is the di-gammafunction defined by ‘P(z) = F’(z)IV(z). TC(TK) decreases with decreasing TK and
vanishes for
1/TK = 1.76kT~/h. (4.52)
Eq. (4.51) is identical to the result for the critical temperature of a superconductor with paramagnetic
impurities [196].
A simple example of case II is a small particle of dimension d much larger than the mean free path 1.
Note that in this case the condition that LII is constant, imposes an upper bound on d; for larger values
of d the order parameter is not spatially uniform any more, and superconductivity nucleates at a field
H~2where the nuclei have a size of the order of [~0l(T~0/(T~0— T))]”
2. Therefore, we must have
T 1/2l<d<(~0lT c0T) (4.53)
allowing only a rather narrow range of d. From the point of view of the trajectories, the electron will
have explored all regions of the sample at a time t. The phase 4(t) is therefore the sum of many
uncorrelated increments and one has
(e’~’~)= e_<~2(~>/2= e_r/TK (for t  r = I/vF) . (4.54)
Carrying out the detailed calculations, one gets
= ~T(~_~_~)(A2(T)). (4.55)
Here, r is a transport mean lifetime, and the average (.. .) is over the volume of the sample. As usual in
this sort of problems, the choice of the gauge in eq. (4.55) is imposed by the condition of LI = constant.
By inspection one finds for a spherical grain of diameter d in a uniform field
A=~rxB (4.56)
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and a value of
KA2) = B2d2/40. (4.57)
A nearly equivalent result has been obtained by Maki [194] through an approximate direct solution of
the Gor’kov relations, eqs. (4.19) and (4.20).
For a small particle with few imperfections (1 ~‘ d), it is important to define how the electrons are
scattered at the boundary. If this scattering is specular, one finds the situation of case I; this case is more
transparently treated using Larkin’s method as discussed in section 4.3.2.1. If the scattering of the
electrons on the surface is diffuse, there is again a non-zero random increment in phase between
successive collisions on the surface and the behaviour corresponds to case II. The corresponding TK is
now given by [198]
= ~ vFd3 . (4.58)
This leads to a critical field at T = 0 of
H~(0)= 13.7HB (AL/d) (~
0/d)
1’2. (4.59)
Comparing eq. (4.59) with eq. (4.41), valid for a finite mean free path 1, we see that the two results agree
if we define an “effective” mean free path l~= 0.34d due to the diffuse boundary reflection. The diffuse
boundary condition acts like an additional scattering mechanism, as is well known from size effect
studies. Therefore, the theoretical results for critical fields for different mean free paths (calculated for
specular reflection of the electrons at the boundaries) can be used for the case of diffuse scattering as
well, if the mean free path is properly adjusted.
4.3.2.4. Experimental investigations. Unfortunately, not very many quantitative experimental in-
vestigations of the theoretical relations discussed in section 4.3.2 do exist. Up to rather recently, the
only detailed experimental studies dealt with the magnetic properties of superconducting mercury
colloids and were done by Shoenberg and collaborators [202,203]. Due to the lack of appropriate
theories, these results were interpreted in a more qualitative way, using the sort of London theory as
sketched in section 4.2, combined with a Gorter—Casimir two fluid model. The advances of the more
microscopic theory have triggered new experimental investigations of the magnetization of small
superconducting particles [204,205]. Fig. 4.4 shows the magnetic moment observed by Morozov and
coworkers [204]on a collection of small tin particles at temperatures between 3.57 K and 3.09 K. The
full curves represent the theoretical prediction, based on Ovchinnikov’s [206]straightforward extension
of Larkin’s model as discussed in section 4.3.2.1. In the theoretical curves, the measured particle size
distributions have properly been taken into account.
Probably the most interesting experimental investigations on the critical fields of small superconduc-
tors have been carried out by Zeller and Giaever [207,208]. They prepared tunnel junctions which
contain small Sn particles embedded in the oxide barrier, and by measuring the tunneling characteristic
of these junctions they were able to measure the critical fields of the small Sn particles. For particles
with a diameter d > 20 nm, their experimental results are in good agreement with eq. (4.41) or (4.59),
with proper definition of the mean free path. However, for particles with d <20 nm, the critical field
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Fig. 4.4. Magnetic moment m of a collection of isolated tin particles with a mean diameterold = 130 nm as a function of the magnetic field. The full
curves represent the result of theoretical calculations, based on an extension of Larkin’s microscopic model, and taking into account the measured
particle size distribution. (From Morozov, Naumenko and Petinov [2041.)
goes up much faster than the theory predicts (see fig. 4.5). No indication of the Clogston paramagnetic
limit, as discussed in section 4.2, was found, as the small particles were still superconducting in fields of
10 T at 4.2 K, while the Clogston formula would give for Sn a maximum critical field of ~aoH~’
t(0)=
6.8 T. It is possible that the paramagnetic limit is much higher than predicted by the simple BCS theory
due to the non-vanishing Knight shift, as indicated by Wright’s [209]measurements. However, it should
be emphasized that this drastic increase of the critical field with decreasing particle size is unexplained
p~H~IT)
)D)
0
0
0
0
00 I I I
0.02 004 006 0.08
dav’ (nm’)
Fig. 4.5. Critical field H, as a function of the inverse average particle diameter dJ for small superconducting tin particles, embedded in the oxide
layer of a tunnel junction, as measured by tunneling. The field was applied parallel to the plane of the tunnel junction. The symbol between
parentheses corresponds to a conservative estimate. (From Zeller and Giaever [2071.)
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as yet; the effect is probably not related to QSE, because these effects (as seen in gap measurements
with tunneling [207,208]) only start showing up for much smaller particles, when d  10 nm (see section
4.3.3).
4.3.3. Quantum size effects in small superconducting particles
If the superconducting particles are getting so small that more microscopic distances come into play,
it is to be expected that the basic principles for superconductivity itself are influenced by size effects,
and the question arises if there exists a lower limit in size for particles still to be superconducting. For
such very small particles, not only the electronic properties will be influenced, but the phonon spectrum
(considered to be responsible for superconductivity) will certainly be changed as well [210,211]; in
addition, because of the favourable surface to volume ratio in small particles, also possible electron—
electron interaction via surface phonons or other surface effects should be considered [179,212]. Here,
we will concentrate on the influence of the particle size on the electron system only.
It has been conjectured by Anderson [213]some time ago, that the usual Cooper instability will not
exist any more and therefore superconductivity should disappear if the small superconducting particles
are in the quantum size effect regime with the energy difference between two discrete one electron
states comparable to the energy gap of the superconducting state (Anderson criterion). This means that
small superconductors with fewer than about 10~to 10~electrons should be affected by this effect.
This question is related to theoretical studies by Blatt and Thompson [214,215] on thin super-
conducting films. These authors used electronic wave functions which are spatially quantized, per-
pendicular to the plane of the film, to perform the BCS pairing. Due to this size quantization in one
direction one gets sharp and pronounced “shape resonances” in the order parameter LI of the
superconductor as a function of the width of the slab. This quantum size effect has been observed with
tunneling experiments on tin by Komnik, Bukhshtab and Man’kovskii [216]. The relevant situation in
small particles has been studied by Shapoval [217], and in greater detail by Parmenter [218].
As usual, one has to start from the Gor’kov relations, eqs. (4.19) and (4.20). The transition
temperature can be found from the self-consistency equation
LI (r) (gkT/h) ~ F(r, r, w) (4.60)
where the bulk cut-off frequency w ~0D (WD: Debye frequency) will be used. Again using Larkin’s[193] method of expanding the Gor’kov equations in terms of the one-electron normal state eigen-
functions tfrA of the Hamiltonian, eq. (4.24) can be used to study the influence of QSE on superconduc-
tivity:
LI(r)=(gkT/h) ~ I~(r)I2~2 LI 2 LI2~ (4.61)
nA ~0n
Substituting a constant value of the order parameter on the right hand side, one gets
LI (r) = gp(eF) ln ~ eY)LI (IIl’A(r)l) (4.62)
where e7 = 1.781. The square of the wavefunction Ii//A(r)I is averaged over all states near the Fermi
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surface; when boundary effects are neglected, this average is equal to 1/V, as discussed in section 4.3.1.
If boundary effects are taken into account, IIIA(r)!2 has to decrease near the boundary of the particle
over a distance of the order of the de Broglie wavelength of the conduction electrons (1~=h/PF) and it
vanishes at the surface of the sample. As the integral of IIA(r)I over the volume of the particle remains
the same, the mean square inside the sample is increased to
KIIl/A(r)I) = (V— a 11S/pF)1 (4.63)
where V and S are the volume and the surface of the sample and a a numerical constant of order unity.
Shapoval [217]argues that, in addition, the Fermi level e~= p~I2mis shifted due to the presence of the
boundary conditions; the effective volume, i.e. the region accessible to the electrons is now, in
accordance with eq. (4.63), smaller by an amount ailS/p. This leads to a shift of the Fermi momentum
PF given by
PF P5
/ a \2 2J ~ljv)P d~=j p dp (4.64)
where Po is the Fermi momentum in the bulk material. Therefore
p = po(i — ahS/2poV) (4.65)
where Po is the density of states for a sample of infinite size. If both these effects are taken into account,
an effective density of states can be introduced by
Peff = P~ltl/AI2)V=po(i + ahS/2poV) (4.66)
which can be interpreted as a density of states near the Fermi surface divided by an effective volume.
The final equation for the transition temperature ~ for the small particle can now be written in the
BCS form as
1 = gpeff ln~ eY) (4.67)
and from this one gets the increase ~ T of the transition temperature compared with the transition
temperature 7’,, of the bulk material as
~iT ailS /211WD -~\
T=2Vln~kTe ). (4.68)
For small particles of ordinary metals with dimensions of the order of 10 nm, this formula predicts an
increase of 10 to 15% in the critical temperature.
Using the same sort of ideas, Parmenter [218] has calculated, in addition to the transition tem-
perature, the energy gap of a small particle of a superconductor in the QSE regime. A small
superconducting cube with cube edge L is studied within the framework of the usual BCS theory, and
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now instead of the continuous one-electron energy spectrum, the discrete QSE-spectrum is used. Sums
of the form ~k 14r(k) can be rewritten as
~ t/i(k) = (~~)3 ~ J t/i(k) exp(—i(v k)L) d3k (4.69)
where
p = e~,z.’.+ e~v~+ e~v~ (4.70)
e, being the unit vectors along the coordinate axes, and i.’,~being any integer, positive, negative or zero.
Eq. (4.69) can be evaluated by an application of the Poisson sum formula. For a bulk superconductor,
all the terms in the summation over v are negligible, except for ii = 0. As the particle size is reduced,
the terms in eq. (4.69) with finite represent the correction to the BCS theory due to the QSE. The
geometry of a cube considered here leads to the well known artificial degeneracy, all terms with ~ 0
will have sinusoidal phases that change rapidly as a function of LpF/h. For values of L in the order of
tens of nanometers, it seems reasonable to assume that this rapid variation with change in size is an
artefact of the highly symmetrical geometry of the cube, and that therefore they can be averaged with
respect to this rapid change of phase in the various sums over k, as they appear in the usual BCS
expression. The rest of the calculations is straightforward and follows closely the conventional BCS
method. According to Parmenter [218], the QSE leads to corrections to the BCS results in a sense that
formally the weak coupling limit goes over into a strong coupling limit. Following these calculations, it
is possible to introduce a characteristic length dA [218], defined by
dA = (h2~)/p~’3 (4.71)
where ~ is the Pippard coherence length at T = 0 and h/PF the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons
at the Fermi surface. For dimensions d  dA, QSE should come into play. Essentially, dA is again the
dimension of a small particle where the Anderson relation is fulfilled: The order parameter of the
superconductor is equal to the QSE energy level splitting, LI = 5(d4. This type of QSE in the properties
of small superconductors can therefore be expected if the diameter d of the small particle is comparable
to dA:
d dA. (4.72)
As an example, one gets dA 6 nm for aluminium. It seems not unlikely that observations of
T,,-enhancement in granular films [190—192,19—223] can be explained on the basis of this sort of
theories, although real quantitative comparisons between theory and experiment are missing, and
changes in the phonon spectrum (such as surface phonons, changes of the phonon spectrum due to the
size effect, etc.) should be considered as well.
It should be noted that, in the usual BCS-form of the free energy, many-electron wave functions
appear which are not eigenfunctions of the total electron number. This might conceivably lead to
problems in very small systems that contain few conduction electrons, and where only a few one-
electron energy levels are present in the energy range where the BCS-pairing occurs [224].
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Markowitz [225]has studied theoretically superconductivity in small particles in relation with charge
fluctuations. This approach is related to Kubo’s consideration about charge neutrality in normal-state
QSE systems (see section 3.2.1). To have maximum correlation energy in a superconductor, the phase of
the superconductor should be a constant. However, due to the uncertainty relation, this constant phase
produces infinitely large fluctuations in the relative number of electrons; on the other hand, for
electrostatic reasons, a uniform charge density distribution would be energetically most favourable.
Since the superconductor cannot have both maximum correlation energy and minimum Coulomb
repulsion energy, the two have to be optimized. For small isolated particles, this Coulomb term
becomes important; it was calculated numerically by Markowitz that one should get occupied singlet
states in the ground state of a small superconducting sphere with a diameter of about 100 nm, and
superconductivity should be destroyed when the particles become smaller than 20 nm, because of this
Coulomb repulsion term. Obviously, this type of theory can only be applied to systems of small particles
where the small particles are highly isolated from each other so that charge exchange is prohibited.
From an experimental point of view, the situation around the existence of QSE in the properties of
small superconducting particles is not very transparent. There seems to be a general agreement that
ultimately some size effect will quench superconductivity; it is hard to imagine that a bead consisting of
ten atoms should still be a superconductor, simply because there are not enough electrons left. There
can be no doubt that in this size region the usual bulk theory of superconductivity will lose its meaning;
the question of a lower size limit for superconductivity depends then crucially on the definition of
superconductivity itself. In addition, it is obvious from thermodynamics that the transition from the
normal to the superconducting state is washed out if the condensation energy becomes comparable to
the thermal energy kT [207, 208], i.e. if
0H~V~kT~ (4.73)
where H,, is the bulk critical field and kT,, is the condensation energy of a single electron. Obviously,
due to the intimate relationship of the order parameter LI, density of states p, critical temperature Tc,
critical field H,,, volume of the sample V = ~ird~,and OSE parameter 8, the criterion eq. (4.73) is again,
as in eq. (4.72), equivalent to stating that superconductivity should disappear if the energy gap is equal
to the QSE energy splitting (Anderson criterion [213]):
LI~6. (4.74)
This means that at low temperatures the thermal fluctuations have to be either small compared with the
condensation energy for large particles, or with the QSE electron level spacing for small particles.
Therefore, at low temperatures, the particle should be either superconducting, or in the QSE regime.
The classical experiments on small superconducting particles have been carried out quite some time
ago by Shoenberg [202]on the magnetization and by Reif [226]on the Knight shift in superconductors.
Although in both studies the particle size was in a regime, where Markowitz’s electrostatic effects
should be important, no such effects have been detected. Apart from magnetic field effects, all of these
results can be discussed mainly in the framework of the usual theory of the bulk superconductor.
Despite quite some intensive and careful work (mainly on I’,,, H,,, and NMR in small particles
[116—120,125, 126, 128, 184]), no coherent picture of the experimental situation seems to emerge. The
most beautiful and interesting investigations into the microscopic properties of small superconducting
particles have been carried out by Zeller and Giaever [207,208]. They have studied small metallic
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particles of Sn in the size range of 5 nm ~ d  200 nm. The experimental arrangement was such that the
Sn particles were evaporated onto the insulating oxide of a tunnel junction; the Sn agglomerated
into small particles, and by carefully controlling the oxidation process, the space between the particles
was filled with a rather thick oxide which embedded the particles inside the tunnel junction. Contact
with the particles was only made by electron tunneling. Most of the electrons flowing across the junction
tunneled into and out of one of the embedded particles. As the transmission coefficient was of the order
of 10_b, the particles can be considered as being insulated from the film electrodes and from each other.
This ingenious technique does not only allow to check if a particle is superconducting or not (i.e. to
measure the critical fields of small particles, see section 4.3.2.4), it is also possible to measure directly
the energy gap of the superconductor with tunneling (fig. 4.6). For Sn, the Anderson criterion of eq.
(4.74) leads to a critical diameter dA 5 nm, while the charge fluctuations of Markowitz should
influence the superconductive behaviour for d  100 nm and should destroy superconductivity for
d 20 nm (Markowitz’s calculations apply for completely free particles and should be modified for this
case, since the Coulomb interaction is screened by the oxide in which the particles are embedded).
Zeller and Giaever have found that the energy gap in small Sn particles is only slightly increased from
the bulk value, and almost size independent down to a particle diameter of d 10 nm. Particles with a
diameter between 6 and 10 nm still show a gap, but the gap is smeared out and not much information
could be extracted from the measurements. Fig. 4.7 shows the measured size dependence of the energy
gap compared with Parmenter’s calculation based on the QSE; it is obvious that the Parmenter
mechanism can be ruled out as the dominant mechanism for particles with d> 16 nm. The experiments
d?I - -(arbitrary units ) ~ —
- d~=2~nm
~l3nm
18222.630
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Fig. 4.6. Size dependence of the energy gap A in small superconducting particles. The figure shows the second derivative d21/d V2 of the tunneling
characteristic of tin film junctions, with tin particles of an average diameter d,. embedded in the oxide layer. For the different curves, the zero of the
vertical scale has been offset in steps of one unit. Junctions with particles with a diameter d,. <6 nm did not show any structure which could be attributed
unambiguously to an energy gap. (From Zeller and Giaever [208].)
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Fig. 4.7. Zeller and Giaever’s measurements of the energy gap A of small superconducting particles as a function of the average diameter d~.of the
particles. The measurements were done by tunneling on tin film junctions, with the tin particles embedded in the oxide layer. The solid line is
calculated from Parmenter’s theory based on QSE; in these calculations, the dimension, for which the spacing 5 between two QSE energy levels
becomes equal to the bulk energy gap A5~,u,is assumed to be d = 5 urn. (From Zeller and Giaever [208].)
by Zeller and Giaever show that superconductivity persists in particles down to the size given by the
Anderson criterion dA; a lower size limit for superconductivity could not yet be determined. In the
tunneling characteristic of particles with d <6 nm, no structure which could be attributed to an energy
gap was observed. This does not necessarily mean that such particles are not superconducting, it can be
explained by a smearing out due to a strong size dependence of the energy gap. The Markowitz charge
fluctuation mechanism can be ruled out (which is probably not too surprising since the Coulomb
interaction is partially screened by the matrix in which the particles are embedded), and the Parmenter
QSE seems not to explain the results in quantitatively satisfactory way. However, there is no doubt that
something very interesting happens to the superconductivity of particles with a size d s dA; the
properties related to superconductivity start changing drastically as can be seen from the increasing
energy gap and the unexpected high rise of the critical magnetic field with decreasing particle size (see
section 4.3.2.4).
4.4. Fluctuations in small superconducting particles
As the characteristic correlation length given by eq. (4.2) or eq. (4.3) is rather long, the ther-
modynamic fluctuations in superconductors are generally quite small; in most cases, the transition
temperature 7’,, can be considered to mark a sharp dividing point between “normal” and “super-
conducting” behaviour. However, in small particles the smallness of the dimensions of the particles will
drastically reduce the coherence length ~, and fluctuations should be visible very clearly. An excellent
review on the whole field of fluctuations in superconductors has been published by Skocpol and
Tinkham [227]. Therefore, here we will limit our discussion to the essential points only, relevant to
small particles.
As the modern theory of superconductivity is a mean field theory, the basic problems on fluctuations
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can most clearly be seen in the well known textbook solutions of the Ising model [228,229]. As the final
results are independent of the specific structure of the Ising model, they can be used for almost all
second order phase transitions, including superconductivity. We will follow closely Strässler’s masterly
tutorial [230]on these problems.
The Ising model essentially describes a very anisotropic ferromagnet in which only the z-components
of the spins are coupled. Let the spins at the lattice point r be denoted by o~.;each ffr can take the
values + 1 or —1. Then in the usual dimensionless units, the Hamiltonian is given by
ft = —~ B(r)o-~— ~ jr—r’crrtrr’ (4.75)
where the first term represents an interaction with an external magnetic field B(r) which is allowed to
vary with r for mathematical reasons. The second term represents an attractive interaction between
spins, and contributes an energy Jr~r’if the spins point in the same direction or +Jr_r’ if they point in
opposite directions. In the mean field approximation the problem is reduced to the behaviour of one
single spin in the averaged effective field:
Beff = B + (o) (4.76)
where (...) denotes the thermodynamical average. The magnetization of a spin in an effective field is
then given by
= tanh(Beff/T) (4.77)
which solves the problem within the mean field approximation. In order to study the influence of
fluctuations on different physical quantities, one usually introduces the “random phase approximation”
as a trivial generalization of the mean field approximation by allowing spatial variation of the effective
field:
Beff(r) = B(r)+ ~ Jr-r’K~~r’). (4.78)
Just as in the mean field approximation, also with this procedure all correlations between spins are
neglected. Nevertheless, it is now possible to calculate in first approximation the influence of fluctua-
tions on various thermodynamic quantities. This can most clearly be illustrated by calculating the
specific heat in zero field:
~ (4.7 )
With the help of the random phase approximation, eq. (4.78), it is possible to calculate
______ = {(cTrur’)— (0r)(tyr’)} (4.80)
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which allows to write the specific heat as
C=Co+Cco,rr (4.81a)
where Co and C,,01.. are given by:
C0 ~jr_r’~~rrXcTr’) (4.81b)
Cr01.1. ~~Jr-r’~ ~ B=0 (4.81c)
As can be seen from eqs. (4.81c) and (4.80), C,201-1, measures how much the spins fluctuate in a correlated
way. If we limit ourselves to temperatures T> 7’,,, where
T,, = J = ~Jr-r’ (4.82)
one gets immediately from eq. (4.77) (a-) 0, which leads in eq. (4.81b) to
C0(T) = 0 for 7’> T,,. (4.83)
Just below 7’,,, one gets from an expansion of eq. (4.77) in terms of (1 — T/T,,) the well known finite jump
AC0 in the specific heat, characteristic for the mean field theory. In this case, this gives
AC0(T,,) = ~N. (4.84)
The contribution C,,0~(for T> 7’,,), due to the correlations, of the specific heat can be calculated from
eqs. (4.78) and (4.81c) by a Fourier expansion of all quantities involved. One gets
CCOrT(T) = .~(q)~i~i(T —j(q)) for T> T,, (4.85)
where the summation with respect to q goes over the first Bnllouin zone, and
J(q) = ~ J,~e~ p (4.86)
In view of the application to superconductors, we choose the following form for the interaction:
Jo Ir—r’I~d
Jr-r’ = (4.87)
0 Ir—r’I>~d.
This means that within a sphere of diameter d, Z spins are coupled to the central spin; for a cubic
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lattice with lattice constant a, one gets for Z
~ird3=Za3. (4.88)
For T  T,, and close to T,,, one gets for the correlation contribution
C,,
0~(T)— 1 1.7 — 1.7 I 4 8
AC0 Z\/(T—T,,)/T,, ~ ( . 9)
where E (T — T,,)/T,,. The temperature region s,,, where fluctuations are important, can be estimated
roughly by putting AC0 = C,,0,,,; this condition leads to e,, = 3!Z
2. As this result is independent of the
specific structure of the Ising model, it should be true for every mean field theory. Applied to the
BCS-theory of superconductivity, one has
Z—~irnR~ (4.90)
where R
0 is the range of the attractive electron—electron interaction and n is the density of particles
which interact with each other.
For a superconductor with a short mean free path 1, one has from eq. (4.3)
R0—=Vl~ (4.91)
while the Pippard coherence length 4~ is given by
~0=~0.18h VF/kTC. (4.92)
The density of interacting particles is given by the electron density times the degeneracy kT,,/EF:
~PF/CTC (4.93)
This gives as the temperature region where in a bulk superconductor fluctuations should be important:
(l)~ (~fl• (4.94)
Under the most favourable conditions, one can assume that (lpF)/h = 10, and (pF~o)!h i0~,so that
10~.Therefore, it is not surprising that the BCS mean field theory of superconductivity is in such
good agreement with experiments performed on bulk superconductors.
In the case of a small superconducting particle, all dimensions are small compared with R0 and the
coherence length. Therefore, fluctuations cannot vary spatially, and only terms with q = 0 can give a
contribution in eq. (4.85). The specific heat of a small particle is then given by
C,,~,.,.= ~(J(0)T,,/(T — T,,)
2) = (4.95)
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Again defining the temperature region where fluctuations could be seen by putting C,,01.. = AC0, one gets
= (1/3d
3n)~’~ (d ~ R
0), (4.96)
where d is the dimension of the particle. For a typical superconductor with d 10 nm one gets
10_i. This means that fluctuations should be visible clearly in small particles.
These rather general ideas have been elaborated by many workers [227]. It is obvious that in a
superconductor there are other properties to be measured which are much more sensitive to fluctuations
than the specific heat, like the resistivity; however, for a detailed theoretical analysis of these quantities,
the random phase approximation has to be generalized from equilibrium to dynamic properties.
For equilibrium properties, Shmidt [231], Parkinson [232]and Mühlschlegel, Scalapino and Denton
[124] have calculated the contribution of fluctuations to the thermodynamic quantities within the
framework sketched here for the Ising model. All these authors start from the Ginzburg-Landau form
of the free energy F, relative to the normal state, and for a zero-dimensional small superconductor of
volume V. F is then given by
F= (aILII
2+~bILII~)V (4.97)
where a = a
0e changes sign at T,,; a0 and b are positive constants approximately independent of
temperature near T,, and which can be calculated from the microscopic BCS-theory, and LI is the order
parameter. a and b are related to the thermodynamical critical field H,,(T) by
= a
2/2b (4.98)
(see also our discussion of the Ginzburg—Landau theory in section 4.2). According to the standard
methods of statistical mechanics, the average value of the square of the order parameter is then given
by
J (LI (2 e_F~~kT
((LI(2)= (4.99)J e_F~~kT
where d2LI refers to the real and imaginary parts of the complex order parameter LI = (LI I e’4’. These
integrals can be solved analytically [124,231, 232], and one obtains
((LI 2) = (LI
0(
2 (i — -~ h(q)). (4.100)
(LI
0(
2 is the equilibrium value of the square of the order parameter, and is given from eq. (4.97) with
6F=0:
(LI
0(
2 = —a/b I~I (4.101)
(note that a = a
0e <0, for T< T,,), and
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(4.102)
v 2ir erfc(—q)
where erfc(x) denotes the normal probability function and q = (a2/bkT)”2. In analogy with the
condition AC
0 = C,,01.,, and following Skocpol and Tinkham [227], a critical temperature region can be
defined where fluctuations should be important, by putting the fluctuation energy kT,, equal to the free
energy (F0J
= kT,, (4.103)
which leads to a critical region with a characteristic width
= (2bkT~/a~V)
1~’2. (4.104)
The first term in eq. (4.100) gives the usual equilibrium value of (LI (2 obtained by minimizing F, while the
second term describes the fluctuations. These die away exponentially below T,,, and roughly as
(T — T~)1above T,,. Fig. 4.8 shows the mean-square magnitude of the order parameter as a function of
the normalized temperature.
The most direct measure of ((LI (2) is the diamagnetic susceptibility of a small particle. For a particle
with a diameter d smaller than the penetration depth and the coherence length, eq. (4.1.1) leads to a
diamagnetic susceptibility given by
x—~j~ (d’~A,~
0). (4.105)
Following the usual interpretation of ((LI (2) as the average density of Cooper pairs ((LI (2 n = ins, ns
<l~I
2>/~( )
Fig. 4.8. Mean-square magnitude of the order parameter as a function of the normalized temperature for a small superconducting particle. 4~()e))is the
mean field value ofthe order parameter. The dashed line indicates this mean field behaviour, where fluctuationsare neglected, it is approached far from
T,.
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denoting the density of single electrons in the ground state), the London penetration depth is given by
1/A2 = (p.oe*2/m *)((LI 2) (4.106)
where e*, m * and n~the charge, mass and density of the Cooper pairs. Therefore, the susceptibility is
x d2(ILI (2) (4.107)
This relation has very carefully been tested experimentally by Buhrman and Halperin [2331on small
single-crystal aluminium particles using a SQUID to measure the susceptibility. Fluctuation effects are
observed in the critical region and they are, properly scaled and averaged over the particle size
distribution, in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions (fig. 4.9).
In a similar way, it is possible to calculate the specific heat in the superconducting state of
zero-dimensional particles [124,231, 234—236]. The specific heat is given by the thermodynamic relation
= —-~ 32(F)/3T2 (4.108)
where (F) is the weighted average of the free energy of eq. (4.97) over all values of the order parameter.
This has been done in a very basic paper by Muhlschlegel, Scalapino andDenton [1241.The resultsof their
calculations for the specific heat of small superconducting particles in the Ginzburg—Landau approach
are shown in fig. 4.10. In addition, Muhlschlegel et al. extended the microscopic calculations by taking
X (arbitrary units)
1.5-
Aluminium particles
o dettrBSOnm
10 - 2e~(o) • d~~99~~ ~j~51flfl1
0.5 I I2~Cl~]
0.92 0.95 1.00 1.06 1.08 1.12
T/r~
Fig. 4.9. Measured diamagnetic susceptibility of small superconducting aluminium particles with different mean particle size in the temperature
region around T,. The solid lines represent the results of the Ginsburg—Landau theory including fluctuation effects and properly averaged over the
measured particle size distribution. The dashed lines indicate the mean field behaviour below 1’,. The region 2e,(d), where fluctuations should be
present, is indicated by a horizontal bar for the different particle diameters d
15. (From Buhrman and Halperin [233).)
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Fig. 4.10. Calculated temperature dependence of the total specific heat C1 of small superconducting particles normalized to the specific heat C,,N(TC)
in the normal state at T1. 5= 5/kTr = 2/(p(EF)kT1). For a particle with d 10 urn, one has approximately ~= 1. (From MOhlschlegel, Scalapino and
Denton [124).)
into account the discrete structure of the one-electron spectrum in small particles. Using the equal level
scheme as discussed in Appendix II, they employed the functional-averaging method explicitly using the
BCS Hamiltonian under QSE conditions. As usual, the pairing interaction is taken between time-
reversed states of the electrons in the small particle. The relevant parameter of this sort of calculation is
the ratio of the mean single-electron level spacing S to kT,,:
kT,, = p(EF)kT,,~ (4.109)
Note that this treatment of the QSE retains the influence of static fluctuations, because the full
functional integration is performed, in contrast to the results discussed in section 4.3.3. Perhaps the
most important small-particle effect is the restriction to fixed electron numbers as discussed in Kubo’s
treatment of the QSE in section 3.2.1; for superconducting particles, where electron pairing plays a
major role, the restriction to fixed electron number may be even more important. Although some
studies of this problem have been done in the essential work of Mühlschlegel, Scalapino and Denton
[124] by projecting the canonical ensemble from the usual grand canonical ensemble by means of a
saddle-point integration, this problem is still open for discussions.
In a set of beautiful experiments, Tsuboi and Suzuki [237,238] have measured the electronic specific
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heat of fine particles of Sn with an average diameter ranging from 25 to 220 nm over a temperature
range from 0.4T,, to 1.5T,,, in zero magnetic field (fig. 4.11) and in fields up to 3 T. An ensemble of Sn
particles insulated from each other by oxide layers was prepared by depositing Sn islands in vacuum and
then oxidizing their surfaces, and this procedure was performed repeatedly (see section 5.2.3). The Sn
particles were deposited at room temperature, and the average particle size was controlled by using a
well defined amount of Sn for one shot of evaporation. Between 20 and 200 layers were used for the
different samples, and the weight of the Sn particles was of the order of 1 mg. The specific heat was
measured by using an ac-temperature calorimetry technique, the contribution of the Sn particles to
the total heat capacity of the arrangement was of the order of 10%. As can be seen in fig. 4.11, the
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Fig. 4.11. Measured normalized difference (Cs— CN)/CN(TC) of the specific heat in the superconductive and normal state respectively, for tin
particles with different diameters, as a function of the reduced temperature. The measurements are normalized to CN(TC) = yT1, with y =
1.78 x iO~JK
2 mol’. The ensemble of tin particles, isolat from each other by oxide laye s, was prepared by depositing tin islands in vacuum
and then oxidizing their surfaces, repeatedly. (From Tsuboi and Suzuki (237).)
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measurements of the “bulk” material (i.e. a Sn film prepared in the same way as the particles) are in
good agreement with the BCS results, documenting the reliability of the experimental method. As the
particle size decreases, the broadening of the transition into the superconducting state is enhanced, the
peak shifts towards lower temperature and decreases in height. These effects show clearly the existence
of a wide critical region of temperature and are in striking, at least qualitative, agreement with the
theoretical predictions of Mühlschlegel, Scalapino and Denton [124] (fig. (4.10)). The broadening of the
transition into the superconducting state as measured in magnetic fields [238]is explained by Suzuki and
Tsuboi by assuming that the thermodynamical fluctuations depend on the magnetic field only through
the change of T,,(H), at least for low fields; for increasing fields, the particle size distribution becomes
the dominant factor determining the broadening. The temperature and size dependence of the critical
field seems to be in good agreement with the theory as discussed in section 4.3.2.
Results similar to the ones of Tsuboi and Suzuki [237] have recently been reported by Filler,
Lindenfeld, Worthington and Deutscher [239] on the heat capacity of granular aluminium films.
Granular aluminium consists of metallic aluminium grains with a particle size of the order of
d = 3 nm, embedded in a matrix of aluminium oxide. By changing the deposition conditions, Filler et al.
were able to produce films where the normal state resistivity changed over three orders of magnitude.
They interpret this increase in resistivity as the result of the presence of an increasing amount of oxide
between the grains, and therefore the grains become progressively decoupled until they are effectively
isolated. These experiments show that as the resistivity increases, bulk superconductivity as described
by the transition in the heat capacity disappears gradually, again in good qualitative agreement with the
predictions of Mühlschlegel, Scalapino and Denton [124].
All these specific heat experiments support the theoretical considerations on fluctuations in small
superconducting particles. The fact that in these experiments almost no transition in the heat capacity
remains for the smallest particles might indicate that the grains are no longer able to remain
superconducting, at least not in the thermodynamic BCS sense. This could then be interpreted as an
experimental indication that superconductivity ceases to exist if the particles are so small that d ~ dA
(see section 4.3.3). However, the behaviour of these particle-film systems in the superconducting state
might be influenced by the change in the mutual coupling between the particles (percolation type of
behaviour [240]) or the change due to the oxide layer present. The many complications due to the
influence of the change in the lattice vibrations or the surface vibrations [241—243],as well as the
influence of oxide overlayers on superconductivity should be understood and analysed carefully.
5. Preparation of small particles
In this section we will present a discussion of a number of techniques used to prepare samples
containing small metallic particles. Small particle systems include colloidal suspensions of metals
(section 5.1), discontinuous thin films (section 5.2), gas-evaporated particles and cluster beams (section
5.3), colloidal particles contained in photosensitive glasses or other types of matrices (section 5.4), and
metal dispersions forced into the cavities of porous materials (section 5.5). We do not discuss the purely
chemical methods to produce well defined “molecular clusters” of which a large number has been
described in recent years [244,245].
From an experimental point of view, the small particles must satisfy severe requirements in order to
give meaningful results. Their sizes must be very small and well defined: Depending on the type of
experiment and the characteristic lengths involved sizes down to 1 nm are required, while the size
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distribution must be as narrow as possible. In many experiments, a deconvolution of the data is possible
when the size distribution is known; for other experiments, the size distribution must be extremely
narrow: e.g. in section 3.5.3 it was shown that the oscillations in the far infrared absorption spectrum
expected for the symplectic ensemble are easily wiped out by a small size distribution of the particles in
the sample. Moreover, poor chemical purity of either particles, their surfaces, or the supporting matrix
will strongly influence the relaxation times in magnetic resonance experiments, or lead to spurious
signals in measurements of the magnetic susceptibility (e.g. see section 3.5.5).
5.1. Metal colloids
A very simple system for the study of quantum size effects is a suspension of submicron size colloidal
particles. Chemists have devoted a large amount of work to the study of colloidal systems, and well
defined prescriptions are available for quite a lot of materials: A reducing agent added to a solution of
metal ions causes condensation in the newly formed supersaturated solution of metal atoms. By a
proper choice of concentration, temperature and reducing agent it is, in some cases, possible to produce
submicron size particles of well defined dimensions. Many hydrosols are stable as a result of the action
of an electric double layer of ions surrounding the particles, and when protective agents, such as gelatin,
are added, the suspensions are even stable on dehydration.
In 1964 Doremus [21]studied the optical properties of gold hydrosols; soon thereafter Marshall and
Wilenzick [246]published results of the determination of the Mössbauer recoil free fraction for gamma
ray absorption of colloidal particles of gold. Superparamagnetic properties were studied using the
Mössbauer effect in samples prepared from hydrosols of iron, nickel, cobalt, or their compounds.
Svedberg’s method [247] was used by Tanner, Sievers and Buhnnan [158] to produce colloidal
dispersions of lead and copper particles in acetone; in this case, the particles have been formed by
striking high frequency arcs between metal chips, under a polar liquid. This method can be used for
many materials, but the size distribution obtained is usually quite poor.
5.1.1. Noble metal hydrosols
The colloidal systems which have been most extensively studied are hydrosols of the noble metals.
Turkevich, Stevenson and Hillier [248]prepared gold hydrosols with different chemical reagents and
under different conditions. They succeeded in growing colloidal gold particles with a comparatively
narrow size distribution using the following recipe: Prepare 950 ml of a chlorauric acid solution
containing 100 mg gold; heat this solution to 80°Cand add, instantaneously and under vigorous stirring,
50 ml water containing 1% by weight sodium citrate. After five to ten minutes the solution will get a
bluish grey colour that turns into red. After an hour the solution is dark ruby-red and the reaction is
completed. The hydrosol may then be stabilized by adding a protective agent, as e.g. 250 mg gelatin. A
typical size distribution for colloidal gold particles obtained in this way is given in fig. 5.la; the mean
particle size is d = 14.7±1.3 nm. Turkevich and coworkers found that the spread in particle size is
connected with a spread in time of the formation of nuclei. The rate of formation of the nuclei depends
on the concentration; the nucleation process seems to be inhibited for a concentration above a certain
critical concentration of nuclei. Then only the particle growth process will continue until, by lack of gold
ions, the reaction comes to an end. In fig. 5.lb the size histogram is given_for a solution with only 33%
of the concentrations given above. The mean particle size increased to d = 19.1 ±2.1 nm in this case.
Fig. 5.2 shows the dramatic effects of heterogeneous nucleation on the width of the size distribution; the
reducing agent was added slowly to the chlorauric acid solution, drop by drop: The nucleation process is
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Fig. 5.2. (a) A size distribution of colloidal gold particles showing clear effects of heterogeneous nucleation: d = 21.5±6nm. (b) Electron
microscope micrograph of the colloidal particles.
not inhibited, and both nucleation and particle growth take place simultaneously. Therefore, the length
of the aging time of the individual particles is not very well determined.
Zsigmondy [162] showed that larger particles may be obtained by using a seeding technique: A
monodisperse hydrosol prepared previously is added to a solution containing the metal ions, and then a
reducing agent is added. Colloidal gold particles of average diameter up to 100 nm were prepared in this
way without degradation of the relative size distribution [248].
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Smaller particles may be formed when the gold solution is reduced by using phosphorus. Particles
with a mean diameter d of 3.4 mm and a size distribution as shown in fig. 5.3a were obtained as follows:
350 mg HAuCI4 was solved in 1000 ml water and the solution was neutralized using iN K2C03 10 ml of
a saturated solution of phosphorus in diethylether was then added at room temperature under vigorous
stirring. A suspension of phosphorus particles is created, and on the surface of the phosphorus particles
small gold clusters are formed which act as nuclei for the growth of the colloidal gold particles. After
two hours, the reaction is completed, the hydrosol can then be stabilized with 250 mg gelatin solved in
water; to remove all traces of phosphorus, it is necessary to boil the solution for several hours,
preferably while passing through it a flow of filtered air.
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Fig. 5.3. (a) Size distribution for colloidal gold particles prepared from an aqueous chlorauric acid solution with a saturated solution of phosphorus in
diethylether; d = 3.4 ±1.6 nrn. (b) Electron microscope micrograph of the colloidal gold particles.
Ion exchange and dialysis can be applied to clean the samples prior to dehydration, and it was found
that these techniques did not influence the size distribution of the hydrosols in a noticeable way.
The preparation of platinum colloids was reviewed by Wilenzick et al. [249], and recently, Marzke
and coworkers [157,172] used these techniques for a study of the magnetic properties of platinum
particles with a mean diameter of 2 nm.
5.1.2. Mercury colloids
Shoenberg [202]and Whitehead [203]studied the magnetic properties of superconducting mercury
particles. The colloidal suspension of mercury was obtained by adding a solution of mercurous nitrate to
a solution containing a protective agent prepared from egg albumen; the reducing agent was hydrazine.
The solution was then acidified with acetic acid and the protective agent coagulated and precipitated,
taking down all the mercury particles. Aging at room temperature caused an increase of the average
diameter, probably due to coagulation.
Meier [250]followed a recipe of Feick [251]:0.5 ml of 0.5N Hg2(N03)2 was diluted with 100 ml of a
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0.1% gelatine solution and this solution was slightly acidified; 0.iN Na2S2O4 was added as reducing
agent and, depending on the amount of reagents used, samples with an average particle diameter well
below 10 nm could be prepared. It was observed that the mean particle size of the colloids decreased in
the course of time, in accordance with Feick’s observation that the hydrosols were less stable for bigger
particles.
5.2. Granular metal films
The most versatile way of producing samples containing small metallic particles is doubtless the
method of thermal evaporation. In this section we will discuss some techniques to prepare thin layers of
finely dispersed metal particles.
5.2.1. Discontinuous thin films
It is well known that in the first stages of growth of vacuum deposited films many metals tend to form
island-like structures. As early as 1966 Doremus [23] used thin discontinuous films of gold, evaporated
onto glass, for a study of the optical properties of small gold particles. Later Dupree, Forwood and
Smith [1511,and Monot, Châtelain and Borel [152]made attempts to observe conduction electron spin
resonance in gold particles prepared by evaporation of a thin gold film onto sodiumchloride and
amorphous quartz respectively.
From the point of view of nucleation theories [252],the physical processes involved in the formation
of metal clusters in the initial stages of thin film growth have attracted much attention. Here, we take
the work of Schmeisser [253]as a starting point for the introduction of some of the concepts used.
Schmeisser studied the process of the formation of gold clusters by evaporation of gold onto (100)
cleavage planes of a NaCI single crystal in an ultrahigh vacuum. Substrate temperature, evaporation
rate and deposition time were accurately controlled, and these parameters were varied over a wide
range. The freshly deposited gold clusters were stabilized by covering them with a carbon film. The
substrate was then dissolved in water and the sample was studied under an electron microscope.
Measurements of the size and density of the clusters were made using a Quantimet 720 image analysing
computer so that a considerable amount of information could be handled in an efficient way. In fig. 5.4
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Fig. 5.4. The size distribution of gold clusters deposited in ultrahigh vacuum onto (100) cleavage planes of a NaCI single crystal, for increasing
deposition times f. (From Schmeisser (253].)
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typical size distributions are presented. These results were obtained with a substrate temperature of
600 K, an impingement rate R = 4.2 x 1017 m2 ~ and deposition times of 50 s, 100 s and 150 s. Under
these conditions, the nucleation rate was 1.8 x 1012 m2 s~1.
5.2.2. A model for island growth in thin films
According to Schmeisser [253],the process of island growth may be described as follows: The gold
atoms arriving at the substrate will be accommodated instantaneously, but the mean time Te that such a
single atom will remain on the substrate before reevaporation is determined by the binding forces as
= To exp(Eb/kT). (5.1)
Here, r
0 is a characteristic time related to the vibrational spectrum of the substrate material and
expected to be of the order of the reciprocal Debye frequency (in the case of NaCl: 1.7 x iO’~s); Eb is
the energy of binding to the surface; k and T are the Boltzmann constant and the temperature, as
usual. In general, the threshold energy for changing sites on the substrate Ed is much smallçr than the
energy of binding Eb. Therefore, the single atom will move over the surface with a characteristic time
1~d
before it eventually will reevaporate; Td is then given by
= rOexp(Ed/kT). (5.2)
Atoms migrating over the surface may join an already existing cluster and therefore contribute to its
growth. If we consider the migration as a random walk problem and pass over to the equivalent
diffusion equation, we find for the diffusive flux of atoms into a cluster of radius r:
dN — N
1 Ks(r/\/D’re) 5 3
- 2irrD \/DT~Ko(r/VDi~ (.)
Here N is the numberof atoms contained in the cluster, the cluster is assumed to be a hemisphereof radius
r; K0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions of the zeroth and first order; N1 is the concentration of single
atoms at the surface, and D is the diffusion constant, given by
D = = ~- exp(—Ed/kT) (5.4)
where a0 is the distance between neighbouring sites. By introducing the effective capture number cr(r)
as
K1(r/VDi-~)
cr(r)=2ir — — (5.5)
VDTe Ko(r/\/Di~e)
eq. (5.3) can be rewritten as
=o-(r)DN1. (5.6)t diffusion
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The differential equation for the number of single atoms present on the surface is now:
dN1!dt = R — NtITe oDN~N1. (5.7)
The first term on the right hand side is the rate of arrival of new atoms to the surface, the second term
gives the loss caused by reevaporation, and the third term (containing the density of clusters N~already
formed) takes into account the diffusion of single atoms into these clusters. The value of the ratio
(0DNc)I(1/~e)is at most 102 to 10~for the range of size and coverage in the experiment of Schmeisser,
so that the solution of this differential equation is given with sufficient accuracy by
N1 = RTe(1 — exp(—t/T~)). (5.8)
As Te is typically as small as 10-ti s, eq. (5.8) reduces to N1 = RTe.
The increase of the number of atoms contained in a hemispherical cluster can be written as
dN(r) — 1 d V — 2irr
2 dr 5 9
dt V
1dt V1 dt
where V1 is the volume of one single atom. The growth of a cluster is caused by addition of atoms by
surface diffusion, as described by eq. (5.6), but also by capture from the vapour phase by direct
impingement
dN(r)/dt = tr(r) DN1 + irr
2R. (5.10)
From eqs. (5.9) and (5.10), and using the approximation leading to eq. (5.8), one obtains
RV
1 — 1 r
2 dr 511
21TVDi~— (DT~)312~r(r) + irr2/Dre — ( . a)
or, in integral form, and with the substitution x =
r/v~J x2 dx= RVi~
o(x)+ 7rx2 2irVDr~
For the range of size considered (0 < r/\/Dr
5  1), this integral can be approximated by
1/v ~
I x
2 r2
2dx=0.044—. (5.12)
j 0(x)+lTx DT1
D’r~can be found from eqs. (5.1) and (5.4), so that, finally, one obtains
2 a0V1Rt fEb—Ed\
r = 0.176 exp~2kT (5.13)
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Schmeisser has found complete qualitative agreement for the maximum of the cluster sizes observed as
compared with the expression given in eq. (5.13). The parameters used were: Eb — Ed = 0.38 ±0.06 eV,
V1 = 17 x 10~°m
3, and a
0 = 0.4 nm. R was varied from 0.45 x 10~~to 53 x 1017 m
2 s~, and the
temperature of the substrate was varied from 543 to 723 K.
According to eq. (5.13), the particle diameter increases proportional to the square root of the time,
and this would lead to a size distribution which is proportional to the diameter, and for a constant
nucleation rate, the small size tails of the size distribution curves should fall together. From the size
distributions in fig. 5.4 we must therefore conclude that the concentration of very small clusters
decreases systematically for extended deposition time. The third term in eq. (5.7) is too small to account
for the observed discrepancy. Schmeisser showed that coalescence of clusters is possible, as a result of
the mobility of the smaller clusters; then, the migration of clusters as a whole leads to a decrease of the
concentration of the fastest clusters. Only after very long deposition times, the size distributions
developed a tail extending towards the large particle sizes, indicating that coalescence had become
important. In that case, the log-normal size distribution is appropriate [254].
Eq. (5.13) also indicates that the maximum cluster size is determined by the total amount of metal
deposited Rt. In addition, the particle size may be influenced by changing the substrate temperature: At
higher temperature, but fixed evaporation rate, the nucleation rate decreases so that less particles are
produced; also, because of the temperature dependent factor in eq. (5.13), the average diameter
decreases and the overall efficiency of the metal deposition is drastically reduced. Increase of the
evaporation rate at fixed substrate temperature causes a strong enhancement of the nucleation rate. In
the range of experimental conditions in Schmeisser’s study, no saturation was observed of the maximum
particle size below the size determined by eq. (5.13); it must therefore be concluded that the increase of
the number of particles is compensated by a reduction of the loss of atoms through reevaporation. For
some combinations of metal and substrate, critical deposition rates are found (dependent on the
temperature) below which no nucleation is possible, and below which no film growth is observed. This is
known to occur for instance with cadmium, zinc, mercury and aluminium [255].
5.2.3. Preparation of samples
The filling factor that can be achieved with granular metal films is obviously relatively low, as a result
of its two-dimensional character. Monot et al. [152]reported that they were able to store 45 cm2 of
sample in the cavity of the electron spin resonance spectrometer; this corresponded typically to 2 x 1013
particles, well in excess of the limit of sensitivity of 1012 spins. Dupree and coworkers [151] tried to
improve their signal to noise ratio by painting thin films of Durofix onto their samples and dissolving the
NaCl substrate in water. Hammond and Kelly [123]used a very thin mylar foil as a substrate, and small
particles were deposited by flash evaporation. Samples for NMR measurements were obtained by
stacking on top of each other several precut pieces of the metal covered mylar foil.
An even better particle/substrate ratio can be achieved with the technique used by Hines and Knight
[122]:Mylar foil was used again, but the metal particles were produced by flash evaporation of a fixed
amount of metal after which the particles were covered with a layer of siliconmonoxide; by repeated
evaporation of metal, alternated with deposition of SiO, samples were prepared containing 60 layers of
tin particles, and samples containing up to 130 layers of lead particles. More recently, this technique was
used by Yee and Knight [134] to prepare copper particles. They deposited 400 layers of copper
particles, separated by siliconmonoxide, on a mylar substrate; the mylar foil was finally folded over and
over into a small package of a few mm diameter.
Zeller and Kuse [256] made samples consisting of several layers of flash evaporated tin particles
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which were isolated with a layer of MgF2, and Tsuboi [257]made insulated layers, merely by oxidizing
the particles before the start of the next evaporation. Recently, Bezotosnyi and coworkers reported the
use of lasers for the evaporation of metals [258]; with a laser pulse, very small amounts of metal can
be evaporated very quickly and in a well controlled way. In this way particles could be obtained which
are significantly smaller than the ones obtained with the conventional thermal evaporation techniques.
5.2.4. Granular metal films
Quite a different technique for producing films with finely dispersed particles was used in the early
investigations of granular superconductors. Metal films evaporated onto helium cooled substrates
showed a granular structure, but these thin films were unstable at higher temperatures. Cohen and
Abeles [259] have made stable granular aluminium films by evaporation of aluminium at a rate of
10 nm/s in a low pressure background of oxygen (106 to 5 x 10~Torr 02) onto substrates which were
both held at room temperature or cooled to nitrogen temperature. The presence of metal oxides seems
to inhibit the formation of larger grains in the deposited films and to prevent coalescence. Deutscher et
al. [260]observed a minimum of 3 nm for the average diameter of the grains with a substrate at room
temperature, and of 2 nm with nitrogen cooled substrates. Under the latter conditions, the grain size
was not very stable. Tin grains with a diameter smaller than 7mm were found when tin was evaporated
in iO~Torr oxygen onto a substrate cooled to 85 K [261].
Abeles and coworkers [262] prepared granular films of a number of metals with the method of
cosputtering of metals and insulators. With this method, the volume fraction of metal can be varied over
a wide range. Three regimes may be distinguished in these systems: In the metallic regime, the metal
grains touch each other and form a continuum with dielectric inclusions; in the transition regime, the
dielectric inclusions become interconnected and form a maze structure; and when the metal volume
fraction is reduced below the matrix inversion fraction (40% for gold and platinum, 60% for nickel), the
granular film is in the dielectric regime, where isolated metal particles are dispersed in a dielectric
continuum. This last regime is well suited for numerous experiments on small particles. Typical average
particle sizes are shown in fig. 5.5. It was found that the particle size was insensitive to the choice of
metal or dielectric, and that it depended only on the volume fraction of metal. Moreover, the density of
average particle diameter (nm)
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Fig. 5.5. The average particle diameter versus the volume fraction of metal, for a number of granular materials prepared by cosputtering of metal
and dielectric. (From Abeles, Ping Sheng, Coutts and Arie (2621.)
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particles that can be obtained in such granular films is much higher than in the case of thin films with an
island like structure as discussed in section 5.2.1.
5.3. Particles prepared by the gas-evaporation technique
The method of producing finely divided particles by evaporation into a background gas dates back to
the early 1930’s when Pfund made the now famous and well known metallic blacks of a series of metals
[263]: Fine particles of gold, silver, copper, nickel, zinc, lead, bismuth, antimony, selenium and
tellurium were formed upon evaporation of these metals into air under a pressure of the order of
1 Torr. At higher pressures of the background gas and at higher evaporation rates, coarser particles
were obtained. For these samples, the usual shiny metallic appearance is lost and the particles have a
very dark appearance. This is a result of the absorption in the visible range of the spectrum, due to the
very wide resonance appearing in particles and inhomogeneous materials with relevant dimensions
smaller than the wavelength of the radiation, as is discussed in section 2. Because of this selective
absorption of visible radiation, surfaces covered with this sort of particles can be used as effective
absorbers for solar radiation [64—66]in applications for photothermal conversion of solar energy.
5.3.1. Evaporation in inert gas
Kubo’s paper of 1962 [3] has given a big impetus to the preparation and experimental study of small
metallic particles. Kimoto, Kamiya, Nonoyama and Uyeda [264], and Kimoto and Nishida [265]have
prepared microcrystals of up to twenty different metals. In a conventional vacuum evaporator purified
argon gas was admitted to a pressure in the range from 0.5 to 50 Torr and then a small quantity of metal
was evaporated. A cloud of smoke particles was formed, and it was drawn upwards by the convection of
the gas, which was heated by the evaporation source. The particles were trapped on copper grids and
studied with electron microscopic techniques.
Wada [266] noted that when the metals were evaporated into helium gas, the particles were almost
ten times smaller than with evaporation into argon under otherwise the same conditions; when they
were evaporated into xenon gas, they grew three to four times bigger in size. Similar results have been
reported before by Gen, Ziskin and Petrov [267].
Yatsuya et al. [268,269] made a careful study of the processes that take place when aluminium is
evaporated into a background of helium gas. A cloud of smoke particles developed when the
evaporation boat filled with metal was heated, and its appearance depended both on the evaporation
temperature and on the pressure of the background gas. They distinguished several regions in which
different sizes and forms of crystallites were collected: Inner zone, inner front, and outer zone. The
particles collected in the inner zone were nearly uniform in size; the size increased with increasing
distance from the evaporation source until the particle size saturated. At a higher pressure of the inert
gas, the saturation of the particle size was found at a smaller distance from the vapour source, and the
mean particle size was larger. At the same gas pressure, the particle size increased with the evaporation
temperature.
The processes leading to the formation of small metal clusters in the gas seem not to be very well
understood. It is generally assumed that the atoms escaping from the evaporation source are cooled
down by collisions with the atoms of the background gas. In a conventional vacuum of i0~Torr the
mean free path of the metal vapour atoms is so large that they cam reach a substrate more than 10 cm
away without a significant number of collisions; at a pressure of 1 Ton of the gas the atoms are
scattered by collisions with the atoms of the background gas after an average distance of the order of
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50 p~m.Due to the rather good thermal contact of the background gas with the colder surroundings, a
thermal gradient is built up near the evaporation source, and unlike the case of a diverging beam in
vacuum, collisions can now take place between the metal atoms themselves: When this gradient is steep
enough, there will be a region where the metal density exceeds the saturated vapour density and
nucleation of particles may occur. Subsequent growth takes place by addition of single atoms and by
collisions of entire clusters; the smaller clusters with their higher mobility will have the biggest chance
to be trapped. Granqvist and Buhrman [270,271] have studied the size distribution of metal particles
obtained with this technique, and they found that the logarithm of the particle volume was distributed
very accurately according to a Gaussian distribution. They concluded that the growth was dominated by
coalescence of clusters. The size distributions published by other authors do indeed show a tail towards
large particle sizes, characteristic for particle coalescence. This log-normal size distribution for spherical
particles of diameter d is given by
f(d) = _~ exp(_0n~_ ln(ci))2) (5.14)V2IT ln(u) 2(ln(o))
The standard deviation was found to be o~= 1.48 ±0.12 for all the samples prepared, irrespective of the
kind of metal, the mean particle size, or the details of the method of evaporation. It seems that the half
width of the size distribution is intrinsically rather large. The spread in particle size is larger than with
some of the other available particle preparation techniques. On the other hand, the gas evaporation
technique seems to be applicable for most materials. Apart from the twenty two metals mentioned in
the review paper by Uyeda [272]on the work of several Japanese research groups, particles of several
other metals, as Na, Li and Gd, were prepared as well for the study of size effects. Gen and coworkers
have demonstrated that it is even possible to prepare particles of Ag/Cu alloy [273];similarly Tasaki et
al. found that the composition of particles of several alloys of Fe with Ni, Cu, Si, Cr, Gd and Ho
prepared with this gas evaporation technique was roughly the same as the one of the mother alloy [274].
Although small particles can be prepared of any metal with a suitably low melting point, only in a
few investigations a mean particle size well below 10 nm was found; very small particles were obtained
of aluminium [116—118,275, 276], copper [133,135], indium [174,177], nickel [277],palladium [278]and
vanadium [243].
It was noted that the size distribution was considerably broader when the particles were not
produced at a constant evaporation temperature [268,269]. Therefore, in most experimental set-ups a
shutter is used, and the evaporation source and quantity of metal is chosen in such a way that the
change of temperature during evaporation is rather small; sometimes, even a temperature stabilized
oven was used [174,177, 270, 271, 279].
In the simple set-up with a stationary inert gas used by Yatsuya geometrical effects have been
observed. Therefore, great care must be taken to collect particles from the inner zone only where the
size distribution is rather narrow and well defined. When the pressure of the background gas and the
evaporation temperature are chosen in such a way that the inner zone extends beyond the walls of the
evaporation chamber, proper collection will probably be guaranteed. As coalescence may occur also
after the particles have been deposited onto the substrate or onto the wails of the evaporation chamber,
these surfaces must be carefully shielded from the radiation heat of the evaporation source, and cooled
with water or even with liquid nitrogen [116—118,276, 277, 280].
Proper precautions, low pressure helium gas, and a low evaporation rate should give the best chance
to produce well defined small particles when the gas evaporation method is used.
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5.3.2. Preparation of samples
For the study of QSE, samples are required that contain many more particles than needed for the
electron microscope investigations, while the size distribution should remain as narrow as possible. Most
authors simply collect the deposits of metallic particles from the wall of the evaporation chamber. In the
case of aluminium, it is then possible to isolate the particles from each other by admitting oxygen during
the production of the particles, or after deposition [116—118];other workers added oil as a matrix
material [277]. Some authors collected the particles on cooled substrates [270,271] and covered the
deposits with paraffin to prevent oxidation of the metal clusters [145,281]. A very elegant procedure
was reported by Wada and Ichikawa [280]: The particles were deposited on the frozen surface of an
organic solvent covering the walls of the evaporation chamber; after deposition of the particles the
solvent was warmed to room temperature so that the particles were trapped well isolated from each
other, and the solvent was then again frozen with liquid nitrogen. The concentration of particles in the
solvent could be increased by using successive evaporation cycles.
Morozov, Naumenko and Petinov prepared samples with a high packing density (~ 0.6) by pressing
small tin particles together into the form of tablets; the particles were isolated by oxidation, or by
covering them chemically with an insulating layer [282]. Very often particles were mixed with paraffin,
and volume concentrations up to 0.02 have been reported; the suspension of the particles in molten
paraffin was then treated with ultrasonics and cooled rapidly in order to ensure a uniform distribution of
the particles over the volume of the specimen [283,284].
5.3.3. Flowing inertgas systems
Continuous operation and easier particle handling can be obtained with the use of a flowing inert gas
system. In the simple set-up used by Suzdalev and coworkers [284], the particles were carried by the
flowing inert gas and the stream was then drawn through a filter to collect the particles; subsequently,
the particles were shaken into a glass ampoule and mixed with paraffin. Gem and Petinov [141]collected
the particles directly by passing the aerosol through molten paraffin. This method was also used by
Meier and Wyder [174] to prepare suspensions of indium particles in paraffin. The set-up used is shown
in fig. 5.6: A stream of pure helium gas is drawn through a temperature stabilized oven where the metal
helium inlet
~ oven
filter
Fig. 5.6. flowing inert gas system for the production of small metallic particles with the gas evaporation technique. The small metal particles are
carried by the flowing helium gas and deposited in a filter of molten paraffin. (From Meier [2501.)
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Fig. 5.7. Two typical size distributions of indium particles as prepared with the set-up shown in fig. 5.6.
is evaporated; the flow can be regulated with a needle valve at the inlet, the setting of this valve
determines also the pressure of the helium gas in the oven. Part of the particles carried by the stream of
helium are retained in the paraffin filter which is kept slightly above the solidification temperature of the
paraffin by means of a temperature regulated water supply. A typical size distribution of particles
prepared with this set-up is shown in fig. 5.7; in all these samples, a significant excess of very small
particles was found when compared to the log-normal size distribution proposed by Granqvist and
Buhrman [270,271].
An oven of a more sophisticated design was used by Eversole and Broida [285]. A flow of heated
inert gas was passed along the evaporation source, carrying the hot metal vapour through a nozzle to
colder regions where nucleation and growth of the particles took place. Similarly, in the set-up used by
Rappaz and Faes [279],the particles were produced in the inert background gas and then carried with
the gas stream through a small diaphragm into a vacuum chamber where they could be deposited onto a
cooled substrate, together with a suitable matrix material (e.g. carbondioxide).
The scheme reported by Yatsuya, Mihama and Uyeda [286]allows continuous operation as for the
flowing inert gas systems, but in their system the metal is evaporated in vacuum onto a slowly rotating
plate, covered with a thin layer of silicon oil. Small metallic particles grow at its surface (as with flash
evaporation) and are subsequently trapped in the oil. Oil is fed at the center of the rotating disc, it flows
outwards due to the centrifugal force, and is then collected in a container. The size of the particles
obtained with this scheme depends both on the viscosity of the oil and the evaporation rate and seems
to be considerably smaller (d ~ 10 nm) than obtained with the simple gas evaporation technique.
5.3.4. Particles prepared in a beam geometry
It is well known that clusters are formed on adiabatic expansion of an unsaturated vapour in an
ultrasonic jet with a molecular beam set-up [287—290]. Large clusters of the inert gases are obtained
easily, but in a metal beam it is very difficult to obtain a reasonable ratio of clusters to single atoms.
Very high levels of supersaturation must be reached to produce nucleation into clusters of metal
vapour. However, it is possible to produce metallic clusters with the seeded beam technique [291—294];
here inert gas is added to the metal vapour prior to jet expansion. In fact, this particle preparation
technique is very similar to the more conventional gas-evaporation technique as discussed before in
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sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3. Small clusters of potassium were produced successfully with this beam technique
[292], and the production of clusters of various metals (such as indium, lead and bismuth) was
extensively discussed by Stein and Yokozeki [293]. Very recently, using the seeded beam technique,
Sattler and coworkers [294]were able to produce measurable quantities of metal clusters containing up
to 500 atoms; in addition, they showed that the metallic particles are accessible for experimental
investigations if they are separated according to their mass using a time of flight (TOF) arrangement.
The use of a molecular beam set-up gives new and very promising possibilities, and it is to be expected
that this technique will be used as the most elegant and clean way to produce well defined small
particles for the study of QSE in the near future. Some basic experiments as electron diffraction
[290,293] and Stern—Gerlach deflection [292],have already been carried out very successfully. This field
of research is rapidly growing, as can be seen e.g. from the proceedings of the International Meetings on
Small Particles [5,6].
5.4. Particles prepared by nucleation and growth in a matrix
5.4.1. Photosensitive and stained glasses
It was discovered long ago by Faraday that the beautiful colours of some types of glasses were due to
finely dispersed clusters of gold. The optical properties of glasses containing small clusters of gold [21],
or silver [22,24, 25, 28, 29] have repeatedly been investigated. Moreover, this sort of samples has been
used to look for the existence of possible quantum size effects in the electric polarizability as predicted
by Gor’kov and Eliashberg [4]. This was done by Dupree and Smithard [170] for silver particles in
photosensitive glass, and by Meier and Wyder [169]for similar gold particles.
Meier and Wyder have used a recipe given by Maurer [295]:Small amounts of gold (0.1% to 1.0% by
weight, in the form of HAuCLCnH2O) were added to the components of a glass consisting of 71.5%
Si02, 23% Na20, 4% Al203, 1% ZnO, 0.13% CeO2, and 0.3% Sb203. This mixture was heated to
1400°Cfor 8 hours, and after cooling down, a colourless and transparent glass was obtained. However,
if the glass is first irradiated with ultraviolet light, it will become ruby-red when heated. The nucleation
and growth of the gold particles were discussed in detail by Stookey [296]and Maurer [295]:When the
glass is irradiated with ultraviolet light, the photosensitive agent CeO2 can reduce some of the gold ions;
at ambient temperature, the gold atoms will remain fixed in the glass matrix, but when the glass is
heated they can act as nuclei for the growth of metallic particles. In this way, the number of nucleation
sites can be controlled with the dose of the radiation. As the glass is strongly absorbing in the
ultraviolet, it is preferable to use gamma-rays to obtain a more homogeneous irradiation and con-
sequently a homogeneous concentration of nucleation sites in the whole volume of the sample. When
after the irradiation the sample is heated to the softening temperature of the glass (approximately
530°C),gold and antimony ions can diffuse through the lattice and they will eventually be trapped by
nuclei or clusters. The antimony, which acts as a thermoreducing agent, will then reduce the gold ions
according to the redox reaction
Sb~
3+ 2Au~~± Sb’5 + 2Au°. (5.15)
The growth process is very slow. It is limited by the diffusion of Au~and may be stopped at will by
cooling the sample down to room temperature. Therefore, the number of particles can be controlled
with the radiation dose, and the size of the particles will be determined mainly by the duration of the
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annealing process. The average diameter of the particles can be increased in several successive steps for
one sample until the gold is depleted.
The concentration of gold particles is severely limited by the total amount of gold which can be
added to the glass-melt: Already at a concentration of 1%, Meier and Wyder observed a considerable
broadening of the size distribution; this was attributed to the fact that still new nuclei were formed
spontaneously during the annealing process. With a similar process, Smithard and Dupree [170]
prepared samples with a volume fraction of silver up to 2.5 x i0~.They irradiated their samples with
ultraviolet light in glasses carefully cut to slices of 0.5 mm thickness. This process of nucleation and
growth of silver particles in photosensitive glasses was recently discussed again by Kreibig [297]. More
stages of the growth process were now identified: In the first stage, the Ag°centers, formed after the
irradiation, quickly coagulate to clusters containing of the order of hundred atoms; this process is
completed after the first few minutes of tempering. After a second intermediate growth stage of which
the growth kinetics are still unclear, a third stage was identified where the growth was determined by
the process of diffusion limited growth mentioned above. Therefore, it has to be concluded that it is
impossible to prepare samples with extremely small particles using this technique, despite the very slow
growth of the particles.
Samples containing up to 1% by volume of silver particles were prepared by staining glass at 600°Cin
a bath of AgCl [170]. In this case, the silver concentration in the samples was strongly correlated with
the Sb203 content of the glass; it was observed that Ag* diffuses into the glass to a concentration of
approximately 0.5% by weight. If the glass contains antimony, the silver ions will be reduced and
precipitate into silver clusters. The process comes to an end when the antimony is exhausted, and a
coloured zone proceeded slowly through the glass sample, giVing the same particle concentration and
average particle size throughout the sample.
5.4.2. Simultaneous evaporation of metal and matrix
The method of simultaneous evaporation of the metal and a supporting matrix which was used by
Borel and coworkers [146,154—156] to prepare small metal particles shows some similarity with the
technique discussed in section 5.4.1 above. The metal was evaporated onto a nitrogen cooled surface,
and simultaneously, CO2 or benzene was condensed from the gas phase. When the samples were
annealed at 195 K, the metal atoms, dispersed in the matrix, precipitated and formed small particles
with a diameter of the order of 1 nm. The presence of these very small crystallites may explain the
success in observing CESR in such samples, in accordance with the theoretical predictions, whereas no
resonance signals were observed in silver particles dispersed in a glass matrix [29]or in colloidal gold
particles prepared in the author’s laboratory.
Very small clusters can be formed when silver atoms or other metals are dispersed in inert gas
matrices [298,299]. When the silver is dispersed to a very low concentration in argon, very small clusters
of Ag~(with n  10) are formed which could be identified by spectroscopic techniques. For a high
concentration of silver in the argon matrix, colloidal particles with a diameter in the order of 1 mm were
formed which showed the broad absorption band typical for small metallic particles [299].
5.4.3. Alkali halide crystals
Alkali halide crystals containing small metallic particles have been the object of several in-
vestigations. Charvolin et al. [112],Taupin [115],and Watts and Cousins [144]studied the properties of
colloidal lithium clusters in lithium-fluoride by means of ESR and NMR techniques. Irradiation of
lithium-fluoride with thermal neutrons results in lattice defects and in interstitial lithium atoms. These
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lithium atoms tend to coagulate when the radiation dose exceeds 3 X 1021 neutrons/m2 [113,300]. At
room temperature, and at this dose of irradiation plate like clusters of lithium are formed, several
atomic layers thick and with an area of the order of 25 nm2. When the samples are annealed at 200°C,
the platelets disappear and crystallites are formed with a lower surface to volume ratio. When the
radiation dose is higher (over 5 x 1022 neutrons/m2), globular clusters are formed with a diameter in the
size range from 10 to 100 nm; when the crystal is held at 77 K, however, also in this case of high
irradiation the formation of platelets is favoured.
It is well known that metal colloids are formed in additively coloured alkali halide crystals. These
crystals are additively doped by heating to 600 or 700°Cin alkali metal vapour and in complete
darkness; then they are quenched to room temperature. When such crystals are then heated in the dark,
and annealed at temperatures between 150 and 450°C,the absorption peak due to the F-centers shifts to
longer wavelengths: This behaviour is attributed to the formation of small clusters of the alkali metal.
Colloidal metal particles develop when the initial F-center concentration exceeds a typical value of
10~m3.
The mechanism of the growth of these microcrystals was studied in great detail by Calleja and
Agullo-Lopez [301].In KC1, potassium colloids with a mean particle diameter of 20 nm were formed at
an annealing temperature of 250°C, and the diameter increased to 100 nm for higher annealing
temperatures. After a first stage of rapid clustering, the average size of the colloidal particles continued
to increase slowly, at the expense of the number of particles. In addition, at higher temperatures a
considerable fraction of the alkali metal atoms was lost due to diffusion of the metal out of the crystal.
The optical properties of alkali metal particles of the type discussed here have been studied by
different workers [30,302]. Experiments have also been reported on silver particles formed in additively
coloured KC1 : Ag [32, 153]. The size distribution of the silver colloids was determined directly with an
electron microscope. The average diameter was found to be 33 and 46 nm for samples that had been
annealed at 700°Cfor 30 and 60 minutes, respectively. These particle sizes observed are in good
agreement with the model of diffusion limited growth used by Calleja and Agullo-Lopez [303,304]. The
size distribution of the alkali metal clusters was not determined directly by electron microscopy, but
average sizes, deduced from optical measurements, are found to be in the range from a few nm up to
lOOnm.
5.5. Impregnated porous materials
A very simple impregnation technique was used to prepare small nickel particles in silicagel.
Lindquist and coworkers [305] prepared nickel particles with an average diameter of 6±2mm by
impregnation of “W.R. Grace grade 950” silicagel with a solution of NiNO
3 the sample was dried in
air, and reduced with hydrogen at 540°C. With similar techniques, supported nickel and platinum
catalysts with particle size down to 2 nm have been prepared.
An extensive series of experiments has been performed on porous glasses filled with metals: Novotny
et al. have studied lattice dynamical effects for small particles in porous glass by means of heat capacity
[241,242] and neutron scattering [306] experiments. They prepared 2.2 nm diameter indium particles
and lead particles with an average diameter of 2.2, 3.7 and 6.0 mm, with a method that was used very
successfully before by Watson [223,307]. Porous glass samples were prepared by leaching a phase
separated alkali-borosilicate glass in such a way that the boron-rich phase was removed and a porous
body was left. Typical porous glasses contain 96% Si02, 3% B203, small amounts of Na20, A1203, and
other oxides. The resulting porous glass may be thought of as consisting of a combination of loosely
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packed SiO2 spheres of diameter of the order of 30 nm; the average porosity is 15 to 25%. When the
glass is immersed in a bath of molten metal with a pressure of the order of 10~Pa metal can be forced
into the pores. Because of the high uniformity of the pore diameter and consequently the narrow size
distribution of the particles contained in the glass, these systems are very attractive for experiments on
size effects. Note that because of the fact that the thermal contraction of the glass is much smaller than
the contraction of the metallic particles, the surface of the particles might possibly be considered as free
when the sample is cooled to low temperatures. On the other hand, the broadening of the X-ray
diffraction lines indicates a coherence length larger than the particle size; therefore it must be concluded
that the particles are not entirely free from one another. Watson [223,307] prepared samples
impregnated with indium, lead and thallium. Bogomolov et al. [308,309] also prepared samples
containing mercury, tin, and gallium.
A large number of inorganic crystals contain regular cavities or vacancies forming networks or
parallel channels; e.g. for zeolites, the size of the cavities is in the range from 0.2 to 1.2 nm. Usually, the
sizes of the cavities are very uniform, although in general there can be different types of cavities with
different size. Moreover, there are several types of zeolites available (such as NaA-, or NaX-zeolite),
with a different three dimensional arrangement of the cavities. Several metals, as mercury and gallium,
were forced into these cavities [310,311] and the properties of the resulting particles were studied. In
zeolites, the cavities are so small that particles can be obtained in the size range d < 1 nm; in some of
these cavities, clusters containing only a few atoms can be accommodated.
Appendix I. Thermodynamic calculations for Kubo’s small particle
AI.1. Set up of the partition function [312]
If E1 are the energy eigenvalues of the total electron system, the partition function is defined as
Z = ~ exp(—E,,/kT). (AI.1)
j=1,2.
In the case of noninteracting electrons, each E1 can be represented as a sum of single particle energies s~
E, = n,,e,. (AI.2)
As there are N electrons in the particle, exactly N single electron states are occupied in each
configuration:
N = n9, for all j. (AI.3)
Consequently, the partition function Z can be written (with $ = 1/kT) as:
(N)
N = ~ exp(—f3 (n1~e1+ n21e2 ~ ~)) (AI.4)
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where the meaning of (N) in the summation symbol is, that each term in the sum must have exactly N
values n,~different from zero. As we are dealing with electrons, ~ = 0 or 1, depending on whether state
e is occupied or not. Z is a function of the particle number N and the temperature T and will be called
Z(T, N). One can set up a generating function
f(A)= ~Z(T,N)AN. (AI.5)
With the definition of Z(T, N) one gets:
(N)
= ~ (~exp(—/3(n~1ei+ n21e2+ .))A(mr5~22rf’)). (AI.6)
In f(A) all possible configurations exp(—$(ni1ei + n2~.e2+~. .)) A (nhI~”2j~) appear exactly once, but now
without restriction for the total number of electrons. Therefore:
f(A) = fl (~exp(—$n0e1) A = fl (1 + A exp(J3s~)). (AI.7)
Because f(A) is analytic in the whole complex plane, the residue theorem allows to project out Z(T, N)
from the physically meaningless f(A):
Z(T, N) = ~L J ~MdA. (AI.8)
origin
In the presence of a magnetic field H, the single electron levels are redefined as:
SI±~Lo/LBH i>0,i.e.s1>0
~o = 0 Fermi energy (AI.9)
C1 ±/.Lo/.L8H = e, ±/.Lo/L~H 1<0, i.e. e1 <0, e >0.
With H = 0, each state e~is spin (i.e. twice) degenerate. f(A) can be written as:
Z(T, N) = ~ J ~ fl (1+ A exp(—$(e1 — ~Lo/LBH)))JJ (1+ A exp(—/3fr1 +
j1
x fl (1 + A exp(—f3(ek — /.LO/LBH))) fl (1 + A exp(—$(e, + /J,O/LBH))). (AI.10)
k~O l~O
The (N + 1) A’s in the denominator are distributed on the terms with k, 1  0. When N is an odd
number, (N + 1) is even and there is for each factor one A. When N is even, there is one factor A left.
Here appears in mathematical language the difference between particles with an even and an odd
number of electrons. With A~,which can take the values A or 1, one can write:
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Z(T, N) = ~J ~ fl (1+ A exp(—f3(e~— p~o~LBH)))fl (1 + A exp(—$(s3 + p~op~BH)))
i1 j1
x fl (~-+exp(—$(ek—~ao/.LBH)))fl (~-+exp(—$(ri+/2o/28H))). (AI.11)
kO l~O
Putting y = eXP(J3~LO~LBH)and making use of eq. (AI.9) one gets after slight rearrangement:
~ dA 1Z(T, N) = Jx~(i +fl(i +~—)JJ (1 + Ay exp(—/3e1))
xfl (1+~exp(_$Cj)) j~(~—exp(—$e’k)+1)fl (~exp(_-$e)+1). (AI.12)
j1 Y k—t Y I—1
E(0) is the total energy with all states occupied up to the Fermi energy CF: for the “even” case:
E(0) = ~ 2e. a can take two values:
a = 0, for “odd” case
a = 1, for “even” case.
The free energy is given by:
F(T, N) = —kT(ln Z(T, N)) (AI.13)
where the brackets indicate an average over the statistical level distribution of eq. (3.18). An additional
averaging must be carried out when an assembly of particles with unequal size is considered.
AI.2. Some averages
We present expressions for some average values which will be needed later. For an arbitrary function
~(r), the following theorems on average values (...) are valid if the nearest level spacings are Poisson
distributed:
(~~(e~)) = (~~(e~)) = J ~t~(e)de. (AI.14)
i>O k<O
0
This can easily be seen by considering the average
(e~’)=(exp(_s~ ~i))= (e~’~ . . e~
4). (AI.15)
Because the 4, are independent of each other, one has
(e~) = ~e~Xe~42). . . (e~). (AI.16)
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Each factor on the right is equal to
t~Je~e ’~d4}=(1+sô)1.
Consequently, if Re s > 0: (exp(—se
1)) = (1 + sô)~furthermore, if 1/(1 + s3) < 1,
(~exp(—sej)) = ~ (1 + s5)~=
Assuming that there is an integral representation of 4i(e) of the form
= J e~~(s) ds (AI.17)
then:
(~~(Ct)) = (~J e~(s) ds) = J ~ ~(s) ds
= J~(J e~(s)ds) de = J~(e)de (AI.18)
and this proves the theorem.
Similarly for ~(e1, e2):
~ ~ e,))= ~ ~ ~ s~)=J~J~~(e,e’) (AI.19)
i=1 j>i k=—1 t<k 0 e
~ ~(e~~e~))= J~J~~fr,e’). (AI.20)
i>O k<0
0 0
AI.3. High temperature limit $t5 ~ 1 (no OSE)
The product terms of eq. (AI.12) can be written as ~ where
+ ~ ~ln (i + ~_ e~8~)+ In (i + ~e’~)}. (AI.21)
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Therefore:
~ dA 1
Z(T, N) = e J ~-~- (i + fl (i + i—) ~ (AI.22)
When f36 4 1, the sums in eq. (AI.21) may be replaced by integrals; the function e’~stays practically
constant between exp(—f3s1) and exp(—$s1+1), where CI+I — e is (on the average) equal to 8. For
instance, the first term in ~(A, y, f3) is
~1(A, y, /3) = ~ ln(1 + Ay e~) J ~ ln(1 + Ay e~)P(CF) de (AI.23)
j1
where p(CF) is the density of states at the Fermi energy EF (p(CF) = 2/6). Over the range where the
integral is substantially different from zero, p(e) has been assumed to be constant and equal to p(EF).
‘P(A, y, f3) is an analytic function in the complex A-plane and has a saddle point at A = 1 because
(3~/c9A)At= 0. (For an exposition of this saddle point method, see e.g. [313].)The value of ‘~(1,y,$)
can be made arbitrarily large for $8 —*0. By putting x = e~ one gets, again for 1,
~1(A, y, /3) = ~ J ln(1 + <ky e~)de = ~ J ~- ln(1 + Ayx) dx = ~1(A’y). (AI.24)
The remaining terms I-~show the same behaviour. Therefore, when the contour integral is replaced by
the value of the integral at A = 1 and the logarithm is formed in order to get the free energy, in the high
temperature limit $8 4 1 only the factor e~’~”~in eq. (AI.22) contributes significantly. Consequently:
In Z(T, N) ~(1, y, /3). (AI.25)
Using eqs. (AI.14) and (AI.21) one obtains for A = 1:
KIn Z(T, N)) = J de {ln(1 + y e~)+ In (i +-~-e~)}. (AI.26)
For y = 1 (i.e. H = 0) one gets
(In Z(T, N)) = J de ln(1 + e~)= (AI.27)
and the heat capacity becomes
C,,. = —T8
2F/3T2 = ~1T2k2Tp(sF) (AI.28)
which is the well known bulk result [80].Similarly for /38 —*0 and H 0
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Z(H, 1’, N) = e J ~4(i + ~)(i + exp(~J de ~ln(1+ Ày e~)
+ in (i +~e~)+ in (i +~e~)+ln (i +~_e~)}). (AI.29)
With the method of steepest descent [313], we only need to consider the contribution for A = 1 in the
integrand of ~ so that we can write:
(In Z(H, T, N)) = /3E(0)+ ln (y +-~-)+ ~ J de {ln(1 + y e~) + In (i + ~-e~)}. (AI.30)
The second term comes in only for a = 0 (odd number of electrons), so that:
1 32F kT a2x = -— = — (In Z(H, T, N))
a i /y—1/y\ 2 / 1+y \1
= ~ 1~B~y + 1/y) + /L~kTln ~ + 1/~)J (for y 1)
2 ~
/.LO/.LBLL 2
- kT ~
3O/J’R.
The first term in eq. (AI.31) is negligible compared with the second when /38 4 1, and the usual result
for the bulk Pauli spin paramagnetism is obtained [314]
x = p~O/s~p(sF). (AI.32)
AI.4. Low temperature limit /38 ~> 1 (QSE)
The partition function of eq. (AI.12) will be averaged over the Poisson level distribution of eq. (3.18);
it is then possible to expand (Z(T, N)) in a power series of the argument (J36)’; as we are interested in
the situation with $8 ~ 1, we calculate only the first term and neglect terms of the order (J36)
2 and of
higher order. The corrections due to the (J38)2-term are explicitly calculated in Kubo’s paper [3]. From
eq. (AI.14), the following averages are obtained:
(~exp(_/3e~))= exp(—/3e = J exp(—f3e) ~. (AI.33)
i>0 1<0 F-’
0
Similarly,
~ exp(—/3(e, + s,))) = ~ exp(—$(s. + i;))) = 2(P6\2 (AI.34)
j1 j>j k~—1!<k ‘SF-’ /
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Going back to the original expression for the partition function Z(T, N) (eq. (AI.12)) only those
terms are collected which give averages of the order (J38)1:
z(T, N) = e~0)J~ (i +~)(1 +~-_) {i + (y +-~)(A ~ exp(—/3C~)
Ak~t exp(_f3s~))+A2~exp(—2$ej)+~s~exp(—2$e~)+.. .}. (AI.35)
All additional terms contain more than one level e~or e~.Using the fact that only the term with 1/A
gives a contribution when the integration around the origin is carried out, one gets for a = 0 (odd
number of electrons):
~ dA 1 1Z(T, N)IOdd = 2lTi I ~ {(~ + (‘y +—) (~exp(—$e~)+kl exp(—f3e~)+~.
= e (0){(y+~~_)(i+~ exp(—$e
1)+~exp(—/3e~)+..)}. (AI.36)
For a = 1 (even number of electrons) the analogous expression is
z(T, N)Ieven = e$~0){1+ (~+~~)2~exp(—f3e,)+ ~ exp(—2$e,)+~~}. (AI.37)
In making these expansions, it was assumed that y 4/36, i.e. ~LO1LBH<8; for y//36> 1, terms of order
higher than (J38)1 can no longer be neglected. The averaging procedure is now very simple:
(ln Z(T, N)I~d)= $E(0)+ ln(~+ + (~n(i + ~ exp(-$ej) + k~t exp(-$e~)
= f3E(0) + In (~+ I) + KIn (i + ~ exp(—$ei)) (i + k~1 exp(_$e~)))
= /3E(0)+ in (y + -~-)+ J dx In(1 + e_x)
(AI.38)
Here, use is made of the fact, that the expression (ln(~~
1exp(—f3E1) ~k~-1 exp(—f3e~)))may be set equal
to zero as it contains more than one series of levels. For a = 1 one obtains:
(ln Z(T, ~ = /3E(0) + J dx In (i + (v + 1)2 e_x + e_2x). (AI.39)
Now we are able to give explicit expressions for the specific heat and the magnetization in the QSE
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limit. Taking H = 0, one gets for the specific heat in the “odd” and “even” case respectively:
~ 82 1 ~2 ir2k2
8T2 = ~ 1.645k2Tp(EF) (AI.40)
Ceven= 2.512k2Tp(EF). (AI.41)
These results have to be compared with the electronic specific heat of the bulk metal as given by eq.
(AI.28).
To calculate explicitly the magnetization, the condition ~LOP~BH4 8 has to be fulfilled. For the “odd”
case one gets according to (AI.38):
1 8F ~ kT —~— ln(exp(J3/L
0/L~H)+ exp(—/3~to~i~H))M~d=-—~=
= /.LB tanh(jiOIaBH/kT). (AI.42)
For H —*0, the susceptibility is given by
8M1 ___
Xodd = = (AI.43)3H1H0 kT
In the “even” case, the analogous quantities are given by:
44uB 2/3~o~BH)f dt (AI.44)Meven = sinh( 1 + 4t cosh
2J3~tO~sBH)+ t2
0
,Yeven 1.521/Lo/.L~pfr~). (AI.45)
Appendix II. Thermodynamic calculations for the particle with equal level spacing
The canonical partition function of a particle with a constant and equal level spacing can be
calculated exactly [88].
With the definition of Appendix I, the starting point to calculate the partition function is given by eq.
(AI.12). Replacing A by e’~and y by eh, where h = /3ILo/LBH, one gets for the “odd” case (a = 0):
2ir
e~~°~Z(T,N) = ~-~-— ~ ie”~d4(1 + e_~~~4h)(1+ e’~”)
lTi J
0
x fl (1 + e”~”e~~”)(1+ e~”e~”)(1— e~”)
n1
x fl (1+e~ e~~)(1+ e’~ e~”)(1— e~~)Z~. (AII.1)
n1
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The factor Z~= H.~(1— e~’)2 compensates for the two factors H~.1(1— e~”)in eq. (AII.1). These
factors are introduced in order to apply some properties of the 0-function [315]:
q”
4 ~ ~{(n±l/2~} cos((2n + 1)Z) = fl (1— q2~)(1+ q2n e±i2Z)(1+ q2fl e~2Z). (AII.2)
Putting q2 = e~ and Z = ~/2 + h/2i, one obtains from eq. (AII.2):
(1— e~~)(1+ e’~~e~~)(1+ e_~_he~~)
= cos(~/2+h/2i) ~ e~ 1)nh2cos((2n + 1) (~4)). (AII.3)
Similarly, with q2 = e~ and Z = 4/2 — h/2i, one gets:
(1 — e~)(1 + e~_he~~)(1+ ~ e~~)
= cos(~/2—h/
2i)~0e cos((2n + i)(~_~)). (AII.4)The cos-terms in the denominator of eqs. (AII.3) and (AII.4) cancel (up to a factor 4/e~)with the
factors (1 + e~~)(1+ e~~’)in eq. (AII.1). Eq. (AII.1) can now be written as:
exp(—$EN(0)) ZN(T. H) = J e~d~-4~{ (~e~’~2 cos((2n + I) (~+~)))
x (~e~m+t)m/2cos((2m+ 1)
= ~— J d4 ~ ~ esm(m±1~2
n=O ,,,
x {e’”~’~ e(~~m~+ ei(~~m~e ”~”~’~”+ ei(m_~~e(_m_~~_~
+ e’~”~~e(m_~~~}z~. (AII.5)
Obviously, eq. (AII.5) has non-zero terms only for n = m. Therefore, for the equal spacing model, the
partition function Z~7~(T,H) is given by
exp(—$EN(0)) Z~’1(T,H) = 2 ~ e~’”~’~cosh((2n + 1)h) Z~ (AII.6)
n 0
in the same way one finds for the “even” case:
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exp(—$EN(0)) Z~°(T,H) = {i +2 ~ e(~~+1~cosh(2(n + 1)h)} Z~. (AII.7)
The susceptibility x is easily calculated from the partition function given in eqs. (AII.6) and
(AII.7):
1 OF —~----~—lnZN(T,H). (AII.8)
M=
~03H 13/L0OH
For an odd number of electrons we obtain:
M = ~ /3/Lo/L~~ {EN(o)+ ln(Z~)+ln(±e’(e~2~4~”+ e~2~1~~))}
~ e~’~1~(2n+ 1)(e~2”~1~— e2~’~”) (AII.9)
= /.LB ,ç~ e_n±1)(e(2~~1~~+ e~2~~°”)
‘-‘n 0
If h —*0, this reduces to:
M~d= $j~~H4 ~n=O (n + 1~2~ (AII.10)
~
For an even number of electrons, one gets in a similar way:
~ = f3jLop~H8~“° e”~”~(n+ 1)2 (AII.11)
1 + 2 ~ e~”~1~
The expressions (AII.10) and (AII.11) can be evaluated for the limiting cases /36 4 1 and /36 ~‘ 1. In
the high temperature limit (/38 4 1), the summations can be replaced by integrals, which are of the form
f°°°x~exp(—x2) dx = Vir/4, or f~°~exp(—x2) dx = \/ir/2. In this limit, one gets for the case with an odd
number of electrons:
(4e~~’~/4f36)\/ir/f38— _____ — o/L~p(EF) (AII.12)
Xodd f3/Lo~LL~s
~e$8I’4V1r/$6 — 8
and similarly, for the case with an even number of electrons:
Xeven = /32 (8/4/36)\/ir/f38 — 2~ois~— 2 (AII.13)
1+\/ - 6 P’OP’B
where, again, the usual bulk result for the Pauli spin paramagnetism is obtained, for both cases.
In the QSE limit (/38 ~ 1) only very few levels can be reached, and hence only the lowest terms in the
summation need to be considered for eqs. (AII.6) and (AII.7). For this case, eqs. (AII.10) and (AII.11)
reduce to:
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1 +9e~+ O(e608)
Xodd = /3p~j~1+ e2~+ O(e6~)= f3~~~{1+ 8e2~+
= + Xt’uu (~4exp(_~.ç;)) (AII.14)
and:
Xeven = I3/.Lo/.L~1+2e~+O(e~)~f3/~LoiLL~{8e~+ O(e2~)}
/46 / 6\\
=XbUIk~exP~—~-~)). (AII.15)
The bulk Pauli spin paramagnetism is attenuated exponentially, and for odd number of electrons the
low temperature susceptibility is dominated by the susceptibility of the one free spin per particle.
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